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ABBREVIATIONS
ANI

National Integrity Authority

APO

Anti-corruption Prosecutor`s Office

BDE

Board for Discipline and Ethics (of SCP)

CARA

Criminal Assets Recovery Agency

CARIN

Camden Assets Recovery Interagency Network

CC

Criminal Code of the Republic of Moldova

CPC

Criminal Procedural Code of the Republic of Moldova

CS

Customs Service

CSO

Civil Society Organisation

EU

European Union

JIT

Joint Investigative Team

FA

Functional Analysis

FIU

Financial Intelligence Unit

FSS

Fiscal State Service

GPO

General Prosecutor`s Office

Law No 3

Law of Moldova “On Prosecution Service” of 25 February 2016

Law No 159

Law of Moldova “On Specialised Prosecutor`s Offices” of 7 July 2016

LEA

Law Enforcement Agency

MoI

Ministry of Internal Affairs

MoJ

Ministry of Justice

MD

Republic of Moldova

MP

Member of Parliament

ML

Money Laundering

MLA

Mutual Legal Assistance

NAC

National Anti-corruption Centre

NIJ

National Institute of Justice

PEP

Politically Exposed Person

PCCOCS

Prosecutor`s Office for Combating Organised Crime and for Special Cases

PG

Prosecutor General

SCM

Superior Council of Magistrates

SCP

Superior Council of Prosecutors

SIS

Security and Intelligence Service

SPCSB

Office for Prevention and Fight Against Money Laundering (FIU in Moldova)

UNCAC

United Nations Convention Against Corruption
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Functional Analysis of Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office in Moldova was commissioned by
the Institute for European Policies and Reforms` (IPRE), with the financial support of Soros
Foundation Moldova (SFM). The research forming the basis of the Functional Analysis explored the
situation with the jurisdiction, powers and limitations of APO in legislation and in practice as well
as functioning of APO and its cooperation and coordination with other authorities within its
competence. To that end, the research, per its terms of reference, inter alia, covered the following:
• jurisdiction of APO in respect of corruption and high-level corruption cases (both in terms of
own investigation and supervision of cases investigated by NAC), safeguards against removing
cases from the jurisdiction of APO, rules of assignment and reassignment of cases within the
APO;
• powers and limitations of APO in conducting investigation and prosecution of high-level
corruption (including but not limited to capacities to conduct analytical work, to apply seizure
(arrest) of assets and other interim measures, to conduct investigative actions (ordinary and
covert), to apply plea bargaining tools and liability of legal entities, capacities in witness and
whistleblower protection, and in presenting corruption cases in court proceedings;
• organisational structure, human, financial and technical resources;
• disciplinary liability and dismissals of APO prosecutors, right to challenge the instructions
from the superiors;
• planning, defining priorities and ensuring resources in criminal investigation and prosecution of
corruption, dealing with different typologies of cases (high level corruption with international
dimension and mostly domestic, low-level corruption, cases related to corruption);
• detection of corruption by APO prosecutors;
• cooperation and coordination with other national authorities (NAC, CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ, National Bank, etc.);
• recovery of assets from corruption and money laundering by APO prosecutors;
• international cooperation (police-to-police cooperation and MLA, extradition, modern tools in
MLA);
• performance indicators and statistics, public relations / communication (public and internal),
capacity building; etc.
The findings of Functional Analysis are presented in two sections, which separately analyse the
jurisdiction, powers and limitations of APO (Section I) and functioning of APO and cooperation with
other actors (Section II). The research generally confirms that, despite the substantial progress
achieved by Moldova in its anti-corruption efforts, many significant gaps and omissions remain to
be addressed in both its legislative framework and practice to reach the goal of effectively
combating high-level corruption in the country. In particular, it was established that the mandate
of APO is too broad and goes beyond corruption and corruption related crimes, not to mention
high-level corruption, that there are problems with the workload, organisation, prioritisation and
planning of its work. APO does not have sufficient independence within the prosecutor's office
system, nor does it have enough organisational, financial, human, technical and other resources
to ensure the effective operation of this institution. Moreover, even those minimally necessary
provisions that were laid down in the Law on Specialised Prosecutor's Offices (No 159) back in
2016 have not been mostly implemented until now (over 6 years). The findings served as a basis
for recommendations for an enhanced response which are presented in the concluding Section III
of this Functional Analysis (Roadmap to enhance the efficiency of the Anticorruption Prosecutor’s
Office - Key Recommendations). For greater convenience, the key recommendations of Functional
Analysis are divided into sections and suggested implementation time frames - short-term (up to
6 months), middle-term (6-24 months) and long-term (3y+). It should be noted separately that the
provided recommendations are quite detailed and practical, but only their complete and accurate
implementation can, in the opinion of the author, radically change the situation and ensure the
effective work of APO in combating high-ranking corruption in Moldova.
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INTRODUCTION (BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS)
This Functional Analysis was carried out by Vitalii Kasko, former First Deputy (2019-2020), Deputy
(2014-2016) Prosecutor General of Ukraine, and Member of the Executive Committee of the
International Association of Prosecutors (2015-2021) with the support of the Institute for European
Policies and Reforms` (IPRE) team (Iulian Groza, Ecaterina Popsoi and Elena Bolocan).
The project was implemented in consultations with the beneficiaries – Anti-corruption
Prosecutor`s Office, Office of the Prosecutor General, Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Moldova, as well as the Independent Anti-corruption Committee to the President of the Republic
of Moldova.
The Functional Analysis is focused primarily on analysing practices of APO within the most recent
period of 2019-2021 and identifying both organisational and practical gaps, obstacles, omissions
as well as areas of growth in the prosecution of high-level (grand) corruption cases in Moldova. As
the key objective of Analysis was to identify rather practical solutions that might be found without
making changes and amendments to the primary laws of the country, the legislative remedies were
recommended mostly in cases when it looked unrealistic to achieve the efficiency in prosecution
of high-level-corruption within the existing legislative framework.
Methodology of the Functional Analysis included desk review of the primary legislative framework
(legislation regulating the organisation and functioning of APO, as well as Constitution of Moldova,
Criminal Code, Criminal Procedural Code and other primary laws in this field); analysis of secondary
legal acts, internal regulations, statistics, and reports of mandated agencies, thematic research
reports, international and national monitoring reports; analysis of information from public sources,
including information posted on the official websites of the GPO, NAC and other agencies; virtual
meetings and interviews with the selected agencies, organisations, officials or individuals; analysis
of APO reports for its activity in 2019-2021 and their replies to the Questionnaire, mapping of state
primary agencies involved in cooperation / coordination of criminal investigation, prosecution and
adjudication of corruption in Moldova; analysis of disciplinary practice against prosecutors of APO
for the period of 2019-2021 (including review of some extracts from disciplinary reports/findings);
analysis of practice of challenging procedural orders from superior prosecutors by APO
prosecutors; analysis of selected criminal investigations conducted or leaded (supervised) by APO
for the period covered by the Analysis (2019-2021); other tools and sources of information.

During June - July 2022, more than 30 virtual interviews were conducted with representatives of
state agencies (Parliament, Government, Independent Anti-corruption Committee to the President
of the Republic of Moldova, GPO, APO, SCP, NAC, CARA, ANI, FSS, MoJ, judges etc.), international
stakeholders (EU High Level Advisers, US Embassy, USAID, INL, World Bank, Council of Europe,
GIZ, the expert seconded to the Presidency of the Republic of Moldova by the French Ministry of
Europe and Foreign Affairs, the expert team working with CARA on improving the asset recovery
system), non-governmental organisations (TI Moldova, Legal Resource Centre of Moldova (LRCM),
CAPC, Promo-Lex, WatchDog.MD) and private lawyers.
The author and the IPRE team would like to separately thank all international partners, experts,
representatives of state institutions and CSOs of Moldova for their dedicated assistance in
providing the information necessary for this Functional Analysis.
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SECTION I. JURISDICTION, POWERS AND LIMITATIONS OF APO
Introduction.

According to article 124(1) of the Constitution of Moldova, Prosecution Service is an independent
public institution within the judiciary, contributing to the administration of justice, the protection
of rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of the individual, society and the state through criminal
proceedings and other proceedings provided for by law. The Prosecutor General shall be
appointed by the President of Moldova on the proposal of the Superior Council of Prosecutors,
and the latter is stipulated as a guarantor of independence and impartiality of prosecutors (articles
125(1) and 1251(1) of the Constitution respectively).
The Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office (APO) is one of the two specialised prosecution offices in
the system of Prosecution Service of Moldova vested with the powers to combat corruption crimes
and acts related to corruption. The second one, Prosecutor`s Office for Combating Organised
Crime and for Special Cases (PCCOCS), specialises in a wider range of criminal offences mostly
related to smuggling, tax evasion, cyber-crimes, crimes against peace and humanity, war crimes,
terrorism or organised crime. The mandate, powers and functioning of both specialised
prosecution offices are regulated by special laws [Law No 159], CPC and own Regulations on
activities, they exercise their mandate on the entire territory of the country (article 9(1), 9(2) of
Law No 3).
Each specialised prosecutor's office is headed by the Chief Prosecutor (whose position is
equivalent to the Deputy Prosecutor General), who has a deputy or, as appropriate – deputies
(whose positions shall be equal to Chief Prosecutor of the GPO department). They may have
subdivisions within the office as well as territorial bureaus or representatives on site (article 9(3)
of Law No 3).
The primary law explicitly emphasises that a specialised prosecutor's office is an independent
entity within the Prosecution Service and that the prosecutors of mentioned offices shall be
procedurally independent in accordance with the CPC and the Law No 3 (article 2(1), 2(4) of Law
No 159).
According to article 9(4) of Law No 3, the Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office has the following
three basic tasks: a) exercises (conducts) criminal investigation in cases assigned to its
competence by the criminal procedural legislation; b) leads (oversees, supervises) the criminal
investigation in cases investigated by the National Anti-corruption Centre (NAC) and c) represents
the accusation in the court of first, appeal and cassation instances in cases referred to in
paragraphs a) and b) above.
1. Jurisdiction of APO re corruption and high-level corruption cases. Safeguards against removing
cases from the jurisdiction of APO. Rules of assignment and reassignment of cases within the APO

1.1. Criminal offences covered by jurisdiction of APO through investigation (among them: corruption
crimes, corruption related crimes, ML from corruption, other crimes)
In accordance with article 2701(1) of CPC the Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office exercises criminal
investigation of the following categories of criminal offences:
1)

crimes specified in articles 1811-1813 (bribery of voters, violations of political parties` financing),
2421, 2422 (manipulation of sports competitions), 324-329 (passive corruption, active
corruption, trading in influence, criminal conflict of interests, abuse of power or official duties,
excess of official duties, negligence), 332-335 (official forgery, fraud or misappropriation of
external funds, bribery and abuse of official duties in private sector), as well as articles 190
and 191 of the CC (fraud and misappropriation committed with the abuse of official duties) –
provided that these crimes were committed by: a) persons occupying high-level public office
within the meaning of article 123(3) of CC (except for mayors and deputy mayors of villages
or communes, local counsellors of villages or communes); b) civil servants holding senior
management positions; c) criminal investigative officers [ofițeri de urmărire penală] and field
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officers [ofițeri de investigații]; d) lawyers; e) bailiffs; f) authorised administrators; g) persons
representing the management of state-owned enterprises and joint stock companies with
vast majority of shares owned by the state; h) persons representing the management of
commercial banks; i) secretary of the Supreme Security Council, chief of the General Staff of
the National Army, other persons holding leading positions in the General Staff of the National
Army, as well as persons holding the military rank of a General or a special rank corresponding
to him/her;
2) crimes specified in paragraph 1 above, regardless of the capacity of a perpetrator, if the
amount of money, value of goods, services, privileges, advantages in any form and other
benefits claimed, promised, accepted, offered, given or received, exceeds 5,000 conventional
units [MDL 250,000 or approximately EUR 12,670] or if the value of damage caused by crime
exceeds 50,000 conventional units [MDL 2,500,000 or about EUR 126,700];
3) crimes specified in article 1812 of CC (illegal financing of political parties or election campaigns)
– if the amount of financing, administrative resources, donations, allocations from the state
budget and/or means from the electoral fund used to commit the crime exceeds 5,000
conventional units [MDL 250,000 or approximately EUR 12,670].
Thus, the current legislative framework regulating the mandate of APO does not meet the objective
of creating this specialised prosecutor`s office, namely, effective and focused prosecution of highlevel corruption. On one hand, CPC includes a significant number of crimes that are not corruption
crimes (in terms of Chapter III of UNCAC) or even crimes related to corruption under the jurisdiction
of APO. In addition, the list of persons subject to the APO`s mandate appears to be too broad, and
the threshold upon reaching which the case will be referred to the competence of APO, is quite
low (about EUR 12,670 in terms of unlawful benefit and about EUR 126,700 in terms of damage)1.
On the other hand, not all crimes that are related to corruption and could reasonably be attributed
to the competence of APO are included by article 2701 of CPC in its mandate.
For example, it seems that the following crimes do not belong to the category of corruption crimes
(within the meaning of UNCAC) or crimes related to corruption and need to be removed from the
APO`s mandate: excess of official duties (article 328 CC), negligence (article 329 CC), official
forgery (article 332 CC), fraud or misappropriation of external funds (articles 3321 and 3322 CC). In
addition, it is also worth thinking about excluding from the competence of APO those crimes,
which, although they may be related to corruption, but diluting the resources of APO on them (in
the conditions of its shortage and considering the nature of such crimes) does not look like a really
justified decision. Such crimes that might be excluded from the mandate of APO include:
manipulation of sports competitions (articles 2421, 2422 CC), corruption crimes in private sector
(articles 333-335 CC) and fraud committed with the abuse of official duties (article 190 CC). At the
same time, it seems appropriate to extend the mandate of APO to such crimes as money laundering
(article 243 CC – in part of proceeds from corruption) and illicit enrichment (article 3302 CC), which
would correspond to the degree of their importance in light of UNCAC (articles 20, 23). Depending
on the model ultimately chosen by the authorities of Moldova for anti-corruption institutions
responsible for the investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption, the crime specified in
article 3521(2) СС (false statements in [assets and interests] declarations) should be also referred
to the jurisdiction of those institutions with the justified pecuniary threshold.

From the reports of APO on the results of its work for the years 2019-2021 it can be concluded
that its already extremely limited resources were mostly used to investigate crimes that had no
relation to high-profile corruption, and sometimes - had nothing to do with corruption as such.
For instance, in 2019 APO conducted 213 criminal investigations of crimes out of which at least
1 For instance, for the purposes of Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring under the Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan the relevant
threshold for referring the case to the category of high-level corruption was defined in the amount of 3,000 monthly
statutory minimum wage fixed in the respective country (if the benefit or damage are of pecuniary nature) [for Moldova it
would be EUR 150 x 3000 = EUR 450,000], please see: OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round
of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan, page 143.
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32% had no relation to corruption and/or mandate of APO (e.g., excess of official duties – 19
cases, negligence – 2 cases, crimes against justice – 20 cases, other [non-corruption]
categories – 27 cases). Out of 122 criminal cases terminated by APO in 2020 only 54 cases
(44,3%) had relation to corruption. At least 7 (15,6%) out of 45 cases brought to trial and at least
7 (16,3%) out of 43 cases terminated by APO in 2021 had no relation to corruption.
The interviews only confirmed the above-mentioned conclusions regarding the too broad mandate
of APO in the field of investigation, including the irrelevant types of crimes there, focusing on petty
corruption and mostly former public officials in practice. Below are some relevant quotes from the
interviews.
It is also worth noting that many previous international and national expert reports already stated
the problem of too broad and unfocused mandate of APO and stressed the need to exclude the
cases not related to corruption from the mandate of APO as well as focus its mandate only on
high-level corruption2.
Recommendations:

•

Limit the mandate of APO to conduct criminal investigations (article 2701 CPC) to most relevant
corruption and corruption-related crimes only. For this purpose, exclude from the APO
mandate such crimes as: excess of official duties (article 328 CC), negligence (article 329 CC),
official forgery (article 332 CC), fraud or misappropriation of external funds (articles 3321 and
3322 CC), manipulation of sports competitions (articles 2421, 2422 CC), corruption crimes in
private sector (articles 333-335 CC) and fraud committed with the abuse of official duties
(article 190 CC), as well as amend the mandate of APO with following crimes: money
laundering (article 243 CC – in part of proceeds from corruption), illicit enrichment (article 3302
CC) and false statements in [assets and interests] declarations (article 3521(2) СС) (the latter
two - in case of reaching a well-justified material threshold or if committed by high-level public
officials).

•

Delineate clearly the competence of APO (and/or NAC) on the one hand, and ANI on the other
hand, in terms of identification and addressing cases of illicit enrichment and false statements
in asset and interest declarations of public officials in a way that APO (and/or NAC) should
have primary jurisdiction to investigate such cases reaching a well-justified material threshold
or if committed by high-level public officials and without any preliminary conditions for
conducting such investigation (e.g. in the form of preceding verifications or conclusions on
the part of ANI).

1.2. Types of criminal offences requiring more focused efforts of APO through investigation
The analysis of most recent international reports and statistics of APO shows that even cases of
active and passive bribery in the public sector, offering or promising of a bribe, bribe solicitation
or acceptance of offer or promise of a bribe with final court verdicts (which have entered into
force) were rare rather than common in 2019-2021. For example, for the year 2020, there were no
such final sentences. There were practically no cases of foreign bribery3.
In the APO reports for 2019-2021, no examples of cases related to serious corruption crimes in the
public procurement field were found, while this area is perceived in the society as having high risks
of corruption4.
As for the corruption of prosecutors, relatively few prosecutors were prosecuted in the cases that
APO investigated and brought to trial: 4 in 2019, 2 in 2020, and 4 in 2021 (10 in total for the last 3
2 See, among other sources, Position paper: the Anti-corruption Prosecution Office should investigate only high-level
corruption, LRCM and EFOR, 2018; Guidelines for improving decision-making, integral procedures as well as interagency
cooperation, coordination and communication related to investigation of criminal cases of corruption, Twinning, 2019.
3 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 115.
4 Ibid, pages 100-101.
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years, mostly for trading in influence and passive corruption on the part of line prosecutors). As
an exception there was a case of illicit enrichment regarding the former Chief Prosecutor of
PCCOCS (2021). Another case regarding high-level prosecutor – case of suspended PG, Alexandr
Stoianoglo, who was charged with excess of official duties for “dismissal of prosecutor that
caused damage to the PGO`s budget in the amount of MDL 163,990.13” – could not be referred to
corruption crimes. And all this against the background that the prosecutors were called by many
interview participants as one of the most corrupt categories of public officials in Moldova. This
might also be confirmed by a recent study on the declarations of prosecutors conducted by TI
Moldova5. The interviews also revealed that the situation with bringing judges to justice for
corruption is similar.
In its recent Report as a result of Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring of Moldova under the OECD Istanbul
Anti-Corruption Action Plan (hereinafter also – “OECD Report”) the monitoring team concluded, in
particular, that public perception of corruption among prosecutors being properly investigated is
low. The representatives of the civil society and international community expressed concerns over
some allegations and how they have been handled by law enforcement and generally didn’t think
that all public allegations of corruption of prosecutors were thoroughly investigated with justified
decisions taken and explained to the public, especially, when such allegations involved high-level
persons. It is of great concern that, among the prosecutors accused of corruption there are also
well-known and high-level prosecutors in the specialised prosecution offices6.
Based on the results of the interview, one also gets the impression that the problem of unjustified
assets of public officials becomes more and more pressing. This reveals that the law enforcement
agencies are not effective enough in prosecuting corruption, especially high-level one. Apart from
the traditional corruption crimes, the crime of illicit enrichment exists at their disposal (article 3302
CC) that may greatly simplify the work of APO prosecutors. This crime does not require proving
the actual link of property with a specific act of corruption, but just implies proving beyond a
reasonable doubt a substantial discrepancy between the value of public officials' assets and their
legal income. However, illicit enrichment is not covered formally by the direct mandate of APO
(article 2701(1) of CPC), and in addition, for certain reasons, relevant criminal cases began to appear
in the APO/NAC`s practice just recently. Some of them were brought to court, although there are
not so many final court verdicts (that would come into force) yet. The only final conviction found
in the Report of APO for 2019-2021 was the case of the head of section of Public Medical-Sanitary
Institution “Republican Medical Diagnostic Center” convicted in 2021 for conspiracy to commit
abuse of office and for illicit enrichment. Another example was the case of the Judge of the
Chisinau Court who was convicted in 2021 for illicit enrichment to imprisonment for a term of 7
years, with deprivation of the right to hold public office in the field of jurisprudence for 15 years,
with the extended confiscation applied to the equivalent of MDL 640,143 (amount of substantial
discrepancy between the acquired wealth and the income legally obtained by the subject of his
declaration [wife]), as well as to the amount of MDL 606,000 lei (amount of donations found
suspicious). The case was at the stage of appeal as of the beginning of 2022. There were no illicit
enrichment crimes brought to court by APO or where APO got the convictions in 2019-2020. And
only in 2021 two new cases on illicit enrichment were brought to trial – the cases of former member
of Parliament and of the former Chief Prosecutor of PCCOCS (no data on the final convictions yet).
However, the mere fact that only one case against a prosecutor for illicit enrichment was brought
to trial for the entire years 2019-2021 looks inconsistent with the realities. For instance, TI Moldova
conducted recently a thorough analysis of the declarations of Moldovan prosecutors for 20182021, which revealed many trends that may indicate the prevalence of the problem of unjustified
assets of prosecutors and their close persons. According to its executive summary, the analysis
revealed higher risks of corruption and lack of integrity among prosecutors. … Although the

5 The Executive Summary of the report on the declaration of incomes and properties by the prosecutors of the Republic of
Moldova, 2022 ( http://surl.li/crllj )
6 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 75,95.
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revenues from donations offered to prosecutors have a modest share in total revenues, their value
is quite high and constantly growing - 7 million lei in 2018, 8.6 million lei in 2019 and 9.8 million lei
in 2020. … It should be noted that some prosecutors have indicated up to 9 donations per year. A

large part of prosecutors indicated donations exceeding 100 thousand lei (for 2018 - 44%, 2019 43%, 2020 - 33%). Some of them have constantly "subscribed" to donations, managing to agonise
from them considerable income in recent years - from a few hundred thousand to 2 million lei.
There are cases when the income from donations of some prosecutors is comparable or even
exceeds several times the salary income of them and their family members, for example, in 2020 up to 5 times. … The value of some houses / apartments owned is ridiculous or generally lacking.

It should be noted that the investigative journalists identified houses and apartments of some
prosecutors who were not reflected in the declarations, but were registered in the name of
relatives or trusted persons. Some prosecutors have resorted to fictitious divorces in order not to
declare the properties they could not justify. There are actually prosecutors / families of
prosecutors who declared up to 163 plots of land. … The value of some declared vehicles is quite
high, over 1 million lei, some of the declarants indicated in the years when they bought such cars
important donations and / or income from the alienation of movable and immovable goods. It
should be noted that the declared value of some cars arouses suspicion, the investigative
journalists reporting on multiple cases when it would be diminished. …
In 2018-2021, the GPO launched 44 criminal cases against prosecutors, of which 19 (43%) - on
possible cases of corruption and related to them and 7 (16%) - on possible cases of illicit
enrichment, most of them started in 2021. During the reference period, the GPO sent 13 criminal
cases to the prosecutors regarding the prosecutors, including 10 - on possible cases of corruption
and related to them and 1 - on a possible case of illicit enrichment7. Despite the attractiveness of
cases of illicit enrichment at the first glance, it would also be reasonable to warn prosecutors
against excessive enthusiasm for the investigation of these cases to the detriment of detecting
classic acts of corruption (bribery, corrupt embezzlement or misappropriation of assets and abuse
of office). After all, such corruption crimes should be the main object, whereas the illicit enrichment
should have an auxiliary (subsidiary) role and come to the rescue when, despite the lack of data
on specific acts of corruption, an official becomes the owner of considerable wealth of unknown
origin.
In addition, the СС of Moldova in its article 3521(2) introduces criminal liability for false statements
in [assets and interests] declarations of public officials. However, the specified crime is not
assigned by CPC to neither APO nor NAC mandate. The reports of APO for 2019-2021 did not
reveal any data on such cases being brought to trial or on convictions for such crimes with the
participation of APO prosecutors in the courts. Under the conclusions of the above-mentioned
OECD Report, provision of false information in asset and interest declarations is a criminal offence
under Article 3521 of the Criminal Code and can result in [the following punishment]. However, no
information has been provided regarding the kinds and sizes of criminal sanctions imposed by
courts [for 2020]8. As TI Moldova noted in its Report, the prosecutor's office did not initiate criminal
cases on possible false statements in the prosecutors' declarations of assets and interests. It
should be noted that during this time ANI sent 6 such notifications to the Prosecutor's Office9.
It is also worth mentioning that the law does not include laundering of proceeds from corruption
under the mandate of APO. Instead, article 243 of the CC (money laundering) is assigned by law
to the jurisdiction of NAC, and it refers to any type of laundering, since there is no reservation in
article 269 of CPC regarding the corrupt nature of the origin of relevant proceeds. Despite this, in
the APO reports one can find references to a few presumed cases of money laundering
investigated and brought to trial by APO prosecutors. For instance, in the report for 2019 two
7 The Executive Summary of the report on the declaration of incomes and properties by the prosecutors of the Republic of
Moldova, 2022 ( http://surl.li/crllj )
8 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 41.
9 The Executive Summary of the report on the declaration of incomes and properties by the prosecutors of the Republic of
Moldova, 2022 ( http://surl.li/crllj )
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cases were noticed in the unified category “financial, economic crimes, tax evasion, money
laundering (art. 238-253)”. Even if to presume that these 2 cases were cases of money laundering
no description of money laundering cases investigated and brought to courts by APO were found
in its reports for the entire period of 2019-2021. This most likely indicates the lack of serious
success of APO in the investigation and prosecution of such crimes, while the laundering of
proceeds from corruption, especially from high-level (grand) corruption, is a serious crime that
requires much more attention of specialised anti-corruption prosecutors.
Recommendations:

•

Focus further investigative activities of APO (and NAC – in terms of supervision function of
APO) on cases of active and passive bribery, offering or promising of a bribe, bribe solicitation
or acceptance of offer or promise, foreign bribery, abuse of office, corruption in public
procurement (all - in public sector), laundering of proceeds from corruption, illicit enrichment
and false statements in assets and interests declarations , in case of APO - corresponding to
the category of high-level corruption (in terms of amount of unlawful benefit/damage or
position of public official involved).

1.3. Criminal offences covered by jurisdiction of APO through supervision of NAC investigations
(among them: corruption crimes, corruption related crimes, ML from corruption, other crimes)
In accordance with article 2701(2) of CPC the Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office leads (oversees,
supervises) the criminal investigation in cases referred to the mandate of National Anti-corruption
Centre. Under article 269 of CPC, the criminal investigative body of NAC conducts investigations
of crimes specified in articles 239-240 (crimes related to banking, investment, insurance,
hampering of banking supervision, misuse of funds from internal or external loans), 243 (money
laundering), 279 (terrorism financing), 324-335 (passive and active corruption, trading in influence,
criminal conflict of interests, abuse of power or official duties, excess of official duties, negligence,
breach of confidentiality regime in respect of information in the declarations of assets and
interests, illicit enrichment, official forgery, fraud or misappropriation of external funds, bribery
and abuse of official duties in private sector) of the Criminal Code, as well as crimes related to the
mentioned crimes, with the exceptions provided for by CPC.
The situation with NAC's jurisdiction in many ways resembles the same problems that were already
mentioned above in the section on the investigative jurisdiction of APO. The main problem is that
the NAC's mandate covers many crimes that have no relation to the phenomenon of corruption.
Considering that APO prosecutors by law shall lead every criminal investigation of NAC, this diverts
a significant human resource of APO to things not related to corruption crimes and makes such an
approach to allocation of functions counterproductive.
In particular, the following crimes do not belong to the category of corruption crimes (within the
meaning of UNCAC) or crimes related to corruption and should be removed from the mandate of
NAC: i) crimes related to banking, investment, insurance, hampering of banking supervision, misuse
of funds from internal or external loans (articles 239-240 CC), ii) terrorism financing (article 279),
iii) excess of official duties (article 328 CC), iv) negligence (article 329 CC), v) breach of
confidentiality regime in respect of information in the declarations of assets and interests (article
3301 CC), vi) official forgery (article 332 CC), vii) fraud or misappropriation of external funds
(articles 3321 and 3322 CC). Nor does it seem logical to entrust NAC with the mandate to investigate
any type of money laundering. Taking into account the objective of this agency, it would be
reasonable to narrow the mandate of NAC in the context of money laundering exclusively to the
investigation of laundering of proceeds from corruption.

From APO reports on the results of its work for the years 2019-2021 it can be seen that a lot of
time and resources of APO prosecutors are diverted by supervising the investigations of NAС
in cases that do not concern corruption crimes. In general, APO leaded (supervised) NAC
investigations in 1898 (2019), 1575 (2020) and 1326 (2021) cases. In 2019, about 25% of cases
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that were launched this year and were investigated by NAC under supervision of APO did not
relate to corruption crimes (in 2020 – almost 35% and in 2021 – about 23,4%). Among 267 cases
brought to trial by NAC in 2019, at least 59 (22%) were not corruption crimes (excess of power
(5), negligence (3), crimes against justice (1), crimes against property (17), financial, banking
crimes (2), smuggling (1), other [non-corruption] crimes (30)). In 2020, out of 170 cases brought
to trial by NAC only 126 related to corruption, that is 25,9% of cases had no relation to corruption
(in 2021 - 24,6%). Thus, the share of such cases in 2019-2021 consistently made up about a
quarter of the total number of cases brought to court by NAC. It is also worth noting that in 2019
NAC terminated 82 cases of excess of power, 25 cases of negligence and 39 cases of other
[non-corruption] crimes, in 2020 - 71 cases of excess of power, 10 cases of negligence and 45
cases of other [non-corruption] crimes and in 2021 - 38 cases of excess of power, 9 cases of
negligence as well as 27 cases of other [non-corruption] crimes as a result of investigation that
might divert both NAC and APO resources from their core competence. The most common types
of defendants in NAC cases investigated in 2019-2021 were petty officials and police officers.
No Members of Parliament, Ministers, Deputy Ministers or officials of this level, judges or
prosecutors were in the list of defendants brought to justice by NAC during 2019-2021.
In all three reports on the work of APO for 2019-2021, only 2 examples of valuable NAC cases
were found which may arouse interest: 1) criminal case for alleged passive corruption of the
director of Sports Center for the Preparation of National Teams for concluding a contract
between a company and the Ministry of Youth and Sports (the amount of alleged unlawful
benefit was EUR 200,000) and 2) criminal case for money laundering in the total amount of EUR
1,846,512 and USD 982,787 during 2012-2019 committed by “decision-makers of non-resident
companies” (despite significant amount of money laundered, there is no data in the reports,
however, whether this related to the laundering of proceeds from corruption or from other
criminal activities).
Recommendations:

•

Limit the mandate of NAC to conduct criminal investigations (article 269 CPC) to corruption
and corruption-related crimes only. For this purpose, exclude from the NAC mandate such
crimes as: crimes related to banking, investment, insurance, hampering of banking
supervision, misuse of funds from internal or external loans (articles 239-240 CC), terrorism
financing (article 279), excess of official duties (article 328 CC), negligence (article 329 CC),
breach of confidentiality regime in respect of information in the declarations of assets and
interests (article 3301 CC), official forgery (article 332 CC), fraud or misappropriation of
external funds (articles 3321 and 3322 CC). Narrow the mandate of NAC in the context of
money laundering exclusively to the investigation of laundering of proceeds from corruption.
Amend the mandate of NAC with investigation of false statements in [assets and interests]
declarations (article 3521(2) СС) (if needed - upon reaching certain material threshold).
Consider the exclusion of corruption crimes in private sector (articles 333-335 CC) from the
investigative mandate of NAC.

1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in tackling high-level corruption. Criteria for including into the category of
“high-level” corruption case
The primary task of the specialised Anti-Corruption Prosecutor`s Office, following the reform of
the Prosecution Service in 2016, was to tackle high-level corruption. However, unfortunately, this
did not happen in practice, and the efforts of APO continue to be scattered mainly in the direction
of petty corruption (whether in the form of its own investigations or leading the investigations of
NAC, whose mandate is still very broad).

These findings are aligned with the data from the reports of APO for 2019-2021. For instance, in
cases brought to trial by APO in 2019 (81) the most typical subjects (out of 138 individuals) were:
police officers (23), employees of commercial companies (14), employees of CS (11), advocates
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(8), officials of other central administrative authorities (6), judges (5), prosecutors (4), others
(37), that is only 9 defendants (5 judges and 4 prosecutors) could be referred to high-level
officials, although due to the relevance of profession rather than the hierarchical level of position
occupied. In 2020, out of 58 accused persons there were: police officers (11), other employees
of state or municipal enterprises (10), advocates (4), mayors (3), prosecutors (2) [and no judges],
others (19). It`s worth mentioning that no Members of Parliament, Ministers, Deputy Ministers or
similar top-level officials (either active or former) were among the defendants brought to justice
in cases investigated by APO during 2019-2020. Only few cases listed in the APO reports for
2019 and 2020 as high-profile and complex files investigated by APO or in which the APO
obtained verdicts in the first instance courts, could be classified as high-level corruption due to
the position of defendants (mostly line prosecutors and judges and in one case of corruption judges of the appeal court). And there were no high-level corruption cases in 2019-2020 in
terms of relevant amount of unlawful benefit or damage (e.g., EUR 7,000 in influence peddling
case in 2019, MDL 108,176 [about EUR 5,500] in influence peddling case in 2020, bribes in USD
50 and USD 90 per each permission/vehicle allegedly taken by officials of territorial divisions of
food safety control service in the total amount of USD 40,000 for period under investigation in
bribery case in 2020). Similarly, in cases brought to trial by APO in 2021 (45) the most typical
subjects (out of 75 defendants) were: police officers (15), other employees of state or municipal
enterprises (15), others (12). However, in 2021 APO brought to trial also defendants that could
be qualified as high-level officials, namely 1 Member of Parliament, 1 judge and 4 prosecutors. In
one case the former MP and a former director of the state-owned International Airport Chisinau
were accused in the alleged abuse of office while concluding a concession contract of the
Airport in 2013 (the case has been sent to court in May 2021). In another case the former Chief
Prosecutor of other specialised prosecutor`s office (PCCOCS) was charged with illicit
enrichment (it`s worth noting that investigation of this case was conducted by APO although
article 269 CPC refers this crime to the mandate of NAC). Among cases that can be separately
noted in 2021, there is also the conviction by the court of first instance of a judge of Chisinau
for illicit enrichment to real term of imprisonment (7 years) and confiscation in the amount of
MDL 1,246,143 (approximately EUR 63,300) (at the time of reporting by APO in early 2022 the
case was still under appeal).
There is also one complex criminal case of high-level corruption called “Theft of the billion” case
(or “Bank Fraud Case”) opened in 2014 and still being at the stage of pre-trial investigation (for
more than 8 years already). More detailed information about the facts and progress in this case
can be found in APO reports for the years 2019-2021. The reports refer to many investigative
steps carried out by APO prosecutors within this period. Among the latest news, it was
mentioned that in mid-2020 a joint investigative team with Latvian prosecutors was established
in the case, and that the amount of assets seized in the case in 2021 increased to MDL
7,270,382,175.57. However, the case regarding the alleged high-profile participants of criminal
scheme is still pending. For instance, in its report for 2019 APO mentioned individuals
(beneficiaries of bank loans), legal entities, officials from the three banks and high-level public
persons among the subjects targeted by the investigation. In this case 11 legal and natural
persons were recognised as suspects, 42 legal persons and individuals (including 3 Members of
Parliament) were charged and heard as accused in 2019. However, since then, there is no news
that the case against these 3 MPs has been sent to court or resolved by the courts. On the
contrary, in the report for 2021 there are news on the new accusations already against highlevel officials of the National Bank and only the hope is expressed that some episodes of the
case may be sent to court soon (without specifying the names or positions of defendants). One
of the recent external assessments of the progress in this case sounds as follows: “[This highlevel corruption case] is part of the complex case opened in 2014 by the APO, known as the
“theft of the billion” case. In March 2021, an MP has been accused of participation in the
organised group that contributed to the theft of funds from the banking system of the Republic
of Moldova. The investigation in this case is still ongoing. The immunity of [MP has] been waived
in 2021. However, the civil society expressed constant concerns that the investigation in many
high-level corruption cases opened in the previous years, including those regarding the theft of
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the billion is stalling, while other corruption scandals are not given proper judicial follow-up”.
There are articles in the press criticising that the investigation in the notorious high-level
corruption cases takes too long, that the trials take too long and that the law enforcement
agencies did not take action in relation to some of the corruption scandals revealed by the
press10.
Taking into account this perception of APO investigations of high-level corruption cases launched
far in the past by civil society and taking in mind the fact that in August 2022 the new Chief
Prosecutor of APO took office, from whom there are great expectations, including in the civil
society, it might be recommended to initiate and organise a quick audit of such category of cases
on the subject of their perspective. In cases where there is still a prospect to bring high-level
officials to justice for serious acts of corruption, it might be reasonable to update the investigative
groups with the involvement of experienced prosecutors, criminal investigative officers and field
officers and to finalise these cases as quickly as possible in respect of high-level public officials,
if necessary - to create a separate task force to coordinate the rapid investigation and trial in
these cases. In cases where there are no prospects of quickly bringing top officials to justice - to
make relevant reasoned decisions and communicate this to the society in a timely and proper
manner. Such a resource-consuming “baggage from the past” and the delay in resolving this
deadlock only creates a vicious circle that drags APO into the abyss of old cases that do not always
have prospects and does not allow freeing up resources for cases of corruption of high-level
officials in the current government. In addition, it is expedient to revise the cases that APO
prosecutors are still prosecuting in the courts, and in cases that are not related to high-level
corruption or are not relevant for any other reasons - to initiate further prosecutions by ordinary
(non-specialised) prosecutors.
The problem of lack of focus on high-level corruption in the work of APO and other law
enforcement agencies of Moldova has been repeatedly mentioned in various international and
national expert reports11. The most recent are the results of the monitoring of Moldova within the
framework of the Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring under the Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan in
2021.
According to the findings of Monitoring Report published in 2022 on the benchmark of high-level
corruption, [National Integrity and Anti- corruption Strategy (NIAS) for 2017-2020] does not
include convictions in high-level corruption cases among criteria for assessing the policy’s
effectiveness. … There is no dedicated unit or body to investigate or prosecute high-level
corruption [in Moldova]. [Moreover] the notion of high-level corruption appears to be not clearly
understood by Moldova’s law enforcement institutions. … The competence of [APO] is broader than
high-level corruption and they do not analyse convictions in high-level corruption cases. [NAC]
has an analytical department which issues analytical studies regarding the phenomenon of
corruption. No study specific to high-level corruption has been produced by NAC. ”… One of its

latest studies on 2020 courts decisions in corruption cases revealed that in 2020 the courts ruled
on cases of petty corruption, with small amounts of the bribe, while high-level corruption cases
could not be found in the analysed court decisions. There is no evidence to conclude that the highlevel cases have been actively detected or investigated. Public allegations do not seem to always
find response from the law enforcement community and their reputation is not well perceived in
this regard. …” There is general perception among the NGOs and the media that specialised

agencies need to focus on high-profile corruption and show enforcement results in such cases.
This could be achieved by limiting the competence of the APO to high-level corruption. This idea
finds support among APO prosecutors as well. This may positively impact the public image of the
anti-corruption specialised law enforcement bodies. The reform could also help bring the
10 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 146, 148.
11 See, among other sources, Position paper: the Anti-corruption Prosecution Office should investigate only high-level
corruption, LRCM and EFOR, 2018; Guidelines for improving decision-making, integral procedures as well as interagency
cooperation, coordination and communication related to investigation of criminal cases of corruption, Twinning, 2019.
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perception in the society that even the most powerful and influential persons are punished when
breaking the law, which is not the case currently12.
It should be noted separately that the legislation of Moldova does not contain the concept and
clear criteria for referring specific acts to the category of high-level (grand) corruption. There is
no unified approach in the international instruments as well. The most common one is when two
main criteria are used to attribute the relevant acts to high-level corruption – the level of officials
involved and/or the amount of unlawful benefit or damage caused by the corruption act.
For instance, according to one of the most recent monitoring methodologies tested during the
Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring under the Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan high-level corruption
is defined as corruption offences which meet both of the following criteria: 1) involve in any
capacity punishable by criminal law (e.g., as masterminds, perpetrators, abettors or accessories)
the high-level officials; 2) involve substantial benefits for officials or their family members or other
persons (e.g., legal persons they own or control, political parties they belong to) and/or significant
damage to public interests (a substantial benefit or significant damage, if they are of a pecuniary
nature, shall mean any such benefit or damage that is equal or exceeds the amount of 3,000
monthly statutory minimum wage fixed in the respective country [in Moldova it would be EUR 150
x 3000 = EUR 450,000]). At the same time, the notion of high-level officials covered the following
appointed or elected officials: President, members of Parliament, members of Government and
their deputies, heads of executive and other central public authorities and their deputies, the staff
of private offices of political officials, governors, mayors of country’s capital and regional capital
cities, judges, prosecutors, top managers and executive and supervisory board members of the 10
biggest SOEs in the country, any other officials defined as politically exposed persons under the
national law.13
As it was already stated, the list of persons subject to the APO mandate looks too broad, and the
threshold upon reaching which the case will be referred to the competence of APO, is still quite
low in the legislation of Moldova (about EUR 12,670 in terms of unlawful benefit and EUR 126,700
in terms of damage; article 2701(1) CPC). In order to bring the mandate of APO in line with the
criteria of high-level corruption and free up the resources of APO to combat it, it seems appropriate
to both significantly reduce the number of subjects covered by the mandate of APO (up to truly
high-level officials) and to significantly raise the threshold for unlawful benefit/damage to assign
the crime to the competence of APO. So, it is advisable that such categories of officials as criminal
investigative officers, field officers, lawyers, bailiffs, authorised administrators, persons in the
management of commercial banks who are now subject to APO jurisdiction be excluded from its
mandate. Instead, it would be reasonable to include into the APO mandate the appointed or elected
public officials of top level (the recommended tentative list is provided in the Recommendations
below). It is also highly recommended to raise the bar for the size of unlawful benefit (e.g., to EUR
50,000), and for the damage caused (e.g., to EUR 250,000). The mentioned new amounts of
pecuniary threshold are recommended taking into account the fact that this criterion remains an
alternative to the level of the subject's position, which will fall the corruption case under the
jurisdiction of APO.
It seems that the systemic problems that lie at the heart of this model are very aptly noticed in the
already mentioned OECD Report (2022): According to CPC, the investigation of corruption
offences in Moldova falls under the competence of different bodies, in a cumbersome mechanism.
The NAC carries out the investigation for a set of 19 criminal offences as provided by art. 269 of
CPC, among which active and passive bribery, trading in influence, abuse of office, illicit
enrichment, money laundering, etc. The APO carries out the investigation for a set of 19 criminal
offences (the list is not identical with the list of 19 offences provided for NAC, but most of them

12 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 143, 144, 152.
13 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 143-144.
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coincide) as provided by art. 270/1 CPC, if some conditions are met [position of perpetrator and
value of bribe or of damage caused by crime]. In addition to the offences directly investigated by
the prosecutors of APO, they also supervise or control (lead) the investigations carried out by NAC.
… [In general] the concept of the APO is appropriate for a mandate of investigating and prosecuting
high-level corruption cases. The APO is competent to deal with corruption offences committed by
a category of persons that can be considered high-level officials and for corruption offences that
have other elements granting them the title of high-level corruption (value of the bribe, value of
the damage caused). However, the APO competence is not limited to those offences. The law adds

that APO is competent to lead (supervise) the investigation carried out by NAC. NAC, in its turn,
has by law a broader competence, not being limited by a certain category of perpetrators, nor by
a financial threshold. Thus, the APO cannot be considered [as an exclusive] body to investigate

and/or prosecute high-level corruption. Both the prosecutors and the civil society expressed the
wish to have a reform that would amend the law and streamline the competence of APO to highlevel corruption cases and thus to allow a better use of the APO resources. Local prosecutors with
the support of the police can very well investigate the petty corruption cases. The APO
prosecutors will have then to focus only on the most complex and relevant cases and show
independence in their investigations14.
Thus, the above-described duality of APO mandate (as both an investigative body in cases within
its jurisdiction and a supervisory body - in the cases of NAC) looks both as a distinctive feature of
the Moldovan corruption enforcement system and as its stumbling block at the same time.
Although the addressing this kind of conceptual dilemmas is not the subject of Functional Analysis
by its nature, in general many different models can be taken as a basis for fundamental reform in
this area. Below are some brief technical examples of such models, each one has its own
advantages and disadvantages and would need to be significantly adapted to the legal system of
Moldova.
I.

II.

III.

APO and NAC merge into one body (with one head, most likely - Chief-Prosecutor) exclusively
tasked with investigating and prosecuting high-level corruption. The staff of this body shall
include, in particular, prosecutors, criminal investigative officers and field officers (or detectives
combining both investigative and field functions). Under this model, criminal cases on petty
corruption will be investigated by another investigative body (police or another body created
for this purpose) under the supervision of ordinary prosecutors;
APO and NAC remain separate bodies. In such a case, APO retains the function of investigation
and prosecution of high-level corruption and will not lead (supervise) criminal investigations of
NAC anymore. In turn, the NAC will investigate only petty corruption under the supervision of
ordinary prosecutors. In this case the staff of APO shall include both prosecutors and criminal
investigative officers/field officers (or detectives combining both investigative and field
functions). The analytical and other key resources of NAC should normally be allocated to APO
in this case;
APO and NAC remain separate bodies. APO gets rid of the investigative function and starts to
exercise procedural leadership towards NAC investigations (being in charge (leading) NAC
criminal investigations, having the powers to conduct any investigative steps if needed, and
representing accusations in courts). Under this model APO would not need criminal
investigative officers or field officers in its staff. NAC will retain its analytical and other key
resources and share them with APO in their joint mandate. There are several potential sub
models here:
A. The mandate of NAC could be focused exclusively on the investigation of high-level
corruption. APO will lead procedurally all NAC`s investigations and criminal cases on petty
corruption will be investigated by another investigative body (police or another body
created for this purpose) under the procedural leadership of ordinary prosecutors;

14 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 153, 155.
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B. The mandate of NAC could be divided into two departments: one investigating exclusively
the cases of high-level corruption (under procedural leadership of APO) and another one –
dealing with cases of petty corruption (under procedural leadership of ordinary
prosecutors).
Despite the fact that all options have their pros and cons, if the choice were in my hands, I would
lean towards option III(A). However, the choice must first of all be best-fitted for the legal system
of Moldova, that is why more in-depth discussions are needed at the national level in order to
make well-balanced systemic decisions on this extremely important issue.
Recommendations:

•

•

•
•

•

Shorten drastically the list of persons subject to the mandate of APO prosecutors by raising
the level of such public officials to the following top officials only: President, MPs, members
of Government and their deputies, Heads of central executive bodies and other central public
authorities and their deputies, members of collegial central public authorities, Head and
members of board of National bank and of Supreme audit institution, judges,
prosecutors, members of highest governance bodies of judges or prosecutors (SCP, SCM),
mayor of Chisinau, mayors of Tiraspol, Bălţi, Bender, Governor (Başkan) of Gagauzia, other
equivalent regional public officials, Ambassadors and heads of diplomatic missions, any other
public officials explicitly designated as politically exposed persons under anti-money
laundering legislation. Such current categories as criminal investigative officers, field officers,
lawyers, bailiffs, authorised administrators, persons in management of commercial banks, etc.
should be excluded from APO mandate.
Significantly raise the material (pecuniary) threshold upon reaching which the case will be
referred to the investigative mandate of APO (equivalent to no less than EUR 50,000 in terms
of unlawful benefit and to no less than EUR 250,000 in terms of damages) and leave this
criterion as alternative to the criterion of level of public official.
Focus further activity of APO on high-profile public officials including PEPs - current MPs,
Ministers, Deputy Ministers, high-level judges, prosecutors and similar top public officials.
Conduct an immediate audit of criminal cases on corruption launched in the past in order to
assess their relevance to high-level corruption and perspective. In cases where there is still a
prospect to bring high-level officials to justice for serious acts of corruption - to update the
investigative groups with the involvement of experienced prosecutors, criminal investigative
officers and field officers and to finalise these cases as quickly as possible in respect of highlevel public officials. If necessary - to create a separate task force to coordinate the expedient
investigation and trial in these cases. In cases where there are no prospects of quickly
bringing top officials to justice - to make relevant reasoned decisions and communicate this
to the society in a timely and proper manner. In case of detection of criminal cases at the
stage of pre-trial investigation that are not related to corruption or to the mandate of APO
and have no real public importance, immediately transfer them to the competent authorities
to whose mandate they belong.
Crimes that fall out of the mandate of APO (following the above short-term recommendations)
may be transferred to the mandate of police, territorial non-specialised prosecutor's offices
and/or NAC. However, in the end, further global discussion is needed regarding the future
model of anti-corruption institutions and combination of their powers in the field of
investigation and criminal prosecution of both corruption and high-level corruption. It seems
that short-term “cosmetic” measures alone would not be enough to solve the more global
problems enshrined deeply inside the existing model of corruption enforcement in the
Republic of Moldova.
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1.5. Clearness of legislation delineating the jurisdiction of criminal cases on corruption among lawenforcement bodies including lack of overlapping in practice. Possibility for transferring criminal
cases from APO to other bodies (external transfers), rules of assignment and reassignment of
cases among APO prosecutors (internal transfers), safeguards against abuses.
In general, the criminal procedural legislation of Moldova clearly regulates the jurisdiction of each
criminal investigation body. More problematic was the logic of dividing certain corruption crimes
or crimes related to corruption between APO and NAC, as well as giving these bodies a mandate
to investigate some crimes that are not related to corruption or are not relevant for prosecuting
high-level corruption. However, these problems have already been described in the sections
above and recommendations for addressing them have been made.
Nevertheless, the analysis of APO reports, open sources and interview results showed that
jurisdictional issues can be problematic in practice despite the perceived clarity of the legal texts.
After all, there have been situations, for example, when cases of illicit enrichment or money
laundering (which fall under the exclusive mandate of NAC) were investigated by APO prosecutors.
Or cases of fraud or embezzlement (mandate of APO – if committed via abuse of office) were
investigated by NAC investigators. In addition, quite often the cases that fell under the exclusive
competence of APO or NAС, in practice, for some reason, were found in the proceedings of
PCCOCS (for instance, cases on money laundering or even purely corruption crimes). On the other
hand, the Prosecutor General could assign APO or NAC to investigate some cases that had no
relation to corruption.
Apparently, the root cause of these problems lies within the powers the Prosecutor General and
his/her deputies have in jurisdictional matters under current CPC regulations. According to article
270(5) of CPC the Prosecutor General and his/her deputies may, by a reasoned decision, entrust
the execution of criminal prosecution in the cases provided for in paragraph (1) [of this article] (in
particular, those falling within the jurisdiction of the specialised prosecutor's offices) to a
prosecutor from another prosecutor's office. It should be noted separately that the understanding
of deputy PG in this norm does not include the Chief Prosecutor of APO, who, although equivalent
in status to the deputy PG under Law No 159, is not recognized as such procedurally, in the
meaning of CPC (see article 531(1) CPC). By itself, the mere reference to the need to justify the
decision to transfer the case without clearly defining the grounds for transfer (which must be
exceptional) in the law does not look as a sufficient guarantee against abuse. In addition, there is
a separate rule in the CPC providing for a special approach to mandate of PCCOCS, which appears
to be a kind of discriminatory in relation to other prosecutors, including APO. Thus, article 2702(3)
reads that PCCOCS exercises or leads (supervises) the prosecution in cases referred to it by the
Prosecutor General. Moreover, the latter article is silent about the duty of the PG to provide clear
written justification for such a reference.
Such regulation potentially creates significant room for abuse and undermines the APO's
capacities to prosecute high-level corruption efficiently. Moreover, during the interviews,
numerous examples of abuse were provided when the former Prosecutor General resorted to both
loading the APO with cases not within their mandate, and entrusting corruption cases to other
prosecutors (not APO) or removed sensitive high-profile corruption cases from APO and
transferred to other prosecutors (most often - to PCCOCS). Unfortunately, it was not possible to
determine the scale of the problem, since neither the GPO nor the APO did not provide statistics
on the number and categories of such “reassignments” of APO cases by Prosecutor General or
his/her deputies in the period of 2019-2021 upon request. Either way, this should be put to an end
both in legal regulation and in practice.
The existing legal framework that gives the Prosecutor General and his/her deputies the discretion
to reallocate cases among prosecutors (including the transfer of APO cases to other prosecutors)
has also been criticised in international reports. Thus, the OECD Report (2022) states, in particular:
Another legal provision that may have an impact on the assignment and re-assignment of cases
among prosecutors is Article 270 Paragraph 5 of CPC according to which the PG and his/her
deputies may order, by motivated decree, for the criminal investigation falling within the
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competence of one prosecutor to be carried out by another prosecutor. This provision has been
used by the PG, with justified reasons, in 2020 in order to remove 140 cases from APO/NAC and to
assign them to other prosecution offices, at the request of these two bodies. The reason was to
reduce a very high workload and backlog from the specialised anti-corruption law enforcement
bodies. However, although the removal of 140 cases from the APO in 2020 was justified in this case
by objective reasons, the legal provision giving the PG such broad and un-circumstantial
possibilities to remove a case from any prosecutor might endanger the independence of a
corruption investigation. … Similar concerns are expressed in respect of Article 56 Paragraph 4 of
CPC when applied in relation with cases falling under the competence of NAC. In both situations,
a corruption case might be removed from the anti-corruption investigator or prosecutor by
motivated decree of the prosecutor or the Prosecutor General, but the law does not provide for
specific grounds or criteria. … In order to preserve the autonomy of the specialised anti-corruption
investigation body and to protect it from potential abusive transferring of sensitive corruption
cases, it is preferable that its competence is strictly provided by law, and the possibilities to
remove a corruption case from that body is provided only in exceptional circumstances, limitedly
described in the law and with the consent of the anti-corruption body15.
With regard to the rules of assignment and reassignment of cases within the APO, these cases
(both for investigation and supervision) are distributed within the APO by a superior prosecutor,
i.e., the Chief Prosecutor of APO or his/her deputies in accordance with their competence (article
531(2)(g) and article 531(1)(b) of CPC). The rules are further regulated more in detail in the Instruction
on the role and responsibilities of superior prosecutors of the subdivisions of the General
Prosecutor’s Office and the specialised and territorial prosecutor’s offices in exercising and
leading the criminal investigation (approved by Order of the PG No 9/36 of 29 February 2016)
which is mandatory for APO prosecutors as well. Referring to the need in ensuring a balance in
the workload between prosecutors, it stipulates that when allocating criminal cases, a superior
prosecutor [including Chief Prosecutor of APO] shall take into account the requirements for
independence and impartiality of prosecutors (lack of conflict of interest or lack of grounds for
recusal), the level of qualification of prosecutors, the specialisation of prosecutors, the aspirations
for professional development of prosecutors, including areas of their professional interest.
From the APO replies to the Questionnaire, it follows that in practice criminal cases and all other
assignments are distributed among the prosecutors within APO by the Chief Prosecutor of APO or
his/her deputies depending on the organisational structure (section on exercising investigations,
section on leading the investigations and judicial section) and taking into account the workload of
each prosecutor and the complexity of criminal cases under their management. Considering that,
despite all these regulations, the assignment of cases in APO is still done manually in practice,
which involves the human factor, it seems appropriate to consider the issue of introducing a block
on the e-assignment of cases in the new e-case management system in the future (according to
which the assignments would take place automatically based on predetermined objective criteria).
Internal reassignment of cases, that is among prosecutors within one prosecutor`s office
(including APO), could be executed in Moldova based on article 531(3) of CPC. According to this
provision, the criminal case assigned to a prosecutor may be withdrawn and transferred to another
prosecutor in case of: a) the transfer, delegation, secondment, suspension or dismissal of
prosecutor according to the law; b) the absence of the prosecutor, if there are objective causes
justifying the urgency of the case and preventing his or her appearance; c) unjustifiable failure to
take the necessary actions in the criminal case for more than 30 days; d) establishment, ex officio
or upon a complaint, of a serious violation of the rights of persons participating in the criminal
proceedings or in the case of committing irreparable violations in the process of collecting
evidence. If these provisions are used in good faith, they are quite clear, objective and exhaustive.
However, in the hierarchical system of prosecutor's office that exists in Moldova, there may be
problems with this too. Cases of suspension of the APO prosecutors and launching disciplinary
15 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 92, 154.
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inspections regarding “violations of the rights of persons participating in the criminal proceedings”
in 2019 under the former PG come to mind. In addition, no legal remedy for the APO prosecutor
exists to appeal a decision of superior prosecutor to assign or reassign a case. The requested
statistics on the number of internal reassignments of cases in APO was not provided either.
Another problem identified is the launching of parallel cases (“ghost” or “twins” cases), when the
corruption acts of a public official are investigated by APO, but a parallel case or several cases are
launched against the same official or based on similar facts and thereby the investigation of APO
is hindered or its perspective is jeopardised (for example, due to the threat of violation of the
principle “non bis in idem”). In order to prevent such tricks, the internal regulations of the
prosecutor's office should provide for an effective system of records for criminal proceedings,
rules for eliminating the risks of parallel investigations and fixing such problems, as well as strict
compliance with these rules in practice.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Equate the Chief prosecutor of APO to the deputy Prosecutor General in a procedural sense
(in the CPC) or create a separate procedural figure in the CPC for the Chief Prosecutor of APO
with a mix of powers of the Prosecutor General and deputy Prosecutor General in cases of
APO mandate.
As a temporary measure, prior to amendments to the primary laws (including CPC), fix in the
GPO internal regulations the rules prescribing that the transfer of a criminal case to or from
the mandate of APO should be carried out exclusively by the Prosecutor General, and not by
his/her deputy, and only on the initiative or consent of the Chief Prosecutor of APO or interim
Chief Prosecutor of APO.
Ensure strict compliance with the requirements of CPC regarding the jurisdiction (mandate)
of APO and NAC (in cases related to high-level corruption and other corruption respectively)
in practice.
Improve the existing legal framework in such a way as to make it impossible to abuse the
transfer of criminal cases from jurisdiction of APO (and NAС, if appropriate) to other
prosecutor's offices (investigative bodies) and to give the Chief Prosecutor of APO enough
legal leverage to influence the transferring of cases to and from the APO (and NAC, if
appropriate). Any newly initiated criminal case that falls under the APO mandate must be
brought to APO by default. The grounds for further transferring should be exceptional, clear,
objective and exhaustive in addition to the requirement of written reasoned decision, which
is taken, initiated or agreed by APO.
Revise internal regulations (if necessary) and ensure in practice such a system of records for
criminal proceedings and verification that would make it impossible to launch and carry out
parallel criminal investigations by different investigative agencies in respect of the same
defendants and/or facts, in particular in cases related to high-level corruption ensuring the
exclusiveness of the investigative mandate of APO.
Consider introducing a block on the e-assignment of cases in the future e-case management
system in APO ensuring that the assignments take place automatically based on
predetermined objective criteria (specialisation, complexity, workload etc.) instead of manual
assignment by the superiors.
Revise the rationale behind the existence of another specialised prosecutor`s office
(PCCOCS) at least in its current concept and decide on its further status.
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2. APO powers / limitations in conducting investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption

2.1. Capacity to conduct analytical work
As a general remark it is worth mentioning that APO prosecutors themselves believe that they do
not have the capacity to carry out analytical work and financial investigations. Only at the end of
2021, an analytical unit appeared in the APO structure, but it has had no employees since then and
until now. Carrying out the function of investigating corruption cases within its mandate, the APO
normally uses the resources of NAC in terms of analytical work. Under the current legislative
model, financial investigations in Moldova are carried out by CARA (Criminal Assets Recovery
Agency; ARO / AMO type of model), which has the status of a specialised autonomous division
within the NAC. The lack of in-house analytical resources is exacerbated by a lack of awareness
of the importance of analytical tools for detecting and investigating high-level corruption, as well
as overly legalistic approaches and bureaucratisation of information gathering processes. This is
fully confirmed by the results of the interviews.

2.1.1. Full, direct and free access to all relevant state-owned databases is ensured in law and in
practice. There is a unified register of bank accounts and APO prosecutors have direct access to
it. There are specific tools in hands of APO prosecutors for initiating monitoring of bank accounts
Based on APO replies to the Questionnaire and the results of interviews, it can be concluded that
APO prosecutors and other authorised employees have direct access from their workplaces to
only 3 databases, which provide little for the needs of effective detection and investigation of
high-level corruption and tracing of assets/proceeds from high-level corruption. These 3
databases according to APO are: E-dosar (E-file) [electronic document flow system introduced in
GPO in 2015], ACCESS [probably Microsoft Access Database programme] and INFO PG [automated
information system for recording crimes, criminal cases and persons who have committed crimes].
APO prosecutors enter the relevant data within their mandate into the Register of forensic and
criminological information administered by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (this Register is
considered as the only official source of information about criminal records by LEAs, prosecutors,
judges and other public state agencies). It means that APO employees do not have full, direct and
free access to all state-owned databases needed for effective investigation of high-level
corruption neither in law nor in practice.
In Moldova there are a lot of relevant state-owned registers and databases (more than 20 in total),
including register for immovable assets, register of Fiscal State Service, Customs register,
databases of traffic police and border service, database of assets and interests’ declarations, etc.
In the context of anti-corruption investigations, direct access to them is mainly given to authorised
employees of NAC (in particular, full, direct and free access to the key necessary databases is
available to CARA employees). As it was mentioned in the OECD Report (2022) the access [of NAC]
is direct and for the databases that are not open to the public, the authorised CARA officials use
their credentials to login and obtain access to data; and for some databases they are granted a
special electronic certificate16.
According to APO the access of its prosecutors to all relevant state databases is ensured in
practice mostly through cooperation with the specialised services within different state agencies
(border, tax, customs, SPCSB, CARA, National bank of Moldova, financial and banking institutions
etc.) or as a result of interoperable cooperation and forming mixed investigative and prosecution
groups. However, if the APO model will continue to imply the direct investigation of high-level
corruption cases, as it is now (and not just procedural leadership in these cases), then APO will
certainly need its own capacity to carry out in-depth analytical work, including financial analysis,
which implies the relevant in-house specialists, as well as full and direct access to all mentioned
state databases.

16 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 132.
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As it was found out, APO did not conclude any memorandum or other interagency agreement with
any other state agencies in Moldova (all such agreements are concluded only by GPO in practice),
despite the fact that article 9(1) of Law No 159 allows APO to cooperate and establish partnership
relations with national public organisations and institutions. Cooperation of APO with other state
agencies in Moldova mainly takes place through formal written requests, which takes a lot of time
and resources and is not efficient enough.
An interesting example in this context is the organisation of cooperation between the prosecutor's
office and the FSS, which maintains databases that are very important for corruption
investigations. According to FSS, APO mainly turns to them for information with written requests.
However, there is a memorandum between the GPO and the FSS, under the terms of which GPO
may request electronic direct access to tax database for prosecutors, and FSS in practice provides
such access to GPO annually. However, it looks that APO prosecutors either do not get such
access from GPO, or do not know how to use it. According to FSS, this tax database is quite
difficult to use and requires user training to work with it effectively. Such training has never been
conducted for GPO staff, and when questions arise - at the request of GPO, the FSS just sends an
inspector to help.
A separate problem area remains the access of NAC investigative officers and APO prosecutors
to the information from the closed (non-public) part of database containing declarations of assets
and interests maintained by ANI (the closed part of the database includes, in particular, information
of collection objects, jewellery, precious metals, cash savings, etc.). According to ANI, only
operative (field) staff of NAC and employees of CARA may potentially have access to this
information in ANI database but not APO prosecutors or NAC criminal investigative officers. The
latter should ask the court for the warrant and make a seizure protocol to get this information from
ANI. The other option for the prosecutors could be to assign the operative (field) officers of NAC
with this task. This approach appears to be problematic, as it does not allow APO to detect highlevel corruption using data in declarations analytically (before the initiation of a criminal case), and
also significantly limits such analytical work already within the framework of criminal
investigations.
As for the unified register of bank accounts, the positions of state bodies have diverged. In replies
to the Questionnaire, the APO noted that such a single register does not exist in Moldova and that
the existing legislation allows them collecting any types of bank data only with the authorisation
of the investigating judge. Instead, FSS states that it maintains such a unified register and that
banks in Moldova regularly provide FSS with this information online. Bank accounts of both
individuals and legal entities are covered by this register. It includes the data on the bank name,
number and type of the bank account, its currency, opening and closing date. Among anticorruption bodies, only authorised CARA officials may have direct access to this register of bank
accounts through the information system of FSS. No such direct access exists in practice for APO
prosecutors who, as it was already mentioned, were not even aware about it. However, the right
of access for CARA officers is also limited - they can have access by law only in those situations
when there is a formal request from the criminal investigative body to conduct parallel financial
investigations into a suspect or an accused or when there is a request of the foreign competent
authority made in the framework of international cooperation in the field of asset recovery (articles
6(201), 258(3) of CPC, Law No 48 on CARA). Thus, neither the CARA officers nor the prosecutors
of APO (with their help) can have access to the data from the register of bank accounts if there is
no suspect or accused in the criminal case, or it has not yet been launched at all. Moreover, NAC
itself does not have direct access to the data from this unified register of bank accounts (only
CARA officers, through the information system of FSS (that is not directly), and only after charges
are already brought in the criminal case). It looks that some efforts are being made at the moment
to change the legislation and provide NAC with a direct access to this database of bank accounts.
To sum it up, in general, the existing mode of access to databases for APO does not meet the
needs of this specialised prosecutor`s office in light of its function of investigating high-level
corruption.
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Monitoring or control of financial transactions and access to financial information (article 1342 CPC)
is one of the special operative activities that can be carried out by field officers with the permission
of the investigating judge (articles 1321-1322 CPC). This special activity is defined as operations
that ensure awareness of the content of financial transactions carried out through financial
institutions or other competent institutions, or obtaining from financial institutions documents or
information on the clients` deposits, accounts or financial transactions in their possession (article
1342(1) CPC). It is worth noting that article 1342(2) of CPC allows application of this monitoring tool
to almost all corruption crimes under the mandate of APO (and NAC), except for the abuse of office
in the private sector (article 335 CC) and illicit enrichment (article 3302 CC) which is a rather weird
approach. The need to extend its scope to at least illicit enrichment looks obvious.
During the interviews, APO assured that there were no practical problems with the use of this tool
and that there had already been cases of its use. However, not a single example of the successful
application of this monitoring to prove the facts of high-level or at least any kind of corruption was
provided. These were not found in APO work reports for the period of 2019-2021 either. Moreover,
interviewees expressed doubts that this tool is actually used in practice regularly in anti-corruption
investigations. One of the reasons mentioned was that the relevant regulation of CPC or by-laws
do not define the monitoring mechanism and the persons ultimately responsible for carrying it out.
It is implied in the text of articles 1321 and 1324 CPC, that the field officers should implement this
tool primarily through employees of relevant financial institutions (banks). However, according to
APO this mechanism is ensured including through cooperation with the relevant state institutions,
i.e.: SPCSB, National Bank of Moldova, Customs Service and State Fiscal Service.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

Provide in law (if it is still needed) and in practice the possibility of APO to conclude
interagency cooperation agreements directly with other national state bodies and
institutions. If necessary, fix the powers of Chief Prosecutor of APO to conclude such
agreements without any permissions or approvals from the PG in the internal regulations of
GPO. Ensure the conclusion of such interagency agreements of APO with other national state
bodies and institutions to enhance interagency cooperation.
Ensure in practice the full, direct and free access of APO to all state-owned databases
(including the unified register of bank accounts) relevant for the effective investigation of
high-level corruption, as well as organisational, human, IT, expert and financial capacity of
APO to use them effectively. Ensure in practice that the mentioned databases contain full and
up-to-date information fit for e-search and analysis.
Extend the scope of application of article 1342 of CPC to crimes of illicit enrichment (article
3302 CC) and abuse of office in the private sector (article 335 CC) through amendments to
CPC as well as clarify the mechanism of its application in the legislative framework (e.g., in
sub-laws – guidelines or other internal regulations mandatory for relevant LEAs, banks, other
financial institutions etc.). Ensure the regular and efficient use of monitoring tools stipulated
in 1342 of CPC in investigation of high-level corruption.

2.1.2. There are all other technical capacities to conduct analytical work. Asset recovery
practitioners are involved in investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption cases by APO
prosecutors
Analysis demonstrates that, unfortunately, APO does not have at hand a solid basis, infrastructure,
technical and analytical capacity needed to detect, investigate and prosecute effectively the
crimes of high-level corruption. In particular, there are no specially equipped in-house
workplace(s) protected from the cybersecurity point of view for APO prosecutors or other
employees to conduct OSINT securely as well as no staffed qualified IT specialist(s). If there is any
problem with a computer or office equipment, the need occurs to replace consumable or to buy
new hardware or software - APO is forced to contact the GPO. No access to modern analytical IT
tools (e.g., IBM i2 Intelligence Analysis or analogues, AI systems etc.) is available for APO
prosecutors/employees at the moment. There is information that international donors purchased
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licenses for IBM i2 Intelligence Analysis program for APO as well in the past, but probably later the
licenses were not extended due to the lack of interest on the part of beneficiaries. Which is actually
not surprising at all, as this program is primarily intended for analysts who were not part of the
APO staff either then or now.
Moreover, APO does not have non-legal experts in economic and financial investigations in its
staff, as well as other in-house specialists (e.g., auditors, financial analysts, forensic accounting,
technical specialists, IT specialists, etc.). As it was already mentioned, at the end of 2021, the
analytical unit was established in the APO structure, although it has had no employees since then
and until now. By contrast, the system of ad-hoc temporary engagement of non-legal experts from
other agencies or entities is not clearly organised, often depends on the will of the requested body
or official, is applied chaotically and not always successfully. According to APO, the most fruitful
in this context is its cooperation with NAC and CARA, however, these bodies also complain that
they lack enough resources to satisfy the ever-growing requests of APO in a timely and qualitative
manner. It is also worth emphasising that NAC does not have both mandate and experience to
combat high-profile corruption crimes which can affect respectively the profile of specialised
knowledge/skills of their analysts in the field of economics and finance. APO also mentions that
some analytical activities are carried out with the support of the profile sections within SIS, MoI,
SPCSB (FIU), FSS and National Bank of Moldova.
The existing legal framework, namely the Law No 159, provides for the possibility of creating in
APO both internal divisions for the exercise of its direct powers (one of which may be an analytical
unit) and divisions that provide administrative and technical management (article 4(5)). Moreover,
article 6 (1) and (4) of that Law provides that the APO may staff, in particular, consultants and
specialists whose work is paid from the APO budget. Complaints were heard that the salary for
the consultants and specialists in APO is not competitive at the moment. If this is the case, this
problem should be fixed as soon as possible.
During the interviews, the respondents expressed different opinions about the need to develop
the capacity of APO to conduct analytical work. Opinions differed, starting from the absence of
such a need (this was mostly explained by the need to save state resources: after all, APO might
use the resources of NAC, CARA and other institutions, with whom APO would only need to
establish more effective cooperation), there were opinions that APO should have at least a few of
its own in-house specialists-analysts (at least 2-3) in the most vital areas and, finally, the position
was expressed that APO should have the maximum analytical capabilities to effectively carry out
analytical activities on its own in the matters of its jurisdiction.
Indeed, it appears that each approach may be appropriate depending on the model chosen for
APO in the future. For example, a model that involves abandoning the investigative function and
carrying out exclusively procedural leadership does not need powerful financial analysts
specifically in APO and outsourcing, where necessary, would be quite sufficient. However, it
seems that in the current model assuming that APO is a separate, specialised and actually the only
body that has the function to investigate high-Level corruption crimes in the country, it will not be
able to function efficiently without such a powerful analytical in-built capacity.
Under CPC of Moldova, the recovery of proceeds from crime includes the following stages: 1) asset
tracing and collection of evidence; 2) freezing/seizing of assets; 3) confiscation of assets and
redress (compensation of damages) and 4) asset recovery (article 2291 CPC).
In order to identify the proceeds from crime and collect evidence of its criminal origin, the parallel
financial investigations are conducted by criminal investigative authorities. The exhaustive list of
crimes, investigation of which necessarily involves conducting a parallel financial investigation, is
provided in article 2292(2) of CPC and includes almost all crimes that are referred to the mandate
of APO and NAC, including those that have no relation to corruption (e.g., negligence or excess of
official duties) as well as many other crimes (more than 50 in total). In Moldova, conducting parallel
financial investigations belongs to the exclusive competence of CARA. The latter launches parallel
financial investigation only in a particular criminal case and on the basis of an assignment (request)
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from the criminal investigative authority (cannot launch it ex officio, that is on its own initiative)
and shall inform the initiator every 60 days about the outcomes of pending financial investigations
(article 258(3) of CPC). Parallel financial investigations are carried out by CARA criminal
investigative officers authorised to collect evidence regarding the origin of assets under
investigation, request gathering of intelligence, data collection and other support from field
officers, experts or analysts, issue freezing/seizing orders, draw up the reports based on the
results of investigations, etc.
According to Law No 48 on CARA adopted in 2017, CARA is a specialised autonomous division
within the NAC with a separate budget line assigned to it (article 4). It has a mandate and
responsibility to: 1) identify, trace and organise recovery of proceeds from crime (asset recovery
function); and 2) organise management of seized and confiscated assets (asset management
function). In practice, CARA was established in 2018 within the NAC with the status of the Main
Directorate. To carry out its functions, CARA employs criminal investigative officers, field officers,
experts, analysts and specialists in accounting, audit, etc. CARA’s staff of 17 persons has been
increased to 32 at the end of 2021; of them 25 are staff of asset recovery officers and 7 are staff
of asset management officers. CARA officials are specialised, in that they deal exclusively with
asset recovery and asset management in criminal cases17.
It follows from the OECD Report (2022) that according to APO it does not have its own Financial
Investigation Unit, but instead, the prosecutors have a good cooperation with CARA. According to
the prosecutors of APO, the usual practice for them is to request CARA to carry out a parallel
financial investigation, to inform the prosecutors about the results obtained and to seize the assets
at the request of the prosecutor who leads the investigation. According to the data from the 2020
annual reports of NAC and APO …, out of 1530 cases investigated by NAC and 273 cases
investigated by APO, … parallel financial investigations with the application of measures to ensure
the recovery of criminal assets [were conducted] in 61 cases of corruption at all levels18. Given that
statistics on cases of high-level corruption in Moldova is not kept, it is difficult to say how many
of these cases concerned this particular category of corruption crimes.
The main feature of the parallel financial investigation tool in Moldova is that CPC actually equates
it with the criminal investigation in a way that one already need to know who the subject is. Thus,
in order to start a parallel financial investigation, it is necessary not only to have launched criminal
proceeding with a certain type of crime, but also to have a suspect, an accused, a defendant or a
convicted person in it (article 6(201) of CPC). Therefore, it is impossible to conduct a financial
investigation before a suspect or accused appears in a criminal case, which is a rather
controversial approach.
Moreover, it is not clear whether it is possible to use the resource of CARA financial analysts (with
all access to registers and other important tools) even before launching a criminal case, for
instance, in order to detect the crimes of high-level corruption (through proactive searches or to
check signals of corruption, for example, reports in mass media). And even if the latter is possible,
it is unlikely that the resources of CARA will be sufficient for this, given the significant volume of
criminal cases in which financial investigations may potentially be conducted according to CPC
provisions.
Recommendations:

•

Ensure in practice capacities of APO to conduct analytical work for effective detection,
investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption crimes, in particular, by providing APO
prosecutors and other relevant employees with specially equipped workplaces with up-todate computer hardware and software protected from the cybersecurity point of view to
conduct OSINT securely, providing access to modern analytical IT tools (e.g., IBM i2

17 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 130-131.
18 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 148.
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•

•

Intelligence Analysis or analogues, AI systems etc.), staffing well-qualified IT specialist(s) as
well as in-house non-legal experts in economic and financial investigations (e.g., auditors,
financial analysts, forensic accounting, IT / technical specialists etc.). Ensure that APO can
independently select and appoint such specialists and that their salary in APO is competitive
with similar salaries in the private sector. During selection priority should be given to the
candidates included in the State Register of Forensic Experts. Ensure the effective
mechanism of ad-hoc engagement, in case of need, of external analytical specialists of other
profiles.
Revise the list of crimes giving rise to the legal grounds to conduct financial investigations
and limit it in CPC to serious proceeds generating crimes only (all proceeds generating
corruption crimes and crimes related to corruption within the above recommended APO
mandate should be included in the list). Revise the concept of financial investigations in a way
to allow financial investigations in cases where there are no suspects or accused yet. Ensure
that in-house financial analysts of criminal anti-corruption investigative authorities (including
APO) are duly authorised and fully resourced to conduct financial analysis even before the
launching of criminal cases, in particular, for purposes of detection of high-level corruption.
Consider the building of the APO's own capacity to conduct financial investigations in cases
under its jurisdiction (a special financial investigation division within APO), or, at a minimum,
allocate a specialised unit within CARA for carrying out financial investigations and asset
recovery exclusively in the APO cases of high-level corruption and ensure truly effective
cooperation between them.

2.2. Capacity to apply seizure (freezing, arrest) of assets, capacity to conduct investigative actions
(ordinary and covert)
2.2.1. Ensuring seizure (freezing, arrest) of assets
Measures aimed at ensuring seizure (freezing, arrest) of assets in corruption cases fall under the
competence of APO and the criminal investigative body of NAC. The grounds for seizing of assets
and the corresponding procedures are regulated by articles 203-210 of CPC. APO reported during
the interviews that in its work it does not have any difficulties (either legislative or practical) with
the use of seizure of property in criminal proceedings.
Statistics of motions submitted by APO prosecutors to courts in corruption or corruption-related
cases (including ML from corruption) during pre-trial stage regarding seizure of assets, and number
of those motions granted and declined by courts, as well as number of cases where the seizure
was lifted later by court decisions for 2019-2021, was not provided upon request with reference
to non-availability. Statistics with reference to goals of seizure (e.g., for securing: real evidence;
civil claim; special confiscation; extended confiscation; equivalent confiscation) or the ownership
(suspects / accused or knowing third parties, individuals or legal entities) of the assets is not kept
either.

According to reports of APO, in 2019 assets worth MDL 1,257,715,958.72 (about EUR 63,841,662)
were seized in cases exercised by APO prosecutors, in ongoing cases - MDL 1,256,097,700.72
(EUR 63,759, 519) and in cases brought to trial - MDL 1,618,258 (EUR 82,143). From the same
2019 report it follows that during this year most of these assets were seized in one single case
– so called “Bank Fraud Case” mentioned above. In particular, throughout 2019 assets in the
value of approximately MDL 1.22 billion (about EUR 61,927,200) were seized in this criminal case
investigated by APO (the main object of seizure - “Capital Social” with the value of MDL
935,794,667.3 (EUR 47,500,937)). Thus, the calculations show that if to exclude the seizures in
the Bank Fraud Case, APO got seizures of assets for a total amount of about EUR 1,9 million in
its cases under investigation in 2019 (out of which only the criminal cases with the seized assets
worth EUR 82,143 were brought to trial). Such figures do not look convincing for cases of highlevel corruption. For comparison, in 2019, the same indicator in NAC cases (amount of assets
seized in cases brought to trial) amounted to MDL 18,450,200 (about EUR 936,532). It is also
worth taking in mind that the kept seizure statistics refer to all cases under the mandate of APO
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and NAC, even if they are not related to corruption. Not to mention the fact that there are no
statistics on high-level corruption.
In 2020, according to APO reports, assets worth MDL 1,303,490,184.96 (about EUR 66,165,162)
were seized in cases exercised by APO prosecutors, in ongoing cases – MDL 1,301,336,925.79
(EUR 66,055,862) and in cases brought to trial – MDL 2,153,259.17 (EUR 109,299). This data
appears to contradict data from the same 2020 report on the Bank Fraud Case, stating that
“only during 2020 real estate / movable assets amounting to MDL 681,098,490.9 (EUR
34,572,559) and state securities in the amount of MDL 1,850,334,900 (EUR 93,923,000) were
seized” in this particular case. It is also worth mentioning that this year assets worth MDL
21,194,072 (EUR 1,075,811) were seized in cases investigated by NAC under supervision of APO
(the entire amount - in ongoing cases).
And finally, under the 2021 APO report, assets worth MDL 10,059,753 (about EUR 510,633) were
seized in cases exercised by APO prosecutors, and assets worth MDL 15,925,215 lei (about EUR
808,363) were seized in cases investigated by NAC under supervision of APO (in ongoing cases
– MDL 12,638,796 (EUR 641,545) and in cases sent to court – MDL 3,285,419 (EUR 166,768)).
Several conclusions can be drawn from these data. First, the value of the seized property in cases
brought to trial in 2019-2021 where APO exercised investigation is extremely low (EUR 82,143). The
situation is a little better in cases investigated by NAC under supervision of APO and brought to
trial in 2019-2021 (EUR 936,532 in 2019 + EUR 166,768 in 2021, totally – over EUR 1,1 mln). Secondly,
the vast majority of assets in APO cases in 2019-2021 was seized in one single case – “Bank Fraud
Case”, while asset seizure activity in other cases was not intensive enough. Finally, existing
statistics do not allow to separate corruption and corruption-related crimes from other crimes that
are within the mandate of APO and NAC (not to mention high-level-corruption), which does not
allow to see the full picture of effectiveness of seizure instruments. For instance, in the OECD
Report (2022) it was found out that the share between the number of initiated criminal cases and
the number of criminal cases in which seizures were applied on assets is 40.2%. So, the provisional
measures were not applied as a rule, but rather in less than half of cases19. However, it is difficult
to say what this percentage will be, if calculated from the total amount of cases relating to
proceeds generating corruption and corruption related crimes in the proceedings of APO and/or
NAC (it is likely that this percentage will be higher).
During the interviews, there were opinions that the current system of seizure of assets belonging
to third parties is not perfect, and, as a result, the number of such seizures is much lower in practice
than it could be. However, the causes of the problems were not clearly stated.
Article 204(3) of CPC just refers to articles 106(2) and 1061 of the Criminal Code to clarify which
property can be seized to ensure possible special confiscation or extended confiscation.
According to article 106(3) of CC if the property [constituting instrumentalities, proceeds from
crime or profits thereof] belongs to or was transferred for payment to a person who did not know
and should not have known about the purpose of its use or of its origin, a sum of money equal to
its value shall be confiscated. If such property was transferred free of charge to a person who did
not know and should not have known about the purpose of use or the origin of the property, it is
confiscated. Such a legislative wording does not seem to be perfect, as it looks it does not cover
the cases of transfer of property at an undervalued price or execution of a sale with an indication
of the contract price, but without actual payment, etc. It is not clear whether it covers individuals
only or also legal entities. Finally, it seems it does not reply directly to a simple question – what to
do if the property belongs to or was transferred for payment or free of charge to a person who
knew or should have known about the purpose of its use or of its origin. As for extended
confiscation, it is limited to cases of conviction of a person, without any exceptions (article 1061(1)
of CC). Therefore, it seems that the approach to legislative regulation of seizure and confiscation

19 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 136.
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of assets belonging to third parties needs further improvement in line with the existing best
practices in this field.
In addition, Article 209(2) of CPC provides for the possibility for third parties whose property has
been seized in a criminal case to seek the release of property from seizure through civil remedies
(in civil proceedings). This approach seems quite controversial, especially considering that judges
of civil jurisdiction are not specialised in specifics of criminal seizures, relevant standards of proof
and are not therefore better placed to resolve these complaints. Statistics on the lifting of seizures
during the pre-trial investigation were not provided, so it was unfortunately not possible to assess
whether such a problem really exists and, if so, what its scale is.
Excessive bureaucracy and duplication of procedural documents during identification and seizure
of property in criminal cases require special attention. Requests for asset tracing are mostly made
in writing, too formalised. In order to apply to the court for the seizure of property, CARA officers
in cases where the financial investigation is being conducted must first draw up a written opinion
for prosecutor who, in case of consent, prepares his/her own motion for seizure of assets to the
investigating judge. It seems that two formal procedural documents on one matter are redundant.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

Ensure in practice the prioritisation and efficient identification, tracing and seizure of assets
subject to special, extended or other types of confiscation in criminal cases within the
mandate of APO with special focus on instrumentalities, proceeds from high-level corruption
as well as profits thereof.
Revise the concept of arrest and confiscation of assets belonging to knowing third parties (in
terms of both special and extended confiscation) in order to bring it in line with the existing
best practices. Consider the issue of changing court jurisdiction (from civil to criminal) for
examining third-party complaints against seizure of their property in criminal cases.
Revise current legislation and by-laws in order to maximally eliminate unnecessary
bureaucracy and duplication in criminal procedure and in the interagency cooperation within
criminal proceedings as well as to digitalise the proceedings.

2.2.2. Forensic expert examinations
APO did not report any legislative or practical difficulties in conducting expert examinations in the
replies to the Questionnaire and during interviews. However, many other respondents complained
that forensic expert examinations in criminal cases take a very long time (1-2 years), there are very
long queues in the expert institutions, there are not enough experts, some expert examinations
(for instance, forensic and economic) are very expensive, and for some complex examinations
there are simply no suitable experts (or they are busy for several years ahead).
Despite the fact that the CPC allows the assignment of forensic expert examinations both to state
entities (public forensic expert institutions) and private ones (individual or joint bureau of forensic
expertise, consisting of experts included in the State Register of Forensic Experts) (article 142(2)),
in practice, law enforcement officers and prosecutors more tend to assign examinations to state
expert institutions. Given the information received during the interview, the forensic examination
system itself is currently not sufficiently developed, there are not enough experts, and the proper
competitive environment for its development has not been created yet. Despite this, it is quite rare
in the criminal proceedings that the law-enforcement agencies and prosecutors are resorting to
the assignment of forensic examinations abroad with reference to unsuitable conditions (payment
in advance) or the lack of sufficient funds at the prosecutor's office for such expenses.
As for criminal procedural legislation, it seems that some specific legal procedures in the context
of forensic examinations are too formalised and sometimes quite burdensome. For example, it is
hard to imagine how the provisions giving each party to the proceedings [that is both prosecution
and defence] the right to recommend one (its own) expert for full-fledged participation in the
forensic examination are implemented in practice (articles 142(4), 145(1) of CPC) especially taking
in mind the lack of experts in many fields of special knowledge.
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In urgent cases (if there is a threat of evidence` loss or a change in the actual situation, or an
urgent need for clarification of certain facts/circumstances in the case), the CPC allows to conduct
so called “scientific and technical constatation” which is drawn up by the specialist in the form of
conclusion and has evidentiary value in the criminal proceedings (article 139 of CPC). It seems that
the practice of carrying out some such “constatations” by the NAC in-house specialists has
developed, although the problem of being overloaded with such requests and the lack of sufficient
expert capacity in the NAC to execute them timely is already being voiced.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

Resolve the issue of financing the APO for carrying out forensic expert examinations in cases
within their mandate (high-level corruption), so that the assignment of the necessary complex
economic and other forensic expert examinations (including, if necessary, abroad) does not
pose a problem.
Ensure that all forensic expert examinations in APO criminal cases of high-level corruption
assigned to public forensic expert institutions were conducted both out of sequence and as
soon as possible.
Develop the system of forensic expertise in the country in a way to ensure a sufficient number
of licensed experts of various specialties who have a right to draw up expert opinions in
criminal cases, primarily at the expense of the private sector, create an appropriate
competitive environment and eliminate queues for forensic expert examinations in criminal
cases.

2.2.3. Interrogations via video conference
One of the important elements of the modern criminal procedure is remote criminal proceedings,
assuming the questioning of witnesses and victims by means of a video conference. This is
especially often used when the appearance of witness or victim to the criminal investigator is
undesirable or impossible (due to health condition, stay abroad, etc.)
However, CPC of Moldova as a general rule allows only the use of audio and video recording during
face-to-face interrogation. Moreover, in such a case, in addition to video and audio record itself,
a written protocol of interrogation is drawn up (article 115 CPC). Possibility of remote interrogation
with a witness or a victim located outside the country, is not provided for. The remote interrogation
within the country is strictly limited to cases when, for purposes of physical protection of a
witness, investigating judge or judge may decide that interrogation was conducted using technical
means. But even in this case, such a testimony should be given in the presence of the investigating
judge (article 110 CPC). Moreover, according to APO, the questioning of person through video
conference at any stage of the criminal proceedings is not allowed as evidence.
It seems that this approach should be changed, especially given the fact that, according to reports
of APO for 2019-2021, one of the significant problems of judicial proceedings in corruption cases
is the migration of witnesses and victims abroad. Ensuring their physical presence for questioning
at the pre-trial or trial stage is much more difficult than organising interrogations via video
conference through the mutual legal assistance mechanisms.

For instance, under APO report for 2020 one of the reasons for judicial verdicts of acquittals
this year mentioned by APO was “the impossibility of ensuring the presentation of evidence by
witnesses at the court hearing, due to the intensive migration of witnesses abroad, and lack of
grounds in CPC to read the statements of absent witnesses /victims or to organise questioning
by teleconference”.
As for ordinary interrogations, prosecutors often complain that they cannot conduct them
efficiently, as the preparation of the interrogation protocol is simultaneous with its conduct. They
propose that assistants could draw up written protocols, and prosecutors conduct interrogations.
Another or an additional solution could be to cancel the need to draw up a written protocol in
addition to the video recording of the interrogation (the latter could easily be a source of evidence).
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Recommendations:

• Expand the scope of application for remote proceedings in the CPC to cover interrogations
by video conference both within the country (with broader grounds and simpler procedures)
and of persons who are abroad. Provide APO with sufficient technical capabilities to conduct
remote proceedings in practice. Ensure that the results of remote interrogations have
evidential value in the criminal proceedings. Simplify the procedures for conducting face-toface interrogations by giving right to assistant prosecutors / criminal investigative officers to
draw up written protocols and cancelling the need to draw them up in the event of a full video
recording of the interrogation.

2.2.4. Powers, expert, technical capacities to conduct covert operations (including wiretapping)
According to CPC special operative (field) activity is a set of actions for criminal prosecution of an
open and/or covert nature, carried out by field officers in the framework of criminal prosecution
only on the grounds and in the manner prescribed by CPC. Special operative (field) activities are
carried out by field officers of specialised units of the bodies provided for by the Law on Special
Operative Activities [No 59 adopted in 2012] (articles 1321(1), 1322(3) of CPC). In turn, Law No 59
limits the list of bodies that are empowered to carry out special operative activities, which include
neither APO nor the prosecutor's office in general. The wording of the law is quite vague and in
the case of the powers of APO in this area (in particular, powers of field officers seconded to APO)
can be interpreted ambiguously. In particular, the mentioned Law reads that special operative
activities are carried out by field officers of specialised units within or under the jurisdiction of MoI,
Ministry of Defense, NAC, SIS, Information and State Guard Service, CS, FSS as well as National
Penitentiary Administration. It is prohibited to carry out special operative measures by bodies
other than those listed (article 6 (1) and (2) of the Law).
According to another law No 159, on specialised prosecutor's offices, criminal investigative officers
and field officers among other employees may work as part of the specialised prosecutor's office
in accordance with the staffing schedule. They get a job at APO through the secondment
mechanism. These officers are selected individually by the Chief Prosecutor of APO and are
seconded from other institutions for a period of up to 5 years, which can be extended for the same
period. Secondment takes place by order of the Prosecutor General with the prior consent of the
head of the institution where the officer works and with his/her written consent.
In this connection, disputes arise as to whether field officers seconded to APO from other LEAs
can legitimately carry out special operative (field) measures in criminal cases of APO mandate with
such a legislative framework. One gets the impression that even the APO prosecutors do not
believe in this. For example, in the reports of APO for 2020 and 2021, one may find their vision of
this problem and the way to solve it. In particular, it is mentioned that [there are] procedural issues
related to the field officers seconded from other structures for the exercise of assignments in APO,
which based on Law no 59 of March 29, 2012. Specifically, article 6 of this law stipulates that the
special operative activity is carried out by field officers of the specialised units within or
subordinated to MoI, Ministry of Defense, NAC, SIS, Information and Security Service, National
Penitentiary Administration, FSS, CS. Prosecutor's Office do not fall under the scope of these
provisions. At the same time, taking into account the specific criminal cases in which the criminal
investigation is carried out, APO considers it appropriate to amend the above-mentioned law and
to allow the field officers seconded to the Prosecutor's Office to carry out special operative
activities there.
According to APO, the prosecutor's office in general is not a state body that perform intelligence
gathering activities. In criminal cases under the mandate of APO where it is necessary to carry out
special operative measures, they are carried out at the request of the prosecutor's office by the
specialised structures of the SIS, MoI and NAC. During interviews, the position was also expressed
that in order to get out of the situation, APO can not only send requests to these bodies (SIS, MoI
or NAC), but also include their employees (field officers) in the investigative teams, who in this
case can perform intelligence gathering activities in the criminal cases investigated by APO
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prosecutors. However, seconded officers of the same bodies in the APO staff cannot do this. It is
difficult to say which of the voiced versions is the most plausible, although it remains obvious that
currently APO actually lacks its own independent capacity to carry out operational measures
through the staffed employees, in particular, in cases of high-level corruption subject to its
mandate. This undermines the overall capabilities of APO in the fight against high-level corruption,
makes its covert work fully dependant on other law enforcement institutions, increases the risk of
information leaks in high-profile cases, etc. Therefore, this gap should be addresses as soon as
possible. If the current model in which APO prosecutors investigate themselves criminal cases of
major corruption remains, then APO should be endowed with its own capacity to conduct
intelligence gathering activities through its staffed employees. This implies the in-built technical
assistance unit and all relevant intelligence gathering equipment at hand. The use of technical
assistance support from NAC, SIS or MoI can be left as an alternative available to APO prosecutors.
It should be also noted that the requested statistics of covert operative activities conducted by
APO prosecutors, other employees of APO or by other agencies in corruption or corruption-related
cases (including ML from corruption) investigated and supervised by APO in 2019-2021 was not
provided.
Recommendations:

•

Ensure both in law and in practice the full-fledged capacities of APO to conduct its own
intelligence gathering activities (in particular, through its staffed employees, with its own
technical assistance unit, technical equipment etc.). Before making changes to the legislation,
try to direct the national case-law in a way that results of intelligence gathering activities
carried out by field officers seconded to APO are treated as admissible evidence in courts.

2.3. Capacity to apply plea bargaining instruments
Surprisingly, it was found out that in Moldova procedural agreements (plea bargaining instruments)
in criminal proceedings are essentially not applied in practice in cases of corruption, including
those of high-level corruption. Statistics of criminal cases under the mandate of APO that were
completed through plea bargaining for the years 2019-2021 were not provided, but it was verbally
explained that there are practically no such cases and that this tool actually does not work mostly
due to its unattractiveness for the defense party, for which much more profitable is another
mechanism that allows automatic reduction of punishment by 1/3 (in case of imprisonment as a
sanction) and by 1/4 (in case of fine) in the event of a guilty plea at the initial stage of trial (article
3641 of CPC).
Proceedings on plea agreements are regulated by articles 504-509 of CPC. The regulation is quite
detailed and, inter alia, provides for the mandatory giving of testimony on the facts of the case by
the defendant with pleading of his guilt. The exact amount of the punishment is not specified in
the agreement, but only "the maximum and minimum punishment that can be applied." There should
be a debate about the punishment, but Article 509(4) of CPC stipulates that the judge should apply
article 80 of CC providing for a reduction of punishment by 1/3 of the maximum limit when imposing
a punishment, which is very similar to the approach in Article 3641 of CPC.
A typical feature of the plea bargain system in criminal procedure of Moldova is that this tool does
not fulfil its usual goals. First, it does not promote procedural economy and does not free up the
expensive resources of prosecutors, investigators and judges who could deal with more important
and complex criminal cases. Secondly, and most importantly, it does not enshrine a mechanism to
encourage the cooperation of the defendant accused of corruption with the prosecutor in order
to expose high-level corruption and testify in such cases in exchange for a reduction of the
punishment for a [petty] corruption crime committed. Finally, none of the terms of the agreements
were found in the law referring to the conditions of confiscation, either special or extended.
Thus, it does not effectively perform either its ordinary function (that is economy of state
resources) or the two most important ones (being a means for exposing corruption of “big fish”
and promoting effective confiscation in corruption cases). It seems that this situation should be
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changed as soon as possible by reforming the current system of procedural agreements so that it
is able to effectively perform the above-mentioned tasks. At the same time, it is worth thinking
about the liquidation of the tool provided for in article 3641 of CPC or its significant transformation,
so that it does not hinder the development of the plea-bargaining instruments.
The new tool of plea agreements in criminal proceedings might be built on the following principles:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

plea agreement can be initiated by both prosecutor and defence (defendant or his/her
lawyer) at any stage of criminal proceedings before the court`s decision on merits of
charges;
the court should not be the part of these discussions;
the parties to the plea agreement should determine the final punishment or exemption from
criminal liability, while the discretion of the court when reviewing the plea agreement will be
limited (the court will be able to either approve the agreement or refuse to approve it and
will not have the right to change its terms);
when checking an agreement, the court must first of all check its voluntariness;
grounds for further appeal of verdicts based on plea agreements should be limited to
exceptional cases;
procedure of the plea agreement`s approval by court should take place only after providing
assistance by the defendant in the criminal prosecution and adjudication of a more serious
crime, and not before that;
plea agreements should ensure the implementation of all their inherent goals: relieve
resources of a prosecutor from minor cases, provide effective cooperation by defendant in
the detection and prosecution of more serious crimes, ensure quick confiscation under the
terms of the plea agreement;
interests of victims if any should be duly respected within plea-agreement proceedings, etc.

NOTE: The Principles of Federal Prosecution used by the US Department of Justice (9-27.400 –
9-27.450)20 may be used as one of the examples and best practices.
Recommendations:

•

Reform the legislation on plea bargaining in such a way that this instrument is successfully
used to expose and prosecute cases of high-level corruption, speed up special and extended
confiscation in these cases as well as save procedural resources. Train and direct the
prosecutors of APO to use this tool effectively in order to achieve the specified goals. Abolish
the tool in article 3641 of CPC or modify it significantly, so that it does not hinder the
application of the plea-bargaining tools.

2.4. Capacity to bring legal entities to criminal liability for corruption
Legislation of Moldova establishes the liability of legal entities for most corruption crimes. It looks
quite simply and is expected to be successfully applied in practice. However, it seems that in reality
it is practically not used. Statistics on such criminal cases were not provided upon request. It
follows from the statistics in APO reports for 2019-2021 that during this period only 2 legal entities
were convicted in the court(s) of first instance in 2020 and 3 legal entities - in 2021 (it is not clear
from these reports in how many cases, for what crimes and in whose cases - APO or NAC). It
should be also noted that APO does not normally monitor the fate of its cases in further court
instances.
In general, one may get the impression that there are various reasons for that - law enforcement
officers and prosecutors lack the knowledge and experience to use this new tool, there is no wellestablished case-law, it is not considered a priority, the upper limit of sanction does not seem to
be a sufficient deterrent for large companies, plea agreements cannot be concluded with legal
entities, etc. For example, according to the OECD Report (2022) it was revealed during the
monitoring that the authorities asserted that the current legal provisions exclude the criminal
20

https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-27000-principles-federal-prosecution#9-27.400
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prosecution of the legal entity for the corruption crimes of a lower-level employee of the legal
entity. The monitoring team disagreed with this interpretation of the national law and opined that
lower-level employees, agents or third parties, authorised or used by a person with management
functions would trigger corporate liability. The same approach should be applied to lack of
supervision and control by senior management over crimes committed by lower-level employees,
agents or third parties [article 21 (3) b) and c) of CC]. Similarly, the relevant text of CC does not
exclude the possibility of such crimes being perpetrated by beneficial owners, as defined by article
3 of the AML Law. However, the Guide on investigating crimes committed by legal persons,
approved by Order no 98 / 11 of 22 December 2020 of the Prosecutor General, does not seem to
shed light on this issue21.
Considering the importance of this tool (liability of legal entities for corruption crimes) for detection
and criminal prosecution of high-level corruption, especially foreign bribery, it is highly
recommended to encourage APO and strengthen its capacities in the effective application of this
instrument.
Recommendations:

•

Ensure effective enforcement of liability of legal entities for corruption crimes by APO
prosecutors with focus on high-level corruption cases (by means of training, putting this
category of cases both in priorities and KPIs for APO prosecutors etc.). Consider including
legal entities as potential parties to the new plea-bargaining mechanism. Update Guidelines
for investigation of crimes committed by legal entities to cover the issues of liability of legal
entities for corruption crimes committed by lower-level employees, agents, third parties and
beneficial owners of such entities.

2.5. Capacity in witness protection and in whistleblower protection
Article 215 of CPC devoted to the witness protection refers to the Law on Protection of Witnesses
and Other Participants in Criminal Proceedings (Law No 105) and briefly states that, based on the
grounds set forth in this Law, criminal investigative authority, prosecutor or court are obliged to
take measures to protect life, bodily integrity, liberty or property of participants in the
proceedings, as well as, where appropriate, their close relatives and members of their families.
Application of protective measures shall be established by a reasoned decision of a prosecutor or
court. The latter is binding on the authorised body for the protection of witnesses.
Despite the fact that the Law No 105 was adopted back in 2008, it contains the minimum
necessary list of means of protection and even provides for such option as Witness Protection
Programs (with sets of measures of a confidential nature). However, a specialised unit in the MoI
is designated as the authorised body for witness protection, which is a rather debatable approach
when it comes to witness protection in cases of high-level corruption in the countries of the region.
Unfortunately, during the interviews, almost everyone admitted that the witness protection
system in Moldova is in a really poor condition and actually does not function in practice, at least
in cases of high-profile corruption. The lack of finances was mostly mentioned by the respondents
as the key reason. It seems that the second reason could be the lack of the anti-corruption bodies'
own capacity to ensure effective protection of witnesses in their cases, as well as the low level of
trust of witnesses in the entire system's ability to protect them. Statistics on frequency and types
of security measures used in APO proceedings (including those in the framework of witness
protection programs) for 2019-2021 were not provided by APO upon request.
During the interviews, most of respondents admitted that the lack of efficiency of the witness
protection system is a big problem in practice, because witnesses and victims often refuse to
testify or change their testimony at a court hearing, or even leave the country for security reasons,
and to find them later and ensure their participation in proceedings are extremely problematic.
21 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 123.
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Moreover, according to APO reports for 2019-2021, witnesses moving abroad and impossibility of
obtaining testimony from them in court constitute one of the significant problems at the court
stage, which delays the court proceedings or even destroys the prospects of the entire case.
As for the protection of whistle-blowers, the legislation of Moldova in this area is quite new, and
the awareness of its provisions by the APO prosecutors looks not sufficient. Statistics on the
number of APO cases involving whistle-blowers in 2019-2021 were not provided. According to the
legislation NAC deals with reports from whistle-blowers and the People’s Advocate (Ombudsman)
is designated authority for ensuring protection of whistle-blowers. According to findings of recent
OECD Report (2022) overall public trust in the [whistle-blowers protection] system appears to be
low, as demonstrated by the small number of registered whistleblower reports. There is no
authority responsible for the collection and analysis of data on whistleblowing and whistleblower
protection, so no comprehensive statistics are available either. Only one employee deals with
whistleblowing reports in NAC and the latter does not keep statistics on whistleblowing. Not
surprisingly there were no criminal cases for corruption offences that were started as a result of
whistleblower reports in Moldova in 2020 and only 3 protection measures applied to whistleblowers in 2020 by the People’s Advocate Office22.
Recommendations:

•

•

Ensure that the witness protection system is fully funded so that no barriers occur in
application of relevant security measures, including Witness Protection Programs, in highlevel corruption cases. Ensure effective cooperation of APO with the body implementing
protection measures so that APO has sufficient leverage to influence the choice of protective
measures and their modification. Consider establishing a separate, independent and fully
resourced witness protection body, or at least removing such a body from the jurisdiction of
MoI (as an option, to the judicial branch) and providing it with all the necessary resources.
Direct the work of APO prosecutors to strengthen the trust of witnesses in this institution, to
take effective protection measures for witnesses in every case when they may be threatened
with illegal influence or revenge on the part of high-ranking defendants or their entourage.
Potential risks to witnesses must be weighed and the question of the application of protection
measures discussed by APO in each case of high-level corruption.
Raise awareness of APO prosecutors about whistle-blowers, their role in detection of
corruption and the need and legal tools for effective protection of whistle-blowers as well as
role of prosecutors in it. Consider the issue of authorising APO (along with NAC) to deal with
reports from whistle-blowers in matters of their mandate, providing whistle-blowers with a
specific status in criminal proceedings, and empowering APO prosecutors to protect their
rights in criminal proceedings. Ensure in practice the close and efficient cooperation of APO
prosecutors with whistle-blowers in both detection and criminal prosecution of high-level
corruption.

2.6. Immunities and statute of limitations
According to APO a large part of potential subjects falling within the exclusive mandate of APO
are enjoying different types of immunities in criminal proceedings (mostly of general, not a
functional nature) that often challenges the investigations on high-level corruption conducted by
APO. Thus, APO suggests to revise the national legal framework in respect of immunities and to
decide on each subject to what extent it is appropriate to grant guarantees or immunities. If,
however, it is decided that certain categories of subjects must benefit from guarantees or
immunities, these provisions must be included exclusively in the CPC. Statistics on cases where
APO sought to lift immunities in 2019-2021 and the outcomes of such attempts was not provided
upon request.

22 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 43, 48-49.
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Indeed, the CPC of Moldova is rather laconic in terms of immunities, just referring to Constitution
and other laws in this respect. The main guarantees and immunities are that criminal proceedings
against certain subjects can be initiated only by specific procedural persons, in some cases - with
the consent of certain authorities. For example, proceedings against an MP can be initiated only
by the Prosecutor General (article 10(6) of Law No 39), proceedings against a judge – by the
Prosecutor General or his/her First Deputy (in case of their absence – by one of the Deputies PG
authorised by the Order of PG) and with consent of SCM (there is no need in consent in flagrante
delicto cases and cases regarding crimes stipulated in articles 243, 324, 326 and 3302 of the CC)
(article 19(4) of Law No 544) and so on. It seems that in the cases within the mandate of APO, such
a right should be granted to the Chief Prosecutor of APO or interim Chief Prosecutor of APO. This
would make it possible to significantly reduce the number of persons aware of the fact of
investigation, conduct the collection of evidence confidentially, and reduce the risks of information
leaks. Further, the law provides that a Member of Parliament may not be detained, arrested or
searched, except in cases where MP is caught at the scene of a crime, or brought to criminal or
administrative liability, except with the prior consent of the Parliament, given after the hearing of
that MP (article 10(1) of the Law No 39). Accordingly, the Law No 544 provides for very similar
guarantees for judges and the need to obtain a prior consent of SCM for such procedural actions
towards judges (article 19(5)). At a minimum, granting such a guarantee to judges and MPs in the
context of searches raises serious concerns, because this investigative action in corruption cases
is important for gathering evidence and can be effective only in case of its suddenness. After
obtaining the permission of the Parliament or the SCM for a search, it hardly makes sense to expect
for its efficiency. As an alternative, it would be possible to provide that motions for searches of
certain categories of public officials (like MPs) must be agreed to or signed and advocate before
an investigating judge by the Chief Prosecutor of APO or his/her deputies. Moreover, the law
provides similar guarantees to lawyers. For example, the search or arrest of a lawyer requires the
prior consent of the Bar Council (with exception only for flagrante delicto cases and cases
regarding limited list of crimes stipulated in articles 324-326 of the CC; notably that, for instance,
money laundering and illicit enrichment are not in the shortlist) (article 52(2) of the Law No 1260).
Summing up, it is worth concluding that the system of immunities and guarantees from criminal
prosecution currently existing in Moldova for certain categories of officials and lawyers needs to
be revised so that such immunities and guarantees are reduced to functional ones and are limited
to the extent that they do not hinder the collection of evidence and effective prosecution of highlevel corruption cases.
The problem with the immunities of high-level public officials in Moldova was repeatedly raised in
various reports of international organisations. In particular, the OECD Report (2022) concludes that
immunities in Moldova may, if not already, impede the effective investigation and prosecution of
corruption crimes committed by persons with immunity, in particular, the Members of Parliament.
During the monitoring the Moldovan authorities stated that criminal investigation bodies perceive
immunities as impediments in ensuring an efficient process of accumulating direct evidence, which
cannot be repaired at the next stages of the criminal investigation, and confirmed that intervention
after the lifting of these immunities, in non-secret procedures, in practice, could lead to destruction
of evidence by suspects23.
The analysis of statute of limitations (articles 16 and 60 of the CC) proved that these terms are
quite sufficient for the effective enforcement of high-level corruption crimes related to the APO
mandate. However, the data on criminal cases terminated by courts on these grounds from the
APO reports for the period of years 2019-2021 cause a certain dissonance.

For instance, in 2019 the courts of first instance with the participation of APO prosecutors
delivered 264 verdicts (re 324 defendants), out of which 50 (18,9%) were verdicts terminating
criminal cases on different grounds (in respect of 64 individuals / 19,8%). Among them in 33
23 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 119-120.
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verdicts re 44 persons, the criminal proceedings were terminated due to expiry of the statute
of limitation terms. In 2020 there were 208 verdicts (in respect of 243 defendants) in these
cases, out of which 37 (17,8%) were verdicts terminating criminal cases on different grounds
(in respect of 48 individuals / 19,8%). Among them in 23 verdicts re 29 persons, the criminal
proceedings were terminated due to expiry of the statute of limitation terms. And finally, in
2021 the courts of first instance delivered 197 verdicts (re 249 defendants) in these cases, of
which 44 (22,4%) were verdicts terminating criminal cases on different grounds (in respect
of 51 individuals / 20,5%). Among them in 29 verdicts re 34 persons, the criminal proceedings
were terminated due to expiry of the statute of limitations. Thus, from year to year in 20192021, the share of cases within APO mandate (through investigation or supervision)
terminated due to the expiration of the statute of limitations in courts of first instance
remained consistently high. Besides, APO does not keep statistics of court decisions in
subsequent court instances, but this would obviously add to the number of cases closed in
courts due to statute of limitations.
One of the reasons for this state of affairs may be that APO in practice for many years investigated
many cases that did not relate to high-level corruption or to corruption at all, and also represented
in the courts cases of NAC that related to petty corruption or did not relate to corruption, and had,
accordingly, short statute of limitations terms. In such a case, these figures clearly demonstrate
the scattering of the resources of both APO and NAС on trivial matters, which give an extremely
weak effect for overcoming corruption in practice. Another factor might be too long periods of
hearings of cases involving APO in courts. Finally, one more reason could be that the Moldovan
law does not provide for suspension of the statute of limitations in the event that a person's
immunities prevent him/her from being criminally prosecuted (for the period of duration of such
obstacles), which is a problem that allegedly needs to be addressed.
Recommendations:

•

•

Revise the system of immunities and procedural guarantees for public officials and lawyers
to make it fit for the efficient investigation, prosecution and adjudication of high-level
corruption cases (e.g., by limiting the cases of immunities to functional only; limiting the
categories of people enjoying the immunities; transferring the right to launch criminal cases
against MPs to the Chief Prosecutor of APO or interim Chief Prosecutor of APO in matters
related to the APO mandate; excluding any investigative actions aimed at gathering evidence
(for example, search, intelligence gathering tools, etc.) from the scope of immunities [in cases
of APO mandate – it can be replaced by approval or drawing up of relevant motions by Chief
Prosecutor of APO and his/her deputy; in other cases – by the high-level prosecutors in GPO],
etc.).
Revise the criminal legislation and provide for the suspension of the statute of limitations in
cases when the prosecution of the defendant was stalled due to his/her immunity and for the
period this barrier was actually in effect.

2.7. Presenting corruption cases in court proceedings
In the context of APO function to present corruption cases within its mandate in the court hearings
at trial stage (so called representation of accusation in courts), two key problems were essentially
identified, the solution of which does not require legislative changes and can be easily solved by
changing organisational (functional) approaches.
The first such problem is that, in practice, in APO cases, some prosecutors exercise investigations
within the APO investigative mandate (or lead/supervise the NAC investigations), while completely
different prosecutors in the same cases present them in court when considering these cases on
merits. To perform this function, a separate "judicial" division was even created in APO, whose
prosecutors do not perform any functions at the pre-trial stage, but only present cases at the trial
stage. Such an approach looks completely unproductive. First, it wastes resources (which are
already limited), because the prosecutor of the “judicial” division has to study the case anew (while
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the procedural prosecutor has already investigated or leaded/supervised it at the pre-trial stage)
and cannot know all nuances of a case, which are not always recorded in its files. Secondly, it
blurs responsibility, since each of the prosecutors in the failure of the case will be able to blame
the other one for some mistakes allegedly made at the pre-trial or trial stage respectively. It should
be concluded that one prosecutor of APO (or a group of prosecutors in the most complex cases)
shall be responsible for a criminal case from its beginning to its final resolution in courts, including
the last court instance. It means, in turn, that the “judicial” division within APO should be
disbanded.
The second problem is that in practice the prosecutors of APO are presenting prosecution in their
cases only in the courts of first instance, while in the appeal and cassation instances this function
is taken over by the prosecutors of the relevant divisions of the General Prosecutor's Office. And
this happens not because of legislative obstacles, let it be trite but due to the lack of human
resources in APO itself. As a result, APO actually does not monitor the fate of its cases after the
verdict of the court of first instance, including the confiscation and asset recovery results, does
not keep further statistics and does not have a general picture of the challenges that can hinder
effective criminal prosecution of corruption, including that of high level. This problem must be
resolved as soon as possible, and APO must be resourced in such a way as to enable APO
prosecutors to present their cases in all courts up to the final decision at the highest court
instance. This should be addressed by reducing the mandate of APO with a focus on high-level
corruption, increasing the number of APO prosecutors, and revising the current cases which APO
prosecutors are presenting in courts (with the transfer of minor cases to non-specialised
prosecutors for further presenting in courts).
The analysis of the reports of APO for 2019-2021 in terms of the function of presenting corruption
cases in courts allows to conclude that the workload of APO prosecutors in this particular domain
is clearly disproportionate to the available human resources of APO, the duration of trials in many
cases does not meet the requirements of reasonable time (trials are significantly delayed), many
criminal cases are terminated at the trial stage by the courts (due to statute of limitations and other
reasons) and the joint number of terminations of criminal cases at trial stage and acquittals in APO
cases is quite significant (see below).

Under the data from the reports, in 2019 the courts of first instance with the participation of
APO prosecutors delivered 264 verdicts (re 324 defendants), out of which 195 (73,9%) were
convictions (re 229 individuals/ 70,7% and no legal entities), 19 (7,2%) – acquittals (re 31
individuals/9,5%) and 50 (18,9%) - verdicts terminating criminal cases (re 64 individuals / 19,8%).
In 2020 there were 208 verdicts (re 243 defendants), out of which 156 (75%) were convictions
(re 174 individuals/ 71,6% and 2 legal entities), 15 (7,2%) – acquittals (re 21 individuals/8,6%) and
37 (17,8%) - verdicts terminating criminal cases (in respect of 48 individuals / 19,8%). According
to APO report for 2020, out of these cases, 142 (or 68.3%) re 153 persons (or 63%) refer to
corruption offences, the rest are crimes related to corruption or related to the exclusive
competence of APO. And finally in 2021 the courts delivered 197 verdicts (re 249 defendants),
of which 122 (61,9%) were convictions (re 138 individuals/ 55,4% and 3 legal entities), 31 (15,7%)
– acquittals (re 60 individuals/24,1%) and 44 (22,4%) - verdicts terminating criminal cases (re 51
individuals / 20,5%).
In terms of acquittals held by courts of first instance with the participation of APO prosecutors
in 2019, the lack of elements of the crime in the defendants’ actions served as a basis for the
acquittal of 18 persons, and another 12 persons were acquitted due to lack of crime itself and in
one case that the act was not committed by a defendant. In 2020, the lack of elements of crime
in the defendants’ actions served as a basis for the acquittal of 17 persons, and another 4
persons were acquitted due to lack of crime itself. One of the reasons for acquittals was “the
impossibility of ensuring the presentation of evidence by witnesses at the court hearing, due to
the intensive migration of witnesses abroad, and lack of grounds in CPC to read the statements
of absent witnesses /victims or to organise questioning by teleconference”. In 2021, the lack of
elements of the crime in the defendants’ actions served as a basis for the acquittal of 29
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persons, and another 29 persons were acquitted on the ground that they were not guilty in the
offence.
The most typical subjects targeted in the verdicts delivered in 2019 by the courts of first
instance with the participation of APO prosecutors were: 18 leaders and another 12 employees
of economic companies, 14 employees of CS, 13 Patrol Police officers, 7 people with
management positions and 12 employees from the staff of medical institutions, 4 mayors, 1
deputy mayor, 4 council secretaries, 6 other officials of local public administration, 7
investigating officers, 5 Border Police employees, 4 judges and 1 clerk, 4 prosecutors, 2 criminal
investigative officers, 2 advocates, 3 bailiffs, 4 military. In 2020 the typical subjects were: 11
leaders and other 8 employees of economic companies, 15 Police officers, 10 employees of
medical institutions, 7 mayors, 6 advocates, 3 prosecutors and 2 criminal investigative officers.
The picture is approximately the same in 2021 as well. For the period of 2019-2021, there are no
officials at the level of a Minister, deputy Minister, MP or their equivalent among those convicted
by first instance courts in APO cases.
The cases of conviction marked by APO in its reports as most high-profile cases for 2019 were:
(1) Conviction of a prosecutor (S.B.) for trading in influence to a fine of MDL 100,000 and
deprivation of the right to hold public office for 2 years (it was appealed); (2) Conviction of a
prosecutor (V.B.) for concurrence of official forgery to a fine of MDL 28,000, with deprivation
of the right to hold public office for 7 years (verdict is final, although it is not corruption crime);
(3) Conviction of a prosecutor in Orhei Prosecutor's Office (I.C.) for passive corruption, to the
penalty of 7 years imprisonment, a fine of MDL 160,000 and deprivation of the right to hold
public office and of public dignity for 10 years (it was appealed); (4) Conviction of a head of
section of the Public Medical-Sanitary Institution Republican Medical Diagnostic Center (S.C.)
for conspiracy to commit crimes: abuse of office and illicit enrichment to a fine of MDL 270,000
and deprivation of the right to hold specific positions for 12 years, with confiscation of MDL
1,482,022.65 and the obligation to recover the damage caused to the institution in the amount
of MDL 1,080,000 (verdict is final); (5) Conviction of a former inspector-judge of Judicial
Inspection of SCM (V.C.) for trading in influence to imprisonment for 6 years and deprivation of
the right to hold public office for 5 years (verdict became final after appeal instance). The cases
marked as high-profile convictions in 2020 were: (1) Conviction of the interim military prosecutor
Bÿlÿi (V.C.) for trading in influence to conditional imprisonment for 3 years, with deprivation of
the right to hold public office and positions of public dignity for a term of 3 years (it was
appealed); (2) Conviction of the prosecutor delegated to APO (C.D.) for attempting to illegally
acquire the goods of another person using the office, to a fine (850 uc), with deprivation of the
right to hold public office for a term of 1 year 6 months (it was appealed as well). And finally one
of the most interesting convictions took place in 2021: conviction of the Judge of the Chisinau
Court, O.M., for illicit enrichment to imprisonment for a term of 7 years, with deprivation of the
right to hold public office in the field of jurisprudence for 15 years, with the extended
confiscation applied to the equivalent of MDL 640,143 (which was the substantial difference
between the acquired wealth and the income legally obtained by the subject of his declaration
/ wife), as well as the amount of MDL 606,000 (amount of donations found suspicious) (the
conviction was appealed).
In terms of workload, on 01.01.2019 APO represented accusation in 463 cases re 801 persons,
and as of 31.12.2019 - in 487 cases re 856 persons. It is worth mentioning that as of 2019
accusation was represented by APO prosecutors in 487 proceedings (re 856 defendants)
pending more than 3 years in the first instance courts. On 01.01.2020 APO represented
accusation in 487 cases re 856 persons, and as of 31.12.2020 - in 460 cases re 860 persons. As
of 2020 accusation was represented by APO prosecutors in 404 proceedings (re 768
defendants) pending more than 6 months in the first instance courts (in 7 cases with 12
defendants – more than 9 years). On 01.01.2021 APO represented accusation in 446 cases re
867 persons, and as of 31.12.2021 - in 508 cases re 929 persons. As of 2021 accusation was
represented by APO in 85 proceedings (re 151 defendants) pending more than 3 years in the
first instance courts. It is worth nothing that, during 2021, only 7 prosecutors were acting in the
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"judicial division" of APO, but, nevertheless, APO prosecutors participated in a total of 4067
court hearings during 2021. As a general observation, it should be noted that statistics of APO
for different years are sometimes described based on different initial indicators/input data, so
it is quite difficult to compare figures for different years and draw more accurate conclusions.
In any case, the fact of the excessive workload of APO prosecutors in terms of participation in
the courts is quite obvious under the circumstances. For example, according to reports, in 2021,
one prosecutor of APO judicial division had from 63 (at the beginning of the year) to 73 (at the
end of the year) court proceedings.
The next important problem in terms of function of representation in courts by prosecutors of APO
is the excessive length of court proceedings. Throughout 2019-2021, fewer and fewer proceedings
in the courts of first instance in APO cases were resolved, more and more proceedings
accumulated in the courts. APO explains this problem primarily with security measures in the field
of justice taken due to the pandemic situation caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19) in 2020.
All criminal trials pending before the courts, regardless of the examination stage, were suspended
for the period of state of emergency in public health area. However, it was not the case in 2021.
Besides, APO admits that this was not the only problem, and that organisational problems within
APO itself, such as fluctuations in the staff lists, resignation of some prosecutors, suspension of
employment relations with other prosecutors, delegation of APO prosecutors to exercise their
duties in other subdivisions of GPO, also had a serious negative impact. According to APO, court
proceedings are often deliberately delayed in practice by the defence party, which abuses its
procedural rights and thus tries to bring the case to the expiration of the statute of limitations (by
filing motions for recusals, postponement of hearings, appointment of new economic expert
examinations, requests for legal assistance abroad, appeals to the Constitutional Court regarding
the constitutionality of various legal provisions, etc.). However, there is no data that effective steps
were taken to prevent or address such delay, including through criminal procedural remedies or
disciplinary procedures.

In its report for 2019, APO analysed and mentioned the reasons for the delay in court
proceedings in its cases: the specifics of crimes (complexity of cases and the large number of
participants of trials); requesting a change of lawyer leading to a postponement of trials and
preparation of new lawyers for defense; non-appearance of participants in court hearings either
due to illness or other objective reasons (participation of prosecutors, judges, lawyers in various
trainings, meetings, conferences); failure to present the victims and witnesses at trial who often
are leaving the country; unjustified non-appearance to court hearings of defence lawyers or
other persons; delay on the part of judges, as well as the postponement of court hearings for
long periods of time in some cases and up to two months; change of panels of judges in
connection with the resignation or transfer of judges to other courts etc. The same reasons
were repeated in the report for 2021.
The problem with reasonable terms of court proceedings in APO cases must be resolved, because
it is by the promptness of the state's reaction to manifestations of high-level corruption that
society evaluates its true determination in overcoming this negative phenomenon. There should
be no delays on the part of the APO itself. In addition, prosecutors should use their procedural
powers to prevent other delays. It seems that in cases of high-level corruption, it is expedient to
implement the principles of continuity of judicial proceedings in practice.
And, finally, it is worth paying special attention to the fact that, it seems, APO prosecutors do not
have sufficient focus on priority areas during court proceedings. For example, they do not always
insist on a real imprisonment for those found guilty of serious corruption crimes (often these are
conditional or suspended sentences, or even fines), they do not demand in all cases dismissal from
public office and the prohibition to hold public positions as an additional punishment, they are not
always persistent in matters of confiscation of instrumentalities and proceeds from corruption as
well as profits thereof, or of unsubstantiated property, etc. It seems that these things generally
fall out of their KPIs. For instance, according to the OECD Report (2022) according to the
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government in 17 out of 22 convictions of corruption in public sector public officials were dismissed
from public office, that is not in all cases as the benchmark requires24. The situation with
confiscation of assets following judicial proceedings will be discussed in this Analysis below.
Last but not least. During the interviews, many respondents expressed concerns about the fact
that courts of appeal and cassation in Moldova often refer criminal cases, including of the APO
mandate, to lower courts for new trials. This seems unjustified, especially considering that the
appellate court is also the court of facts that can make its own judgment of any type. There were
concerns that the Cassation Court is de facto the third level of trial courts in the country. Such a
system in itself does not contribute to the speedy implementation of judicial proceedings, including
in cases of high-level corruption, and should be thoroughly revised.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

•

•

Change approaches to the representation of APO cases in courts in practice so that the same
APO prosecutor (alone or as part of a group) is responsible for it both at the pre-trial
investigation stage (in terms of exercising investigations within APO mandate or of
leading/supervising investigations conducted by NAC) and at the trial stage. Disband
specialised “judicial” division in APO and transfer prosecutors from this division to the other
functional divisions within APO.
Ensure in practice the capacity of APO prosecutors to present criminal cases within their
updated mandate throughout the judicial proceedings - in courts of first, appeal and cassation
instances without exceptions. Provide APO with sufficient human, technical and other
necessary resources to achieve this goal. Take into account the future jurisdiction of trial
courts when determining the prosecutor(s) responsible for the criminal case, engage
prosecutors from the territorial divisions of APO accordingly.
Conduct an audit of criminal cases in which APO prosecutors still represent accusation in
courts. Upon detection of cases that are not related to corruption or high-level corruption and
do not have a public resonance - to initiate entrusting non-specialised prosecutors to
represent the accusation in these cases in order to free up the resources of APO.
Take all reasonable efforts within the powers of APO prosecutors to ensure that court
proceedings in APO cases take place without undue delays, within a reasonable time, and
also to promote that the courts are following the principle of continuity of the judicial
proceedings in these cases. Focus the efforts of APO prosecutors on the speedy finalisation
of court proceedings in cases of high-level corruption.
Guide APO prosecutors when participating in courts to seek in all cases of conviction for
corruption crimes: dissuasiveness of sanctions, dismissal from public office of convicted
officials, application of special and/or extended confiscation, aligning these priorities with the
KPIs for APO prosecutors.
Revise the role and powers of the appeals and cassation courts in the criminal proceedings
in order to significantly reduce the possibility of sending cases to lower courts for retrials, as
well as narrow substantially the legal grounds for cassation review, turning the Court of
Cassation into an instance that should focus exclusively on resolving the complex issues of
law (not of facts).

24 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 117.
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SECTION II. FUNCTIONING OF APO AND COOPERATION WITH OTHER ACTORS
1. Organisational structure, human, financial and technical resources

1.1. Organisational structure and human resources: general observations
According to Law No 159, the specialised prosecutor's office, including APO, has the status of a
legal entity, a separate treasury account, a logo and a seal. It consists of internal divisions that
facilitate the implementation of its powers, as well as divisions that provide administrative and
technical management. APO as specialised prosecutor's office may have territorial bureaus or
representative offices on the ground. In order to ensure internal and external communication in
the specialised prosecutor's office, PR division should operate. Each specialised prosecutor`s
office shall have its own web-site. Financial and economic, administrative activities as well as
record keeping shall be provided by the relevant internal divisions of the specialised prosecutor's
office (article 4 of the Law).
However, most of these provisions of the mentioned Law, which was adopted back in 2016, remain
only on paper as of today. APO does not have an accountant and its budget is de-facto managed
by GPO, it still does not have an external communication division, HR manager, IT specialists,
financial analysts, own translational capacities, etc. The APO website has not been created yet.
This omission should be fixed as soon as possible, in those cases that do not require significant
financial costs - immediately. The Law must be fully enforced. All requirements of article 4 of
mentioned Law regarding the organisation of APO`s proper functioning must be implemented
without exceptions.
In addition to Law No 159, the Law on Prosecutor's Office and the CPC, the powers of APO shall
also be regulated by the Regulation on Activities of APO. The latter according to Law No 159 is
developed by the Chief Prosecutor of APO and approved by the Prosecutor General. In practice,
it was possible to find only the Order of the PG dated 03.05.2022 No 33/3 approving the general
Regulation on the Prosecutor's Office, which contains a short Chapter VII dedicated to specialised
prosecutors' offices. Taking in mind that APO should have guarantees of sufficient independence
within the prosecutorial system, it seems that such a Regulation shall be developed by APO,
agreed with SCP and signed by the Chief Prosecutor of APO.
Attention is also drawn to the fact that, according to article 4(3) and (4) of the aforementioned
Law, it is the Prosecutor General who approves and changes the organisational structure of APO,
as well as establishes the territorial divisions of APO, although all this is done at the proposal of
the Chief Prosecutor of APO and with the consent of the SCP. It seems that this regulation
undermines the independence of APO, proclaimed in Law No 159, and does not make sense from
a practical point of view, as APO still cannot go beyond the limits of allocated finances per year
when determining its structure and divisions on the ground. Therefore, APO should be given more
independence in this part and the law should provide that the Chief Prosecutor of APO determines
the organisational structure (chart) and establishes its territorial divisions within the limits of APO
budget (at the very least, with the consent of SCP).
As for the functional divisions of APO (that is, those that perform direct prosecutorial functions),
the Law No 159 provides that the staff includes prosecutors, criminal investigative officers, field
officers, consultants, specialists, technical and administrative personnel according to the staffing
list, which is approved by the Chief Prosecutor of APO. At the same time, the number of
prosecutors of APO is determined by SCP on the proposal of the PG after coordination with the
Chief Prosecutor of APO (article 6 of Law No 159). For the reasons described above, it seems that
it should be up to the Chief Prosecutor of APO to determine the number of prosecutors in APO
within its budget (at the very least - with the approval of SCP). According to article 6(3) of Law No
159, the transfer of APO prosecutor from one territorial division to another is carried out by order
of Chief Prosecutor of APO with the consent of this prosecutor. The Law does not say anything
about the transfer from the central office of APO to its territorial division or vice versa. It seems
that this should also be the authority of the Chief Prosecutor of APO. It should be borne in mind
that by law, three categories of personnel: criminal investigative officers, field officers and
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specialists are included in the APO staff on the terms of secondment from other institutions for a

certain period of time (initially – up to 5 years; it can be prolonged only once for the same term)
and are administratively subordinated to the Chief Prosecutor of APO. At the same time, all APO
employees, including seconded ones, are paid from the APO budget (articles 6(4) and 7 of Law No
159). And although such employees are selected for APO individually by the Chief Prosecutor of
APO, the secondment itself is carried out by order of the PG, with the prior consent of the head of
the institution where such an employee works and with the written consent of the latter. This
approach seems unproductive for the current model of APO. And until it is changed (if that happens
at all), it seems more expedient not to second such persons to APO division exercising investigation
of high-level corruption cases, but to select and appoint them to permanent positions of criminal
investigative officers, field officers and specialists within APO (through transparent competitive
procedures based on merit). At the same time, such a tool as secondment both in and outside APO
should be retained as a fast and flexible, ad hoc and mostly short-term instrument for the purposes
of cooperation between APO and various bodies in the framework of APO work.

1.2. Recent situation with structure and human resources, specialisation within APO
During the period 2019-2021 and up to now the organisational structure of APO includes: the
central apparatus (based in mun. Chisinau) with 3 Divisions: Criminal investigation Management
Division (leading/supervising cases investigated by NAC); Criminal investigation Exercise Division
(exercising investigations within direct mandate of APO); Judicial Division (representing cases of
the two previous divisions in courts) and 2 territorial Offices: Nord territorial office (based in mun.
Balti) and SUD territorial office (based in mun. Cahul). In addition, at the end of 2021, a fourth
division - Analytical Division - was established, but until now there is no employee in it.
According to the staff list as of 31.12.2021, 130 positions were provided in the APO staff, of which:
APO Chief Prosecutor – 1; Deputy chief prosecutor of APO – 6; prosecutors – 43; seconded
criminal investigative officers – 15; seconded field officers – 15; consultants of prosecutor – 32;
specialists – 12; technical staff – 6.
However, according to APO, since October 2021, the following positions were actually functioning
(occupied) in APO: 1 interim Chief Prosecutor of APO (due to suspension of APO Chief Prosecutor);
3 interim deputies of Chief Prosecutor of APO (due to vacancies); 32 prosecutors and 7 delegated
prosecutors from other divisions of GPO. Until October 2021 up to 16 prosecutors were delegated
to APO (that is 32% of its prosecutorial staff was delegated from other GPO divisions), while 4 APO
prosecutors were suspended, 1 APO prosecutor was delegated to another division of GPO and 1 –
exercised the duties of the Chief Prosecutor of APO. There were 7-8 seconded criminal
investigative officers, 8-9 seconded field officers and 25 consultants of prosecutors (1 consultant
was delegated from a territorial prosecutor`s office and 3 were suspended), 8 specialists (the rest
were suspended) and the technical staff of 5 persons. As of the summer of 2022, the APO had the
following number of prosecutors, divided by divisions: division exercising investigations in cases
under APO mandate (15 prosecutors); division leading/supervising investigations conducted by
NAC (12 prosecutors out of which 5 were delegated from the other prosecutor`s offices); judicial
division (8 prosecutors) and analytical division or unit (no employees).
Thus, in recent years, APO has constantly had problems with human resources. By October 2021,
almost a third of its staff consisted of delegated prosecutors from the GPO (this practice should
not be used as a rule). After October 2021, the number of delegated prosecutors from GPO
decreased to 14%, however, 18 prosecutor positions out of 50 (36%) still remained vacant in APO,
which could not but negatively affect its work. Another striking fact is that from at least 2021 until
August 2022, the APO worked without a single chief prosecutor on a permanent basis (both the
position of the Chief Prosecutor of APO and all 6 deputies were vacant, and the duties of the Chief
Prosecutor of APO and several deputies were performed by line prosecutors of APO on temporary
basis). And it was only in August 2022 when APO finally got its Chief Prosecutor who was chosen
through transparent competitive procedures based on merit. In terms of seconded positions
(criminal investigative and field officers), in 2021 and 2022 APO was functioning in the absence of
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almost half of their number provided by the staff lists. The staffing of consultants, specialists and
technical personnel was a little better, but even here not all vacancies were filled.
The situation was not much better in the territorial divisions of APO. Nord territorial office of APO
actually worked in the absence of 3 positions of prosecutors (one prosecutor exercised the duties
of a deputy Chief Prosecutor of APO, this position was vacant, and one prosecutor was seconded
to exercise his duties at the GPO). The positions of seconded criminal investigative officers and
field officers were vacant. Since 2019, SUD territorial office, was functioning in the absence of 2
positions of prosecutors (one prosecutor was suspended from office and the other one was first
delegated to exercise the interim of the Chief Prosecutor of the Cantemir/Leova district
prosecutor's office, and subsequently appointed the chief prosecutor of the Leova district
prosecutor's office). One consultant was on maternity leave. The positions of seconded criminal
investigative officers and field officers were vacant in this territorial office as well.
From the outside, one might get the impression that such a personnel collapse did not happen by
accident and that there were some background events that served as a trigger for it. And this was
exactly the case. According to APO, its activity in 2020 and 2021 was affected by the changes of
the chief prosecutors of APO throughout 2020, and by starting criminal investigation regarding
the suspended Prosecutor General of Moldova - Alexandru Stoianoglo. It follows from the public
sources that on January 11, 2020, the then Chief Prosecutor of APO, V.M. was supposed to be
reinstated in his position. On January 10, 2020, he was detained in a criminal case opened on
December 26, 2019. Another APO prosecutor, E.R., resigned in January 2020. He was investigating
the Metalferos case and illicit enrichment case against the former Supreme Court Chairperson. The
other prosecutor of APO, R.S., who was investigating the former deputy Chairperson of the
Supreme Court, O.S., also resigned in February 2020. He was then charged with fraud and abuse
of power. He was accused of having falsified a criminal case against Kheyman brothers who were
allegedly linked to the illegal financing of Socialists Party. The criminal investigations and numerous
disciplinary proceedings against APO prosecutors were launched after Alexandru Stoianoglo had
been appointed the PG by former President Igor Dodon. Most of these proceedings stalled after
the change of political power in Moldova in the end of 2020. However, by this time the APO staff
had already been significantly affected by these events. And serious staff problems still exists as
it was analysed above.
The identified problems may lead to the following conclusions. First of all, it is necessary to put in
order the so-called delegations of prosecutors to APO from other divisions of GPO (incl. PCCOCS),
as well as delegating prosecutors of APO outside it. It seems that the Chief Prosecutor of APO and
SCP should play a key role in both cases. After all, according to the law (including the Constitution
of RM), the SCP is responsible for both the appointment and transfer of prosecutors. Delegation
of prosecutors to APO at the initiative of APO should be considered as an exceptional and shortterm measure aimed to temporarily fill the vacancy until holding competition and appointing a new
prosecutor for this vacancy in APO. In any case, such a delegation cannot last more than 3 months.
Temporary delegation of APO prosecutors outside APO might be allowed only upon written
consent of both Chief Prosecutor of APO and the concerned prosecutor. APO prosecutors will be
able to be transferred to other positions in the prosecutor's office, including superior ones, on their
own initiative and based on the results of the competition only. Secondly, it is necessary to put an
end to the unilateral practice of suspending prosecutors and other employees of APO from office
by a Prosecutor General, instead, to grant the Chief Prosecutor of APO and SCP with these powers
if there are grounds clearly defined by primary law. Finally, as regards the appointment to vacant
positions of prosecutors in APO, competitions for such positions should be announced by SCP
without any delay, immediately after they arise. Moreover, it is necessary to provide in the law
and/or by-laws of SCP a mechanism for the essential involvement of the Chief Prosecutor of APO
in the process of selecting prosecutors for ordinary and managerial positions in APO (which is not
the case under the current regulations). In particular, it is recommended that, according to these
new procedures, it is the Chief Prosecutor of APO or interim Chief Prosecutor of APO who submits
the nominations of prosecutors for the positions of his/her deputies for the approval of SCP. In
addition, the fact that, as it appears, the current Law No 3 prevents candidates from outside the
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prosecutor's office from participating in the competition for the positions of prosecutors in APO
(Article 20(4) of the Law) is of concern. This approach should be changed at the level of the law,
allowing representatives of other legal professions to participate in the competition (especially
given the excessive cronyism and corruption in the prosecutor's office of Moldova).
From the point of view of the organisational structure, attention should also be paid to the fact
that there is no separate division or unit or simply individual prosecutors in APO, whose duties
would specifically include related issues of an analytical or auxiliary nature (for example, analysis
of the best practices and mistakes of prosecutors, identifying priorities and drafting KPIs,
maintaining and improving statistics, preparation of guidelines for APO prosecutors or other
internal regulations, international cooperation, etc.). In this respect, it might be reasonable to
establish a division or unit in APO, where relevant prosecutors will be included. Thus, in the
structure of APO, at least three prosecutorial divisions could operate: 1) a division exercising
investigations in cases under APO mandate; 2) a division leading/supervising investigations
conducted by NAC and 3) a division or unit of prosecutors that will handle analytical and support
functions. The judicial division should be disbanded for the reasons set forth above. This optional
structure of functional divisions is adapted to the current APO model and will require a change if a
decision is made to change the model itself (options for possible changes to the model of APO
were described above).
In addition, as it was found out, there is currently no specialisation of prosecutors within APO. It
would be appropriate to introduce it, at least in addition to ordinary duties. For example, by types
of crimes (bribery / trading in influence; laundering of proceeds from corruption; illicit enrichment,
etc.), by subject (corruption among judges; prosecutors; MPs and Government officials, etc.), by
sectors or areas (corruption in public procurement, in the largest SoEs, energy, banking etc.) and
so on. Deeper specialisation in certain specific areas would allow to have better trained
prosecutors to adequately respond to certain types of high-level corruption.
And, finally, the existence of six positions of deputies of the Chief Prosecutor of APO in its staff
looks unjustified. Considering the organisational structure and mandate of APO, it seems that the
number of deputies should not exceed three. Moreover, the status of a deputy should not exempt
such a prosecutor from dealing with specific criminal cases, although, of course, to a much smaller
extent compared to other prosecutors.

1.3. Workload of APO prosecutors
According to APO its recent workload per one prosecutor was as follows: 12-18 criminal cases in
exercising criminal investigations within APO mandate, 35-45 criminal cases in leading/supervising
criminal investigations conducted by NAC and 40-50 criminal cases in presenting both categories
of cases in the courts of first instance. However, the latter indicator was much higher under the
report of APO for 2021 (one prosecutor of APO judicial division had from 63 (at the beginning of
the year) to 73 (at the end of the year) criminal cases in courts of first instance).
The excessive workload of APO prosecutors and their involvement in cases of petty corruption
has been repeatedly criticised in various national and international reports. Thus, according to
Position Paper of LRCM and EFOR (2018), taking in mind the actual number of anti-corruption
prosecutors who were employed in 2017, it appears that the average workload of one APO
prosecutor per year included at least: a) 31 criminal cases for exercising criminal investigation (out
of 1,233 cases under proceedings); b) 50 criminal cases for leading/ supervising criminal
investigations conducted by NAC (out of 2,003 cases under proceedings) and c) 11 cases
submitted to court (out of 455 such cases). The Position Paper states that de facto workload is
probably higher given that some prosecutors are dealing with a limited number of criminal
investigations, which are particularly complex. Given the complexity of investigations in corruption
cases, the numbers above reveal a heavy workload. It concludes with stating that these data
require at least a consideration regarding the need for adjusting the mandate of APO to ensure a
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reasonable workload that would allow APO prosecutors to perform criminal investigations and
present cases in courts qualitatively and efficiently25.
The most recent OECD Report (2022) states that the resources of the specialised [anti-corruption]
investigators and prosecutors are not sufficient. In particular, in 2020 a substantial number of
cases had to be reallocated from APO due to the high case-load and in order to avoid case
backlogs. Towards the same point, APO prosecutors cannot present cases in appeal and cassation
procedures due to limited resources. The APO employs 50 prosecutors, 15 criminal investigative
officers, [15 field officers], 29 consultants and 8 specialists. In 2019, the number of cases within
APO was reported at 600 cases and also APO had under supervision/conduct 700 cases
investigated by NAC; the workload per prosecutor appears too high and was deemed so by the PG.
… This resulted in the redistribution of the 140 petty corruption cases to the local prosecution
offices in 2020. This however represented a temporary solution to the insufficiency of staff. At
present, APO investigates 150 cases and conducts/supervises the investigation carried out by
NAC in 400 cases. The monitoring team believes that in order to ensure an effective, efficient and
independent operation of the anti-corruption prosecutors, their competence should be streamlined
to high-level corruption cases and they should be provided with [enough human, technical, other
resources]26.
Although the calculations differ somewhat, they all come to one conclusion - the current workload
of APO prosecutors does not allow the APO as an institution to properly perform the tasks
assigned to it in the investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption cases. This challenge
should be addressed by changing the mandate, increasing the staff of APO, more efficient use of
resources, and raising the professional level of prosecutors and other employees of APO.
Taking into account the current state of affairs, the functions of APO in its current model (even
after the above recommended changes to the mandate of both APO and NAC), the number of APO
prosecutors obviously needs to be increased, as an option - by 30%, that is, up to 65 prosecutors.
Of them, for example, up to 20 could be involved in leading/supervising the criminal investigations
of NAC and presenting these cases in courts; up to 40 – might exercise investigations of highLevel corruption cases within the APO mandate (including high-profile non-finalised corruption
cases from the past – when and if they have real prospects) and presenting these cases in courts;
up to 5 - might be engaged in analytical and related work (third prosecutorial division). After
changes in jurisdiction according to the recommendations above, the number of prosecutors can
be further optimised based to the actual workload. In any case, prosecutors who investigate cases
under the APO mandate should not, in practice, be involved in the investigation of cases not related
to high-level corruption.

1.4. Supporting (non-prosecutorial) staff
First of all, it is worth remembering that under the Law No 159 APO must be staffed with criminal
investigative officers and field officers through secondment to perform its functions. Currently, 15
criminal investigative officers and 15 field officers are expected to be on secondment under the
staff list. This is not the case in practice (approximately half of those positions are usually vacant).
As it was suggested above, such positions should be permanent in the future, their selection and
appointment should be referred to APO itself, and the number of such officers should be increased
taking into account the APO's focus on high-level corruption and the need to ensure its own
capacity to carry out field (operational) work (or capacity in intelligence gathering activities). Such
officers should normally work under the leadership of prosecutors responsible for investigating
cases of the direct APO mandate. It was already recommended above in the Analysis to ensure
both in law and in practice the full-fledged capacities of APO to conduct its own intelligence

25 Position paper: the Anti-corruption Prosecution Office should investigate only high-level corruption, LRCM and EFOR,
2018, page 9.
26 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 152,162.
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gathering activities (in particular, through staffed employees, with its own technical assistance
unit, technical equipment).
Secondly, APO staff includes specialists and consultants. The former can be seconded to APO, the
latter are appointed to permanent positions. It is difficult to say how optimal this type of personnel
is. What matters is that the APO should be staffed with well-qualified in-house IT specialist(s) and
non-legal experts in economic and financial investigations (e.g., auditors, financial analysts,
forensic accounting, IT / technical specialists etc.). It was already recommended in the Analysis
earlier. And even more, it was recommended to consider the building of the APO's own capacity
to conduct financial investigations in cases under its jurisdiction (by establishing a special financial
investigation division within APO), or, at least, allocate a specialised unit within CARA for carrying
out financial investigations and asset recovery exclusively in the APO cases of high-level
corruption. According to APO they urgently need now financial experts, real estate specialist and
merceologist (to assess value of assets). It should definitely be addressed as soon as possible and
on the in-house basis.
And finally, the capabilities of APO in the field of international cooperation, in particular MLA, are
severely limited due to the lack of its own translators in the staff and the ability to independently
hire external translators (in the latter case, only GPO manages this issue and conducts tenders). It
seems appropriate to have at least 2 in-house English language translators within APO staff (with
an additional language from among those that are most used in APO`s international relations).

In its report for 2020, the APO noted that it is sorely lacking in auxiliary / support staff, most of
all - licensed translators/interpreters (at least in English and Russian). It affects APO work in a
way that they cannot finish or execute certain procedural actions in criminal cases. They also
urged to fully staff APO, and if possible, to increase its staff so that each prosecutor can be
assisted by a consultant and criminal investigative officer, as in some cases prosecutors cannot
physically perform all actions.
It also goes without saying that APO should be fully staffed with all supporting case-management
personnel, including assistants, clerks, records keepers etc.

1.5. Technical resources
According to APO, it does not have its own separate premises, but is physically located in the NAC
headquarters. In order to get to APO, it is necessary to go through the security of NAC, which is
not subordinate to APO. Work issues have been resolved, but there have already been some
incidents with security and leakage of sensitive information to the press about the calls of PEPs
to APO. Placement implies 2-3 prosecutors per working office, IT security does not exist. There is
joint IT network within GPO and all the security of the computer network in APO should be in
theory ensured by the specialised section of GPO. APO does not have an IT specialist(s), not even
per hour/cumulation.
APO does not have a modern e-case-management system. The only electronic management
system is the E-file operational system. According to APO, E-file in essence does not make the
work of APO prosecutor easier, it is not even able to generate statistical reports and works very
slowly.
It was extremely sad to hear about this. Transitional and Final provisions of the Law No 159, article
11(3), obliged the Government back in 2016 to provide the APO with premises. However, even in
2022 APO still shares premises with NAC. And while one may cite the advantages of such a location
(which certainly may exist), it seems that given the APO's independent mandate to investigate
high-level corruption, the APO should have its own separate premises – the detached building,
with state police security, specially equipped for its proper operation. This premises should afford
favourable working conditions, including but not limited to offices with enough working space for
the staff, modern hardware and software, necessary office equipment, communication means
(including for video conference), IT security, a single protected computer network for APO (with
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access levels and access controls), ensuring the IT security at all times through a full-time staff IT
specialist(s), e-case-management system preferably synchronised with the criminal investigations
and system of court case management (with appropriate access levels and access controls). APO
personnel should be provided with a sufficient number of official vehicles for performance of their
direct duties (service trips, participation in court hearings, etc.), and field officers should also be
provided with operative vehicles for undercover operations.

1.6. Corruption within APO
During the preparation of the Functional Analysis, it was difficult to avoid this problem. Especially
since many interviewees admitted its existence during the interviews. The relevance of this
problem is also confirmed by the most recent studies. So, for example, a Survey on "Perception of
judges, prosecutors and lawyers on justice reform and fight against corruption" (2020), based on
opinion poll of judges, prosecutors and lawyers conducted in October-December 2020, showed
that when asked about the most corrupt prosecutor’s office, representatives of three legal
professions indicated primarily the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office (APO), followed by the
Prosecutor’s Office for Combating Organised Crime and Special Cases (PCCOCS)27. The OECD
Report (2022) states that the representatives of civil society and international community
expressed concerns over some allegations [regarding corruption among prosecutors] and how
they have been handled by the law enforcement agencies and generally didn’t think that all public
allegations of corruption of prosecutors were thoroughly investigated with justified decisions
taken and explained to the public, especially, when such allegations involved high-level persons.
It was mentioned with a great concern that, among the prosecutors accused of corruption there
were also well-known and high-level prosecutors in the specialised prosecution offices28.
In reports of APO for 2019-2021, it was even found that one prosecutor (C.D.), who was delegated
to work in the APO, was convicted by the court of first instance in 2020 for attempting to illegally
acquire the property of another person using his office. However, he was sentenced to only a
small fine and the sentence did not take effect at that time.
The reasons for this problem are not sufficiently clear (the reason might be a high level of
corruption in the entire prosecution system in the country, frequent changes of APO prosecutors
or the "delegation" of prosecutors from ordinary prosecutor's offices to work in the APO, or
something else). But this challenge is obvious and it will definitely appear before the new Chief
Prosecutor of APO, selected and appointed in August 2022.
Options for fixing the problem by Chief APO Prosecutor can vary from evolutionary (through
reacting thoroughly to all manifestations of unethical behaviour or other misconduct on the part
of subordinate prosecutors by use of existing mechanisms within the SCP; requesting ANI to
conduct in-depth integrity checks of APO prosecutors; resorting to criminal remedies if there are
grounds) to more proactively rigid (such as conducting a separate vetting procedure of APO
prosecutors for reassignment to a position that usually involves the creation of an independent
commission, low standards of proof (reasonable doubts) for taking decisions and changes to laws).
1.7. External evaluation of APO and public oversight mechanisms
As it was found out in the course of desk review of primary legislative framework no mechanism
of ad-hoc or regular independent external evaluation of APO work exists in Moldova. APO is
subject only to internal hierarchical control of GPO which under no circumstances can be regarded
as such an independent external mechanism.
Since APO is a specialised anti-corruption independent institution designed to combat high-level
corruption, the evaluation of its activities should also be carried out by an independent body that
have public trust, and it is also reasonable to have a mechanism for public oversight of its work.
27 Survey “Perception of judges, prosecutors and lawyers on justice reform and fight against corruption”, Legal Resources
Centre from Moldova (LRCM), December 2020.
28 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 95.
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The best practices in this context are enshrining in law the periodic (once every few years) audit
of the anti-corruption prosecutor's office by an independent audit commission (consisted of
experienced and well-respected national and international practitioners and experts), as well as
the creation of a public oversight council through fair and transparent procedures. It is highly
recommended to follow mentioned best practices and introduce both independent external
performance evaluation of APO and relevant public oversight mechanism over APOs activities to
strengthen independence of APO and raise the level of public trust in it.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

•

Optimise the organisational structure and staff of APO based on its mandate and workload of
APO prosecutors (taking in mind the recommended mandate of APO and NAC). Consider
establishing a division (or unit) with prosecutors dealing with analytical and supporting
functions (e.g., priorities, KPIs, international cooperation etc.). Consider increasing the number
of APO prosecutors by 30% (up to 65 prosecutors [possible option of distribution of
prosecutors by functions: leading of investigations by NAC – up to 20; exercising own
investigations – up to 40; analytics and support functions – up to 5]). Fill all the positions of
prosecutors in APO as soon as possible. Organise the work of SCP in such a way that in the
event of vacancies for positions of prosecutors in APO, the competitions for such positions
shall be announced by SCP immediately after they arise and carried out without any delay.
Exclude in practice the engagement of APO prosecutors responsible for exercising
investigations of APO mandate in cases not related to their updated mandate on high-level
corruption. Specialise prosecutors within APO (e.g., by types of crimes, subjects, sectors of
economy, etc.). Reduce the number of deputies of Chief APO Prosecutor, at least up to 3
positions.
Staff APO with a sufficient number of criminal investigative officers, field officers and
specialists in relevant areas of expertise (first – through secondment and later [after revising
the Law No 159] – through selection and appointment at the permanent in-house positions)
taking in mind a need to ensure its own capacities in intelligence gathering activities, nonlegal expertise in economic and financial investigations (e.g., in-house auditors, financial
analysts, forensic accounting, IT / technical specialists etc.), and if so decided – capacities to
conduct its own financial investigations. Staff APO with a sufficient number of in-house
translators and supporting case-management personnel.
Take immediate measures to fully implement in practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring the proper organisation of the work of APO (including but not limited to sufficient
in-house staff (in accounting, logistics, HR, PR, IT, etc.), separate treasury account, logo, website etc.). It is recommended to establish accordingly Accounting, Finance and Logistics Unit,
HR unit, PR unit, IT unit, Chancellery and Case-Management Support unit.
Ensure that non-prosecutorial employees are selected and hired by APO through a
transparent, competitive and merit-based procedure, and their wages are competitive on the
market.
Revise the Law No 159 and the Law No 3 in a way to entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO to
decide on the organisational structure, staffing table, number of prosecutors, criminal
investigative officers and field officers in APO, transfer of APO prosecutors within its divisions
(including from and to territorial divisions) upon consent of the prosecutor, establishment and
liquidation of territorial divisions of APO within its budget, without involvement of GPO.
Transfer to the Chief Prosecutor of APO and the SCP a key role in delegating prosecutors of
APO and suspending them from office. Provide the Chief Prosecutor of APO with enough
leverage to take part and influence the selection and promotion of APO prosecutors (that is
for both ordinary and managerial positions) by SCP. Entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO or
interim Chief Prosecutor of APO with the powers to submit the nominations of prosecutors
for the positions of his/her deputies for the approval of SCP. Provide a legal opportunity for
representatives of other legal professions (in addition to prosecutors) to take part in the
competition for positions of APO prosecutors. Give preference to those candidates who have
anti-corruption expertise. Entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO to approve Regulation on
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•

•

•

•

Activities of APO with the consent of SCP. Establish that the positions of criminal investigative
officers, field officers and specialists in APO are permanent, and the appointment to them is
carried out by APO through the open competition based on merit and by the order of Chief
Prosecutor of APO. Retain secondment (from and to APO) for ad-hoc cases without limiting
the types of positions of seconded persons.
Prior to the revision of the laws, provide for changes to the internal acts of SCP opening the
way for effective participation of the Chief Prosecutor of APO in the selection, promotion and
other relevant procedures for APO staffing.
Take measures to find and provide APO with a separate detached building with state police
security fully suitable for its proper functioning. Ensure favourable working conditions for APO
prosecutors, including but not limited to offices with enough working space, modern
hardware and software, necessary office equipment, communication means (including for
video conference), IT security, a separate protected computer network for APO (with access
levels and access controls), ensuring the IT security at all times through a full-time staff IT
specialist(s), e-case-management system preferably synchronised with the criminal
investigations and system of court case management (with appropriate access levels and
access controls). Provide APO personnel with sufficient number of vehicles for performance
of their duties, including operative vehicles for undercover operations.
Consider and resort to the most relevant options with the aim to address the problem of
corruption in APO (disciplinary and ethical proceedings, in-depth integrity checks by ANI,
criminal remedies etc.), if necessary – introduce through legislative changes and conduct a
separate vetting procedure for prosecutors of APO to clean up the system.
Revise primary legislation and provide for a regular (once every two years) independent
external performance evaluation/audit of APO by experienced and well respected national
and international evaluators/auditors and a public oversight mechanism over APO activities
formed through fair and transparent procedures.

1.8. Budgeting, disposition of allocated funds in practice, remuneration
It was clearly stipulated back in 2016 in the Law No 159 on Specialised Prosecutor's Offices that
the budget of the specialised prosecutor's office is reflected as a separate budget line in the
budget of the Prosecution Service and is administered by Chief Prosecutor of the specialised
prosecutor's office (article 2(3) of Law). Unfortunately, this provision of the Law has not been
implemented until now. According to APO, this separate budget line for APO was not created to
this date. All financial resources needed for APO activities are administered by GPO. The
prosecutors within APO are paid from the general budget of the Prosecutor General's Office.
In practice, only the financial costs for salaries of the APO employees are pre-determined stable
amounts, the remaining costs for any other needs of APO are administered at the discretion of
GPO which is not regulated by anything. In essence, it depends on the decision of the Prosecutor
General whether certain funds will be allocated for the needs of APO during the year or not.
Moreover, APO does not have its own accountant and a division or employees responsible for
logistics, tenders and logistical support as a whole. All this lies in the hands of the relevant GPO
departments.
Despite the fact that according to article 5(3)(c) of the Law No 159, it is the Chief Prosecutor of
APO who develops and submits to the PG the draft of the annual budget of the specialised
prosecutor's office, in practice everything is determined by the GPO itself. It is GPO who conducts
negotiations with relevant state bodies regarding the general budget of the prosecutor's office for
the next year. All this further undermines the basis laid down in the Law for the independence of
APO.
All these approaches should be revised as soon as possible. The Law No 159 must be implemented
fully and APO must receive all the leverage to develop its annual budget, its separate budget line
and all practical leverage for independent management of its budget (including its own accounting
and logistics division). Moreover, it looks reasonable to provide APO with a power to negotiate its
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proposed annual budget directly with the Ministry of Finance and other decision-making bodies
as well as obligation of those bodies to inform APO and the public about the reasons for significant
discrepancy between the requested and actually allocated funds.
According to the statistical data of GPO regarding the budget of APO in 2019-2021, it follows that
in 2019 MDL 33,009,800 (about EUR 1,675,600) were allocated/spent by GPO on APO, in 2020 –
MDL 33,604,300 (about EUR 1,705,750), in 2021 – MDL 34,830,000 (about EUR 1,767,970). Of
these sums, MDL 32,304,800 (about EUR 1,639,800) were spent on salaries, payment of social
insurance fees, mandatory health insurance and rent (presumably premises) in 2019; MDL
32,371,100 (about EUR 1,643,200) in 2020, and MDL 33,033,200 (about EUR 1,676,800) in 2021.
Thus, for the all-other expenses (except those mentioned), APO had approximately MDL 705,000
in 2019 (EUR 35,800), MDL 1,233,200 (EUR 62,550) in 2020, and MDL 1,796,800 (EUR 91,200) in
2021, which are meager funds unable to ensure the proper functioning of APO. For example,
according to these data, EUR 2,852 was spent on the work trips of APO employees in 2019, EUR
218 - in 2020, and EUR 7,086 - in 2021. Other expense items are no less demonstrative
(procurement of machinery and equipment: EUR 4,268 (2019), EUR 15,654 (2020), EUR 2,532
(2021); purchase of spare parts: EUR 772 (2019), EUR 304 (2020), EUR 1,391 (2021); procurement of
household materials and office suppliers: EUR 9,207 (2019), EUR 7,375 (2020), EUR 9,192 (2021)).
In addition, according to GPO, partially other expenses related to ensuring the functionality of APO
and the territorial offices of GPO are included at the republican level in contracts on the purchase
of services, including communal, informational, telecommunications, translation, expertise, postal,
security and others which make it difficult to clearly separate the expenses for different offices,
including APO. The General Prosecutor's Office will thus be spared the trouble and difficulties
immediately after the implementation of the law on the separate budget line for APO.
The insufficiency of APO funding was also stated in the recent OECD Report (2022). Despite the
fact that the figures on the budget of APO in 2020 were not provided by the authorities, the
monitoring team concluded that any shortages in resources and/or technical capabilities would
contribute to the negative opinion in regards to sufficiency of funding to ensure autonomy. In
particular, this is the case regarding APO’s dependence on the equipment of NAC and of
intelligence service; as well as dependence on staff, i.e., other prosecutors, as demonstrated by
2019 reallocation of cases29.
As it was revealed during many interviews, in practice APO cannot make trivial financial expenses
without the approval of GPO, cannot hire and pay its own staff, external specialists, experts or
translators, hold a tender for translation services, pay for gasoline for their cars, toners for printers,
office paper, postage stamps, etc. Disposition of funds for the needs of APO in practice lies fully
in hands of GPO`s procurement department. This practice not based on law and must be put to an
end.
As for the remuneration of APO prosecutors it was revealed during interviews that the amount of
it is normally about 20% higher than the remuneration of regular prosecutors. Some prosecutors
of APO did not express concerns about the level of remuneration, the other complained that it is
still insufficient and does not correspond to the workload and responsibility. Some respondents
from the decision-making bodies and CSOs expressed the opinion that the APO prosecutors could
be paid better. It seems that in view of the renewed mandate of APO according to the
recommendations (focused on high-level corruption only), it would be expedient to raise the salary
of APO prosecutors to a level that would correspond to this updated mandate.
Recommendations:

•

Take immediate measures to fully implement in practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring a separate budget line for APO annual budget, drafting the annual APO budget
by Chief Prosecutor of APO, free administering the APO budget by APO itself through its own
staffed in-house accounting and logistics employees. Provide APO with adequate financial

29 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 162.
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•
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•

resources to carry out its tasks effectively (in light of all recommendations provided in this
Functional Analysis).
Revise the legislation in a way to entitle APO negotiate its annual budget directly with the
decision-making bodies without intermediary of GPO and obligation of those bodies to inform
both APO and general public about the reasons in case of a significant discrepancy between
the proposed budget and that which is finally approved or allocated.
Amend the GPO regulations providing that all the orders on translation within prosecution
system shall go through the relevant department of GPO by making APO translations an
exception.
Raise the renumeration of APO prosecutors to a level fully corresponding to its updated
mandate to deal exclusively with high-level corruption crimes in terms of exercising
investigations and with corruption crimes in terms of leading/supervising investigations
conducted by NAC.

2. Disciplinary liability, right to challenge the instructions from superiors, powers of superiors to
revise the procedural decisions of inferiors

2.1. Enforcement of disciplinary liability of APO prosecutors
The disciplinary liability of prosecutors in Moldova, including APO prosecutors, is regulated by the
primary Law No 3 On Prosecution Service adopted in 2016 (Chapter VII). Disciplinary proceedings
include the following stages: 1) reporting about an alleged disciplinary violation of prosecutor (can
be done by any interested person), 2) verification of notification by the Prosecutors' Inspection
(PI), 3) conducting disciplinary proceedings by the Board for discipline and ethics (BDE, one of the
SCP bodies) and 4) making decision in the disciplinary proceedings. The PI is a division of GPO
consisting of inspectors who are civil servants with a special status selected through competition
by GPO. It is headed by Chief Inspector and reports directly to the PG. The structure and functions
of PI are established by a regulation approved by the PG. The Board for discipline and ethics is a
body of SCP, which consists of 7 members, out of which 5 are elected by the General Assembly
of Prosecutors from among prosecutors, and 2 are elected by SCP itself through an open
competition from among representatives of civil society. If the PI finds grounds for a disciplinary
action, it submits a report to BDE. The latter carries out a public disciplinary hearing summoning
the prosecutor in question, the inspector who drafted the report and the person who reported
violation. The law also provides the prosecutor’s rights in the proceedings: to be informed of the
content of notification, to present explanations and evidence, to be assisted by a lawyer or other
representative and to take part in the proceedings. It is the BDE who is entitled to take decisions
with regard to the disciplinary liability of prosecutors and to apply sanctions. The sanctions vary
starting from the less severe, the warning, and up to the most severe, the dismissal from office.
Decisions of BDE can be appealed to SCP, while the decisions of SCP can be appealed to the
courts of administrative jurisdiction (articles 39, 42, 43, 48-52, 82, 83 of Law No 3).
The list of violations that entail disciplinary liability is contained in article 38 of Law No 3 and is
very extensive. Grounds for liability, in particular, may include the following violations: a) improper
performance of official duties; b) non-application or improper application of legislation, not related
to a change in case-law; c) unlawful interference in the activities of another prosecutor or any kind
of pressure on authorities, institutions or employees in order to resolve any issues; d) deliberate
obstruction by any means of activities of the Prosecutors' Inspection; e) gross violation of the law;
e1) committing, in the exercise of official powers, actions or inaction that, intentionally or through
gross negligence, violated the rights and fundamental freedoms of individuals or legal entities
guaranteed by Constitution of Moldova and international treaties on fundamental human rights to
which Moldova is a party; f) misconduct, disgraceful actions or lifestyle damaging the honour,
integrity, professional integrity, prestige of the Prosecutor's Office or violating the Code of Ethics
of Prosecutors; g) violation of the obligation provided for in article 7(2)(a) of the Law on Assessment
of Institutional Integrity.
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It should be borne in mind that Law No 159 on specialised prosecutor's offices actually does not
contain any specifics for disciplinary responsibility of specialised prosecutors, in particular the
APO prosecutors. Only pursuant to its article 5(3)(g), the Chief Prosecutor of APO can make
proposals for incentives or disciplinary punishment regarding APO prosecutors, and pursuant to
article 5(3)(h) he/she has also the right to impose penalties on APO personnel, except for
prosecutors. Given that anyone can initiate disciplinary proceedings against a prosecutor in
Moldova, the mentioned rights of the Chief Prosecutor of APO do not add any value.
The study of the existing system of bringing to disciplinary responsibility the prosecutors of the
APO revealed the following challenges that need to be adequately addressed.
First, the current legislative framework contains neither the specifics of bringing APO prosecutors
to disciplinary liability, nor additional safeguards for them (given their mandate and vulnerability),
nor any tangible participation of Chief Prosecutor of APO in this process. On the contrary, all the
main levers are placed on the GPO and SCP. Under model at issue, the key incriminating body in
the disciplinary proceedings, the Prosecutors' Inspection, is a division within GPO and fully
controlled by GPO. Its inspectors are civil servants subordinated and accountable to the PG. The
fact that GPO recruits them through competition does not matter. It is surprising that these
inspectors are civil servants, who at the same time have to evaluate complex procedural issues
and “judge” how lawful the actions of APO prosecutors were. Moreover, there might be practical
obstacles for civil servants to get access to the files of the criminal cases to verify the allegations
of procedural violations. It is therefore highly recommended to take the PI out the direct influence
of the PG and to place it at least under the SCP aegis. PI inspectors need to be given the status of
prosecutors, selected with relevant experience, and guaranteed independence within the system.
The issue of access to case files should be addressed with due care about confidentiality of anticorruption investigations. The way how BDE is staffed does not ensure its independence either.
Out of 7 members of BDE, 5 are elected by the General Assembly of Prosecutors from among
prosecutors. The decisions of BDE are normally taken by a simple majority of votes (that is 4 out
of 7 members). It seems that 2 remaining BDE members (selected by SCP through open competition
from civil society) do not have sufficient leverage to influence the final decisions of BDE. There
may be many options for ensuring greater trust in BDE and involvement of APO in the formation
of BDE. For example, 1 prosecutor out of 4 members of BDE and 1 member of civil society out of 3
can be delegated by general meeting of prosecutors of APO. And finally, the SCP, which is
authorised by law to review the decisions of BDE, should also be perceived and be in practice a
truly independent body of prosecutorial self-governance. This can be achieved by implementing
the recommendations that have been repeatedly given by international organisations and experts,
in particular, in the most recent GRECO Report30 (2021) and Technical Paper of the Council of
Europe experts31 (2021). Having agreed with most of key recommendations referred to, there is no
point in repeating them again. In addition, taking into account the renewed mandate of APO (highlevel corruption) and the increased risks of attempts to influence principled prosecutors using
various tools, including disciplinary proceedings, it is recommended to establish additional
guarantees for the Chief Prosecutor of APO and APO prosecutors in such procedures (for example,
raising the level of the instance hearing a disciplinary case or establishing an increased bars of
votes for decision-making).
Secondly, the list of grounds for bringing prosecutors (including prosecutors of APO) to
disciplinary liability causes deep concern both from the point of view of their wide scope and lack
of clarity. Some of them are not formulated narrowly and unambiguously, and may be easily
subject to abuse. This applies, in particular, to the general and vague wordings in paragraphs a),
b), c), e) e1), f) of article 38 of the Law No 3 (“improper performance of duties”, “rough violation of
law”, “disgraceful actions”, “committing the acts violating the rights and fundamental freedoms of

30 Fourth Evaluation Round. Corruption prevention in respect of members of parliament, judges and prosecutors. Interim
Compliance Report on Republic of Moldova, adopted on 03.12.2021, GrecoRC4(2021)22, §§ 59-63.
31 Technical Paper. Review of the composition and operation of the Superior Council of Prosecutors in the Republic of
Moldova. James Hamilton and Mjriana Visentin, Council of Europe Experts. 02/2021, pages 55-60 (Recommendations).
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individuals or legal entities” etc.). Such approach also causes problems in practice, as even some
disciplinary decisions against APO prosecutors provided for analysis demonstrate that they
complained about the general nature of the claims and could not fully understand the essence of
disciplinary violations they were accused of. This requires changes to the law aimed at narrowing
and clarification of the grounds of disciplinary responsibility, which would not allow ambiguity in
interpretation.
As for the practice of applying disciplinary procedures to APO prosecutors, according to data from
public sources and the results of interviews, the impression was made that there were repeated
facts of the use of this tool to put pressure on APO prosecutors by the Prosecutor General's Office,
especially in 2020, when GPO was headed by the suspended PG Alexandru Stoianoglo. It is
therefore not surprising that among 16 decisions of BDE in disciplinary cases for the period of
2019-2021, 7 decisions were taken in 2020. In 3 cases five APO prosecutors were disciplined (1 –
warning, 2 – reprimand, 2 – dismissal from office), in 2 cases proceedings were closed due to the
termination of employment relations (but the fact of offence was confirmed/recorded) and in 2
cases proceedings were terminated (the offence was not found). In contrast, neither in 2019 nor
in 2021 was there a single case of bringing APO prosecutor to disciplinary liability with the
sanctions applied. Two APO prosecutors, who were dismissed, did not appeal this decision to SCP
(and it is not known whether they appealed to the court), two APO prosecutors appealed their
reprimands to SCP (however, SCP uphold the decision of BDE) and one APO prosecutor appealed
against the warning to SCP and this decision of BDE was cancelled and the proceedings were
terminated. In total, for 2019-2021, 3 disciplinary proceedings against APO prosecutors were
closed by BDE due to the termination of employment relations (fact of offence was
confirmed/recorded), and 10 were terminated by BDE. There were no appeals against the
decisions on closing the proceedings. In cases of termination, out of 10 decisions 6 were appealed
by the PI`s inspectors. In 2 cases the appeals were rejected by SCP, in 2 cases the appeals were
satisfied by SCP (BDE decision was revised, the fact of offence was confirmed but the disciplinary
proceedings were closed) and in 2 cases the appeals are still pending. In term of judicial remedies,
it was informed that, based on article 191 of the Administrative Code, the Chisinau Court of Appeal
reviewed two disciplinary decisions against APO prosecutors that have been challenged. In one
case it has been annulled and the proceeding is currently pending before the Supreme Court of
Justice, in another case - decision remained in force until the Supreme Court of Justice partially
annulled it.
It is interesting to compare the intensity of disciplinary proceedings and sanctions against ordinary
prosecutors and prosecutors of APO in 2020. According to data in recent GRECO Report (2021),
in 2020 the BDE examined 76 disciplinary procedures regarding 50 prosecutors, among which 18
were sanctioned32. Among them there were 7 disciplinary proceedings regarding 9 APO
prosecutors, 5 of them were sanctioned. If it is assumed that there are 720 positions of
prosecutors, of which 50 are APO prosecutors, and 670 are all other prosecutors, then it turns out
that in 2020 the percentage of ordinary prosecutors against whom disciplinary proceedings were
opened was 6%, and for APO prosecutors - 18%. Moreover, 10% of APO prosecutors and only 2%
of all other prosecutors were disciplined this year. As we can see, it was in 2020 that the intensity
of disciplinary persecution of APO prosecutors was significantly higher than that of ordinary
prosecutors. This was not observed in 2019 and 2021. This may be easily explained by the story
below.
On December 9, 2019, the former PG signed an Order for carrying out the audit of the activity of
APO and PCCOCS between 2016 and 2019. One of the prosecutors in charge of the audit of APO
was Deputy PG (R.P.). Next day the Chief APO Prosecutor sent a letter to the PG informing him of
the circumstances that raise questions about the objectivity and real conflict of interest of R.P.,
the prosecutor leading the control over criminal investigations at APO, and requesting his removal
from the audit group. In October 2019, before R.P. was appointed a deputy PG, APO launched a
32 Fourth Evaluation Round. Corruption prevention in respect of members of parliament, judges and prosecutors. Interim
Compliance Report on Republic of Moldova, adopted on 03.12.2021, GrecoRC4(2021)22, §§ 73.
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criminal investigation into him for trading in influence. There were media reports in early 2020, that
there was pressure on prosecutors of APO to leave the prosecution system to avoid the start of
criminal cases or disciplinary measures. One media source stated that the PG asked for the
resignation of 4 prosecutors from APO during a meeting of all prosecutors in Moldova and he also
told them to stop “shameful visits to diplomatic missions”. The PG confirmed that he requested
prosecutors to resign as the results of audit were incompatible with their further activity in the
prosecution services. He further commented that he did not want to force anyone to resign, but
he proposed that they leave voluntarily. He said: “Against some of them there will be criminal cases
opened and I will suspend their attributions anyway”. The PG also noted that only GPO has the
authority to engage in relations with diplomatic missions and international organisations. The
findings of the audit at the APO were unsurprising. The fact that APO’s caseload includes too many
low-level corruption cases has been raised by civil society and development partners earlier many
times.
An analysis of the 8 decisions of the BDE and SCP in disciplinary cases for 2021 that were provided
(these were all decisions for 2021) showed that all these disciplinary proceedings regarding APO
prosecutors, without exception, were initiated based on the notification of the same person,
namely the chief prosecutor of the Criminal Investigation and Forensics Directorate of the GPO
and following the control carried out under the Order of the Prosecutor General no.75/33 of
09.12.2019 "On the control of the activity of Anticorruption Prosecutor's Office". No individual or
legal entity initiated such proceedings. Considering that some of them were revisions of BDE
decisions from last year (2020) by the SCP, there is every reason to claim that most of the
disciplinary proceedings against APO prosecutors (if not all) in 2020-2021 were initiated by this
one person, based on the control of APO activity, initiated in the end of 2019 by the then
Prosecutor General. This practice seems harmful. The system should be adjusted in such a way
that the GPO could not conduct its own internal inspections of APO` criminal proceedings and
initiate disciplinary proceedings against prosecutors of APO on this basis. The superior procedural
prosecutor for the prosecutors of the APO should be the management of the APO itself, not the
GPO.
For the same reason, the pernicious practice, according to which the PG designates by his/her
order one of the deputies as "responsible" for the work of APO, should be abolished. The only
prosecutor responsible for the entire work of APO as an independent specialised prosecutor's
office must be the Chief Prosecutor of APO or the acting Chief Prosecutor of APO, who must obtain
the appropriate procedural status in the CPC - be procedurally equal to the deputy PG, or obtain
an independent procedural status no lower than this level (it was already recommended in the
sections above).
A typical feature of many analysed decisions is rather vague wording of alleged violations. In some
of them, as it looks, the subject matters were rather certain issues of substantive or procedural
law and its interpretation, which should reasonably be considered by judges or investigative
judges, in criminal courts. Thus, it is advisable to establish stricter filters for admissibility of
notifications in disciplinary proceedings, so that such issues do not become the subject of
disciplinary proceedings.
Recommendations:

•

Revise the Law No 159 and the Law No 3 in a way to ensure sufficient safeguards for
independence of APO prosecutors in terms of disciplinary proceedings. Ensure independence
of PI from the PG in law and in practice (e.g., by handing over it from the GPO mandate to the
aegis of SCP; by enhancing requirements to the positions of PI inspectors, providing status
of prosecutors to them and stronger guarantees of independence). Ensure independence of
BDE from the PG (e.g., by giving APO more powers to participate in forming its composition
and establishing voting rules which would afford members from CSOs to have more significant
role in the BDE`s decision-making). Ensure genuine independence of SCP by implementing
the key recommendations that have been repeatedly given recently by international
organisations and experts (see the reference in the text of FA). Consider the introduction of
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•

•

specific guarantees for the Chief Prosecutor of APO and APO prosecutors in the disciplinary
proceedings (e.g., by raising the instance of decision-making and/or raising the decisionmaking bar to a qualified majority of votes (e.g., 2/3 for prosecutors, ¾ for Chief Prosecutor)
etc.).
Revise the Law No 3 (article 38) in a way to make the grounds for disciplinary liability of
prosecutors narrow, clear and unambiguous. Provide reasonable filters that prevent opening
the disciplinary proceedings regarding prosecutors in cases of different interpretation of CC
and CPC provisions to be decided by investigating judges or judges.
Enshrine a legislative ban on the GPO to conduct hierarchical internal checks, controls, audits
and similar measures, in particular, of APO`s criminal procedural activities, as well as reporting
of APO before the GPO, and initiate disciplinary proceedings against prosecutors of APO on
this basis. Prior to making changes to the legislation, fix this principle in the internal regulations
of GPO. Cancel the practice of designating a deputy PG as “responsible for the work of APO”
by order of the Prosecutor General and make changes to the relevant internal regulations to
this end. Exclude in practice any forms of coordination of the work of APO by any deputies
Prosecutor General other than the Chief Prosecutor of APO.

2.2. Right to challenge the instructions from superiors, powers of superior prosecutors to revise
the procedural decisions of inferiors
The issue of providing procedural instructions by a superior prosecutor to a subordinate
prosecutor (procedural hierarchy of prosecutors) is regulated by the CPC and Law No 3. The latter
refers to CPC again and states in addition that the instructions of a superior prosecutor are to be
given in writing, in accordance with the law and are binding on inferior prosecutors. The inferior
prosecutor may ask for substantiation of the instructions from the superior prosecutor. The Law
allows a prosecutor to refuse to comply with an obviously illegal instruction and obliges to appeal
against it to a prosecutor superior to the prosecutor who issued the instruction (article 13). The
CPC is less verbose and only provides that superior prosecutor may request from inferior
prosecutors for control criminal cases, documents, procedural acts, materials and other data on
criminal cases on which he/she exercises control, and may return criminal cases to inferior
prosecutors with his/her written instructions (article 531(2)(a) and (j) of CPC).
The statistics of the written instructions from superiors to the prosecutors of APO in their criminal
cases for the years 2019-2021 were not provided upon request. As for the practice of challenging,
it was stated that during this period there was no single fact of appeals by APO prosecutors
against written instructions of superiors.
In recent international reports, the current regulations on hierarchical instructions of prosecutors
were mostly assessed on a positive note, only the practice of application (lack of appeals in
practice) remained problematic. For example, GRECO in its recent report (2021) notes that on 17
September 2021, the PG issued an Order #56/61 on the role and responsibilities of the chief
prosecutors of the divisions of GPO, specialised and territorial prosecutor’s office in leading and
carrying out criminal investigations providing inter alia a procedure of documentation of all
hierarchical interventions in individual cases. This binding instruction sent to all prosecutors
provides for a strict mechanism of verification as it foresees a specific register for documenting all
hierarchical interventions in every case to be kept by every prosecutor’s office33. According to the
OECD Report (2022) prosecutors in Moldova have the right to challenge orders from the superiors,
but do not exercise it. The legal norms provide for the protection of the prosecutor against oral,
illegal instruction that he or she might receive from the hierarchy. … However, … in practice, the
prosecutors never challenge the instructions of their hierarchy, i.e., there is no routine use of such
a procedure by prosecutors … . Moreover, the authorities state that, when the case reaches the
court trial, the court could see whether any violation of the law occurred during the investigation
and sanction it. This approach is questionable, since it would be very difficult for the court to see
33 Fourth Evaluation Round. Corruption prevention in respect of members of parliament, judges and prosecutors. Interim
Compliance Report on Republic of Moldova, adopted on 03.12.2021, GrecoRC4(2021)22, § 56.
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and even less to sanction a situation in which, for example, a chief prosecutor instructs orally the
case prosecutor to ignore some investigative track and to pursue another. The information
received suggests that, in practice, the hierarchical links within the Prosecution service are so
strong and the individual independence of prosecutors is rather weak which makes it difficult for
the lower prosecutors to challenge potential illegal or unethical instruction34.
Taking into account the fact that the independence of the APO is still mostly at the paper stage, it
seems that the procedural independence of APO prosecutors should be significantly
strengthened. For this purpose, it is recommended to deprive the GPO and the PG of the
procedural possibility to request criminal cases from APO and NAC and give the prosecutors and
the Chief Prosecutor of APO oral or written instructions in criminal cases. Only the management
of the APO should be given such a right, and it will be counterbalanced by the right of APO
prosecutors to appeal such instructions to the SCP in case of disagreement. For this purpose, it is
expedient to make appropriate changes to the primary laws and internal acts of the
GPO/SCP/APO.
Moreover, any illegal interference in the procedural activities of the APO prosecutor must not only
entail a formal option to complain about the interference in the independence of the prosecutor to
SCP, but also the provision of the SCP by law with real levers of influence on this situation, which
is not currently the case in practice. The law should give the SCP real powers not only to consider
complaints of APO prosecutors about violations of their independence but also to address and fix
this problem. This requires changes to the legislation and further capacity building activities for
the members of SCP.
As for the powers of the superior prosecutors to revise (annul/nullify) procedural decision taken
in criminal proceedings by the inferiors, current CPC makes it possible without any serious
limitations. Thus, in accordance with article 531(2)(d) of CPC, a superior prosecutor in the course
of any criminal proceedings, while executing hierarchical control, has the right to annul/nullify in
whole or in part, to change or supplement the acts of inferior prosecutors and criminal investigative
officers by a reasoned decision in accordance with CPC. Statistics of such cases in APO practice
for 2019-2021 were not provided upon request. For the above-mentioned reasons of ensuring the
true procedural independence of APO, the relevant powers of the GPO prosecutors, including the
PG, towards APO cases and NAC cases leaded/supervised by APO, should be removed.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

Revise the laws in a way to cancel the rights of the GPO (including PG) to request for
hierarchical control any criminal cases from APO and NAC (leaded/supervised by APO) and
to provide any kinds of instructions in criminal cases within APO mandate. Authorise the Chief
Prosecutor of APO and his/her deputies to give written instructions in criminal cases to APO
prosecutors on the grounds and under conditions clearly provided by the law. Provide the
possibility for APO prosecutors to challenge written instructions of APO management to the
SCP in case of disagreement. Entitle SCP with the real powers to address the challenges to
independence of prosecutors in practice and to deliver meaningful decisions capable of
remedying the facts of relevant violations of independence. Enhance the capacity of SCP
members in protection of independence of prosecutors in practice. Fix these principles in the
internal regulations of GPO/SCP/APO.
Stop the informal practice of “coordination” by the PG, deputies PG, the Chief Prosecutor of
APO and his/her deputies of procedural decisions to be adopted by prosecutors of APO in
criminal cases that they investigate, lead/control or prosecute in courts.
Revise the laws in a way to get rid of the rights of the GPO (including PG) to revise
(annul/nullify) in whole or in part, to change or supplement the acts of inferior prosecutors

34 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 92.
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and criminal investigative officers in APO cases and NAC cases leaded/supervised by APO.
Fix these principles in the internal regulations of GPO/APO.
3. Guidelines and SOPs for functioning of APO

The Law No 159 stipulates that the powers of APO are established by the Law on the Prosecutor's
Office, the CPC and the Regulation on its activities. The draft of this Regulation has to be
developed by APO, but the Regulation itself shall be approved by the PG. In the performance of
powers, the Chief Prosecutor of APO issues Orders and other acts provided for by the Regulation
on the activities of APO (articles 3(1), 5(2), 5(3)(d) of the Law).
Despite requests, the Regulation on the activities of APO was never provided, and it is not clear
whether it exists. Instead, the Regulation on the Prosecutor's Office, approved by the Order of the
PG No 33/3 of 03.05.2022, was provided with embedded Chapter VII (organisation and
functioning of specialised prosecutor`s offices) mostly repeating some provisions of the Law No
159. This has to be changed.
First of all, taking into account the new mandate and renewed relations between APO and GPO,
the Regulation on the activities of APO should be approved by the Chief Prosecutor of APO, if
necessary – agreed with SCP. This requires changes to the Law No 159. Secondly, such a fullfledged Regulation should be developed in APO, which shall include, among other things, updated
approaches to the work of APO, rights, duties, relationships between prosecutors of APO with its
new mandate, new rules of relations with GPO and SCP etc.
Moreover, as it turned out, APO does not have any internal regulatory document of its own
(internal regulations, guidelines, SOPs etc.) until now. When asked to provide it, APO reported that
its work is regulated by the following GPO acts: Regulation on the Prosecution Service (03.05.22);
Regulation on the normative acts of the Prosecutor's Office; Code of Conduct of Prosecutors;
Regulation on the records of addresses received by the Prosecutor's Office; Regulation on
Prosecutor’s Inspection; Guidelines on secretariat and archives of GPO; Guidelines on secretariat
and archives of the specialised prosecutors’ offices; GOV Regulation on evaluation, administration
and capitalisation of criminal assets (seized). APO has neither its own analytical capacity nor the
practice of preparing its own regulatory documents, and therefore it completely relies on
regulatory framework of GPO. The time has come to change this approach, especially since the
current laws in principle do not limit APO in doing it (except for the approval of the Regulation on
the activities of APO with the PG). Moreover, the recommendations provide for establishing the
divisions and staffing with employees who will be able to perform these tasks (analytical division,
PR and HR specialists, accounting and logistics, etc.).
Among other things, it seems appropriate to develop internal regulations / guidelines regarding
the methodology of investigation and proof in various categories of crimes under the updated
mandate of APO (bribery, laundering of proceeds from corruption, illicit enrichment, false
statements in asset and interest declarations – if applicable, etc.), of planning the investigation of
complex corruption cases with international dimension, of corruption cases regarding legal
entities, on plea bargaining instruments in the cases of their mandate, on the methodology of
international cooperation in the investigation of grand corruption, on the best practices of seizure
of property and asset recovery in grand corruption cases, on the parallel financial investigations,
etc. It will not be superfluous to remind about adopting Priorities, PR strategy and policy,
memoranda of understanding or other interagency agreements, etc. (there are separate Recs to
this end in the relevant sections of this FA).
Recommendations:

•

Revise the Law No 159 and entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO to adopt the Regulation on
the activities of APO (if needed – by agreement or after consultations with SCP). Draft and
adopt the full-fledged Regulation on the activities of APO based on the recommendations of
this FA.
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•

•

Ensure in practice the capacities of APO to elaborate and adopt own internal regulations
(including Guidelines, SOPs, MOUs, methodologies, job-descriptions etc.) in line with
updated mandate (with focus on high-level corruption) and relations with other bodies and
institutions (GPO, SCP, etc.).
Identify the most vital topics for activities of APO within its [updated] mandate, elaborate
and adopt Guidelines, SOPs and other relevant regulations (e.g., guidelines on parallel
financial investigations; on detection of high-level corruption; on prosecution of laundering
of proceeds from corruption; on prosecution of illicit enrichment, on asset recovery, etc.).

4. Planning, defining priorities and ensuring resources in criminal investigation and prosecution of
corruption. Dealing with different typologies of cases

According to APO the prosecution plans and the organisation of work in a criminal case depends
on complexity of the case. As a rule, in complex cases a tactical investigation plan is developed by
the members of a criminal investigative group, with assigned tasks, and is updated based on the
results of the investigation. However, in practice it turns out that far from every criminal
proceeding (not even all complex ones) has an investigation plan, and if there is, it is not always
followed and in real life it is rarely updated. The reason for this is the excessive workload of
prosecutors and the lack of an established culture of planning (after all, according to the old
tradition in the countries of the region, the prosecutor used to oversee the criminal investigation
rather than conduct it by own). If the plans are made, then more for the pro forma. Prosecutors
say that they often "keep a plan in their heads". However, such an oral plan is not known to other
members of the investigative group, it does not contribute to the focused investigative teamwork,
something from the initially planned activities often falls out of memory during the course of the
investigation. Plans usually do not take into account the need to divide investigative actions into
those that should be carried out at a closed stage (when potential suspects are not aware of
investigation) and at an open stage, do not provide for checking different versions and options for
actions at different developments. Normally, plans do not focus on asset tracing, as this is
considered the work of CARA (however, CARA can only be assigned to conduct financial
investigations when the accused has appeared in the case). There are no samples of investigative
plans based on best practices. No IT techniques are used for planning. It is recommended to
change such approaches by ensuring quality planning in APO cases, using best practices and IT
technologies, as well as to introduce a culture of planning, investigative team work and timely
updating the plans throughout investigations.
APO fairly admits that they actually do not prioritise its work in practice, neither formally (in the
form of developed and approved priorities for a certain period of time), nor even informally. APO
prosecutors refer to excessive workload and admit that they sometimes do not have time to raise
their heads to look at the situation from above. Indeed, the analysis often gave the impression that
APO sometimes just could not see the forest for the trees. Therefore, in practice, there are
constant complaints that APO deals mostly with petty corruption and is not successful in bringing
the big fish to justice. Excessive workload is compounded by the fact that APO does not keep
reliable statistics that might be a basis for identifying trends, gaps and omissions and elaborating
priorities based on its analysis. It was also found that no Crime Policy exists at the level of the
state. It seems that changing the mandate of the APO and focusing its work purely on cases of
high-profile corruption (and in terms of supervision in cases of NAC - purely on corruption) is an
excellent reason to change the attitude towards the prioritisation of the APO work. APO must
carefully research and determine the criteria for prioritisation (e.g., by types of crimes, procedural
tools, economic spheres, etc.), the validity period of priorities and approve such priorities for itself.
It would be logical to build priorities on the relevant Crime Policy of the state.
In terms of dealing with different types of cases (high level corruption with international dimension
and mostly domestic, low-level corruption, cases related to corruption etc.), it looks there are no
serious differences in practice. The difference is mainly that for large-scale cases with
international dimension, the investigation teams are usually formed with a larger number of criminal
investigative officers. Ordinary groups are formed by a resolution of prosecutor in the criminal
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case on the basis of Article 52(1)(10) of CPC. In case of complex and lengthy cases, the prosecutor
who is superior to the prosecutor responsible for criminal prosecution may order by a reasoned
decision to conduct the criminal prosecution by a group of prosecutors and criminal investigative
officers indicating the prosecutor who will lead the group (article 270(8) of CPC). The latter
decision in the criminal cases referred to APO mandate can be taken by the Chief Prosecutor or
his/her authorised deputy (article 531(1)(b) of CPC). Apparently, field officers cannot be part of
these groups, but can be involved in performing covert (operational) activities only on the basis of
written assignments of the prosecutor or a criminal investigative officer. The latter concept does
not look the most effective, as it involves a lot of bureaucracy, blurred responsibility and the risk
of information leakage.
Given that in 2020-2021, APO had only 7-8 seconded criminal investigative officers at its disposal
(out of 15 on staff), it is difficult to imagine how this could ensure the effective staffing those
investigative/prosecution groups in complex, serious criminal proceedings under the mandate of
APO. It seems that this is a priori impossible with such a resource. According to APO it`s not
possible to determine with certainty how many prosecutors and criminal investigative officers
have to be involved in investigating cases of high-level corruption and one of the factors is the
volume of actions required to be carried out simultaneously.
It means that compositions of the groups may be extended just for the need to carry out more
investigative actions (e.g., searches) at one time. This rather chaotic approach to the investigative
groups` strategy can be explained mainly by lack of resources, planning and clear preference for
sudden demonstrative raids over painstaking analytical work. Among other challenges for dealing
with complex cases with international dimension, APO cites the lengthy execution of mutual legal
assistance requests and translation of received documents (from 6 months to 2-3 years),
accidents with the bad cooperation on the part of criminal investigative officers or contradictions
with them (sometimes the Chief Prosecutor of APO or his/her deputy had to intervene to resolve
them), poor cooperation on the part of FIU (SPCSB) (FIU provides very limited information that
cannot be used as evidence and needs to be verified through MLA to get evidential value).
APO repeatedly stresses the high level of cooperation on the part of CARA recently but expresses
concern about potential risks of backlog due to increasing the intensity of requests and limited
resources in CARA. As for the cases of low-level corruption and cases related to corruption, the
APO does not see any specifics in their investigation, although it agrees that these cases eat up
most of their resources and recognises the need to change approaches to the allocation of
resources.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

Introduce the practice of planning in each case investigated or leaded/supervised by
prosecutors of APO, team work of investigative groups in the planning of complex highprofile corruption cases, control over implementation of plans and timely update based on
interim results of investigation, elaborate and adopt the samples of investigation and
prosecution plans based on best practices and modern IT technologies/tools in planning.
Elaborate and adopt the Crime Policy of the state based on thorough analysis of crime
trends with a separate section on combating corruption (including of high-level). Elaborate
and adopt the Policy on asset recovery or make it a part of the Crime Policy.
Elaborate and adopt by the order of the Chief Prosecutor of APO the Priorities for the APO
activities following the pre-determined criteria (e.g., by types of crimes, procedural tools,
economic spheres, etc.) for certain timeframe, on a regular basis. Ensure following the
Priorities in practice and follow-up of implementation of the Priorities. Focus on cases of
high-level corruption, laundering proceeds from high-level corruption and asset recovery.
Allocate APO resources in view of the updated mandate of APO and a significant increase
in staff in favor of shifting them towards the investigation and prosecution of high-level
corruption cases and of laundering of proceeds from high-level corruption. Apply the casespecific approach to allocation of APO resources. Shift priorities from noisy dawn raids and
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intrusive investigative instruments to more efficient analytical work and parallel financial
investigations.
5. Detection of corruption by APO prosecutors

As follows from Article 262(1) of the CPC, there are 6 possible sources of information about crimes:
1) complaint (of an individual or a legal entity), 2) denunciation (notification about crime), 3) selfdenunciation, 4) report on the crime drawn up by the ascertaining body, 5) direct detection of
crime by the criminal investigative body or prosecutor and 6) audit report of the Chamber of
Accounts. As it turned out, the APO does not keep statistics with the distribution by sources of
corruption detection. Only complaints of individuals and legal entities (and probably denunciations
and self- denunciations) are recorded, which, according to APO, are the main source of detecting
corruption in its practice. Complaints being considered by APO prosecutors during the reporting
period (2019-2021) were: 552 (2019), 273 (2020) and 313 (2021). As a result of consideration, it was
decided to launch/not to launch investigations in 252/273 cases (2019), in 97/143 (2020) and in
139/131 cases (2021).
As it was found out, during 2019-2021 APO did not detect corruption (including the high-level one)
through any such sources as STRs, referrals from the Tax Office or other audit institutions, analysis
of asset and interest declarations of public official, disclosure from whistle-blowers etc. APO was
not proacting in tracing this information or requesting it from other agencies like FIU (SPCSB), ANI,
FSS, CS, Chamber of Accounts or from foreign partners through interagency cooperation. There
were no cases when APO prosecutors requested information from FSS before a criminal case on
corruption was launched, that is for the detection of corruption. There is no practice of proactively
checking asset and income declarations and applying to ANI to obtain access to their full text
before initiating a criminal case. Sometimes these requests to ANI are made by CARA, but when it
conducts parallel financial investigations, that is, after the appearance of the accused in the case.
This approach can be explained, at least partly, by the heavy workload of APO prosecutors and
the lack of their own capacities to conduct analytical work and financial investigations. But if the
FA recommendations are implemented, this should change drastically.
Lack of cooperation between different agencies and lack of proactiveness in detection of highlevel corruption by anti-corruption institutions was also ascertained in the recent OECD Report
(2022). Under its findings, the Moldovan authorities did not provide any official statistical
information that could indicate the distribution of cases based on the different source of
information used for detection… . However, currently there are no cases opened based on referrals
from the Tax Office or other audit institutions, or from the FIU. In addition, there are no cases
opened based on asset declarations or interest declarations. According to the civil society, during
the last two years, the activity of APO decreased in quality and no high-level cases have been
brought before the courts35.
Disclosures by whistle-blowers were practically not a source of detection of high-level corruption
in Moldova within the reporting period. Individual cases of disclosures in 2020-2021 were
mentioned in the interviews, however, according to respondents, they did not lead to effective
investigations. The whistleblower protection system is in its infancy and potential whistle-blowers
still lack trust in its effectiveness.
Despite the considerable potency of investigative journalism in Moldova and a sufficient number
of journalistic investigations exposing high-level corruption in the media, the reaction of APO to
these investigations is often delayed, not accompanied by feedback from APO, journalists often
do not have confidence that such a case will be brought to an end. Moreover, as a rule, criminal
cases are initiated already when the resonance in the press becomes extraordinary. There are
even sadder cases when the investigative journalists who report on possible cases of unjust

35 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 146.
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enrichment, assets that cannot be explained by legal income, become the target of attacks and
pressure36.
In the OECD Report (2022) it was stated with reference to the Study on “Public Authorities’
Reaction to the Facts on Public Officials’ Integrity, Described by Investigative Journalists (July
2017 – July 2019)”, prepared by the Association of Independent Press, that in 11 out of 26 alleged
corruption cases, uncovered by investigative journalists, the state authorities did not react. In at
least 3 cases, actions did not follow from the ANI. The Study found that GPO, APO and NAC have
been more responsive and noted that in 8 cases, they have initiated internal verifications and
investigations and/or opened criminal cases. It also notes that of 15 cases which have been
verified or investigated - 11 have been initiated independently and 4 based on the public
allegations. Of them in 7 cases verification of facts by authorities did not find sufficient facts for
initiating sanctions, and in 7 other cases the verification or investigation is still on-going. Only in
one case a person was found to violate CoI legislation, and only one criminal case was initiated on
the allegations of illicit enrichment by a prosecutor. As a result, the monitoring team concluded
that not all public allegations of high-level corruption receive adequate response and [that the
existing state of affairs] clearly shows the need for better response and communication of such
response to media and other public allegations37.
Recommendations:

•

Ensure efficient cross-cutting and proactive system of detection of high-level corruption in
practice (e.g., through embedded analytical capacities, effective cooperation with other
state agencies (FIU (SPCSB), ANI, FSS, CS etc.) and CSOs, media, investigative journalists,
whistle-blowers etc.). Ensure prompt and effective response to all public allegations on
high-level corruption in the media, ensure communication of such response and of outcomes
of investigations to the general public. Introduce statistics for detection of corruption
(including high-level corruption) based on sources of detection.

6. Cooperation and coordination with other national authorities (NAC, CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ, National Bank, etc.)

Both APO prosecutors and most of interviewees admitted that cooperation and coordination with
other national authorities is far from the APO's strongest suit. According to APO the existing forms
of cooperation and coordination with other agencies throughout 2019-2021 included the following:
common orders on activities; mixed working groups; assignments [to criminal investigative officers
or field officers]; joint investigative groups; ordering parallel financial investigations [to CARA];
requesting operational analyses; [written] requests; authorising the collection of official
information; carrying out fiscal controls; ordering the monitoring of bank accounts; pursuit of
criminal assets; operational analysis reports. Statistics of cooperation and coordination activities
conducted by APO with other national authorities (NAC, ANI, GPO, FIU, CARA, MoJ, MoI, SIS, FSS,
CS, etc.) for the period of 2019-2021 (number of activities, types of activities, national authorities
involved, impact of the activity) was not provided.
As the best practice of cooperation in the exchange of information with foreign colleagues, the
APO referred to the positive experience with the international JIT established in June 2020 in the
Bank Fraud case between Moldovan and Latvian Prosecutor`s Offices. Although this experience
will be covered in the section on international cooperation, it is still worth mentioning that the
Moldovan part of JIT included not only APO prosecutors and criminal investigative officers, but
also CARA and SIS officers, as well as representatives of Office for Prevention and Fight Against
Money Laundering (SPCSB or FIU). It allowed to arrange better coordination between national
agencies in this case.

36 The Executive Summary of the report on the declaration of incomes and properties by the prosecutors of the Republic
of Moldova, 2022 ( http://surl.li/crllj )
37 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 147.
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As for the cooperation and coordination with national authorities in general within cases of APO
mandate, especially in criminal cases of high-level corruption, there is a big room for enhancing it.
Cooperation between APO and its key partner (NAC) was not always smooth. On the contrary,
most of the time the institutions were in competition or their leaders were at odds. And only
recently has there been a trend towards a significant improvement in cooperation, and both
institutions and their managers are communicating more effectively. The new NAC Director,
appointed in February 2022, is mentioned positively in this context. This led to a certain revival of
joint work in 2022, which can be seen even from public sources. For instance, according to recent
media coverage, following the searches carried out by NAC and APO, several documents, records
and other information were seized that allegedly contain evidence regarding the illegal financing
of the "ŞOR" Party. In this case searches were carried out at 97 locations throughout the country,
being conducted by 48 joint criminal investigative teams made up of NAC, SIS officers and anticorruption prosecutors.”38 Other form of cooperation between APO and NAC includes requests
for the preparing operational analysis reports (researching the target of investigation and proving
information regarding the target). Such requests from APO have increased recently, and one gets
the impression that the NAC's resources will soon not be enough to fulfil them. It is also unclear
whether such work can be carried out at the request of the APO before the target is formally
charged. As it was already mentioned in the sections above APO does not have own capacity to
conduct intelligence gathering activities through its staffed (or even seconded) employees. The
field officers seconded to APO cannot perform any intelligence gathering activities (covert
operative measures). The NAC sees the way out in including the NAC field officers in the
investigative groups established by APO (but not being the part of APO staff) allowing them to
conduct these measures on behalf of NAC. However, this practice does not look fully compliant
with CPC as the latter does not clearly allow field officers to be a part of formal investigative group
and rather prescribes the written assignment from prosecutor or investigator to field officers as
the sole criminal procedural form of their engagement in such investigations. In addition, such
assignments outside the body investigating high-level corruption inevitably increase the risks of
information leakage.
In any case, the current situation when APO is forced to rely almost entirely on NAС resources in
implementing its own mandate of combating high-Level corruption is a “delayed-action mine”. It
is natural that NAC will always prioritise its own needs over the needs of APO and will use its
resources primarily to implement its own mandate. And then, based on leftover principle, and if the
relations between the heads of institutions are still good, - to help APO. Added to this is a
disputable solution with the duality of APO functions described more in detail above in this FA
(APO is both exercising investigations within its own mandate and leads/supervises the
investigations of NAC). This overall approach should not be the case, and detailed
recommendations have already been provided in the sections above to provide APO with sufficient
own capacities to implement its main mandate - combating high-level corruption (in terms of own
analytical capacities; capacity to conduct parallel financial investigations; full, direct and free
access to all relevant state-owned databases; human, technical, IT and other relevant embedded
resources). However, this does not negate the need to introduce new modern forms of
cooperation and coordination between APO and NAC, especially given that the mandates of both
bodies remain closely related.
APO mentions that it strives to collaborate with national institutions in order to identify the location
of the proceeds from crimes and to gain effective asset recovery, especially within the framework
of parallel financial investigations conducted by CARA (specialised autonomous division within
NAC with a separate budget line) upon APO requests. The shortcomings of the existing model of
parallel financial investigations have already been described in detail above, so they are omitted
in this part. Nevertheless, it is worth noting the impression that CARA is currently one of the bodies
most ready to cooperate with APO. Moreover, more often the initiator of certain forms of
cooperation and coordination is CARA itself, and not other bodies, including APO. It is important
38

http://surl.li/cugkn
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for the APO to show more initiative and ingenuity in ensuring the effectiveness of cooperation.
For instance, it was CARA officers who were normally initiating and organising working meetings
with NAC investigators and APO prosecutors who asked to conduct parallel financial
investigations in their cases with the aim to coordinate joint efforts in both criminal and financial
investigations, in particular to receive more information about criminal schemes, defendants and
related persons involved, evidence gathered in the criminal case to trace, identify and freeze
criminal assets more efficiently. To identify general gaps and omissions in cooperation CARA
initiated joint working meetings with their counterparts including APO periodically (once a six
months) or ad-hoc (out of necessity). One of the recent forms of cooperation used in practice is
the inclusion of CARA criminal investigative officers directly in the investigative teams, including
those formed by APO. One of the examples is a Bank Fraud case. The other tools for cooperation
on the part of CARA were mentioned in the OECD Report (2022), namely that during the
investigation of the Bank Fraud case, several operational tools for the exchange of information
regulated by the Strategy to recover financial assets stolen from banks, as well as the Joint order
of NAC, GPO, Tax Service and FIU have been utilised and applied to all requests arriving in the case
(40 requests in 11 cases, against 144 subjects), and that CARA, jointly with GPO and other entities,
have developed the parallel financial investigations guide (GPO order 18/11 of 09.04.2019) and the
asset recovery methodology (GPO order 54/6 of 23.07.2021)39. It looks, however, that APO was
neither the initiator nor co-author of mentioned Guides. It is also worth mentioning that CARA
sometimes provides translation services on its good will in APO cases as the latter does not have
its own capacities in translation. Despite the fact that APO is now fully satisfied with the
cooperation with CARA, as already mentioned, the increase in the number of requests from APO
is increasingly burdening CARA, which creates risks of backlog due to limited resources in CARA.
It seems that APO, taking into account its updated mandate, should have its own capacities to
carry out analytical work (and, as an option, the parallel financial investigations) in matters of its
competence, for which the relevant recommendations are given in the sections above.

According to APO reports for 2019-2021 its cooperation with CARA was quite intensive. For
instance, in 2019, during criminal investigations 37 assignments were issued by APO prosecutors
[to CARA] in 21 criminal cases and, as a result of their execution, 184 seizures were applied in
the amount of MDL 1,093,874,594 (about EUR 55,525,100). In criminal cases of APO mandate,
the operational analysis was performed by the relevant subdivision of NAC in 58 criminal cases
and 10 criminal trials in 2019. In 2020, during criminal investigations, 167 assignments were given
on the application of the seizure in 34 criminal cases, with the seized goods worth MDL
247,115,900 (EUR 12,543,603). In criminal cases of APO mandate, the operational analysis was
performed by the relevant subdivision of NAC in 32 criminal cases this year. In 2021, during
criminal investigations, 35 assignments were issued [to CARA] by APO prosecutors in 34 criminal
cases, and as a result of their execution, seizures were applied in the amount of MDL 27,150,708
(EUR 1,378,200). In criminal cases of APO mandate, in 2021, the operational analysis was
performed by the relevant subdivision of NAC in 82 cases.
On a less positive note, it should be pointed out that apart from the Bank Fraud case (which is still
pending), there are not many good examples of effective cooperation between APO and CARA in
terms of results, that is not only detection but also actual recovery of assets (in terms of the actual
asset recovery examples, there are just a few for the period of 2019-2021). One is a conviction of
the head of section of the Public Medical-Sanitary Institution Republican Medical Diagnostic
Center (S.C.) for conspiracy to commit abuse of office and for illicit enrichment to a fine of MDL
270,000 and deprivation of the right to hold specific positions for 12 years, with confiscation of
MDL 1,482,022.65 (about EUR 75,200) and the obligation to recover the damage caused to the
institution in the amount of MDL 1,080,000 (EUR 54,800) (verdict is final as it was not challenged).

39 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 133-134.
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Another example provided was a criminal case against a member of Parliament for illicit enrichment
charges however no information about the outcomes of this cases was provided.
The cooperation of APO with the GPO and the PCCOCS will always be problematic as long as GPO
will try to establish complete control over APO and undermine its independence, which is already
at the very initial level. In history, there were examples when GPO tried to establish control over
APO by hands of PCCOCS. Accordingly, there was no cooperation between APO and PCCOCS,
these specialised prosecutor's offices mostly competed, and the GPO always treated PCCOCS
with more favour. After the change of the last PG, the situation apparently changed for the better,
but systemic wedges driven in the current legislative regulation remained, which still leave high
risks of further confrontation. The GPO and APO should already start a new stage of improving
cooperation and coordination, ensuring joint and coordinated efforts in the full implementation of
Law No 159 and recommendations of this FA, including those aimed at ensuring the procedural
autonomy and institutional independence of APO within the prosecutorial system. Excessive
bureaucracy and formalism in communication between APO and GPO should become a thing of
the past. The GPO should not interfere in the procedural work of APO and demand approval of any
organisational or procedural actions with it. This will benefit the GPO as well, since an efficient
APO is a guarantee of success for the fair Prosecutor General.
APO itself admits that its cooperation with FSS is not as good as it might be. Even less it cooperates
with the Customs Service. Cooperation with the Ministry of Interior is limited to cooperating with
its internal investigation unit in cases of police corruption. On the other hand, the involvement of
police or FSS investigative officers in investigative groups is rare. Employees of FSS or MoI are
not included in the task forces in cases involving the detection and investigation of complex
corruption schemes at customs or professional money laundering schemes for high-ranking
officials. FSS thinks that the distribution of mandates is not always clear between APO and FSS,
there is no protocol or MOU between FSS and APO to determine the clear operating procedures,
scope of mandates and forms of cooperation and coordination. APO does not have direct access
to the databases of FSS (and most notably to the unified register of bank accounts administered
by FSS). However, there is a memorandum between FSS and GPO, under which GPO asks for
special permissions yearly to get access to FSS databases. It`s not clear whether GPO prosecutors
know well how to use this database as it is complicated and there are different timeframes used
for different documents. FSS notes that APO does not accept electronic signatures and
prosecutors do not want to sign electronically. As a usual practice, when APO has practical
questions to FSS the latter just sends an inspector to help. Both agencies agree that they need to
cooperate more on some criminal cases as they are often investigating different aspects of crimes
committed by the same defendants but do it separately in their own criminal proceedings. There
are no contact points in the APO responsible for cooperation with FSS, CS or other state agencies.
FSS and CS mostly cooperate with PCCOCS.
Perhaps the least productive is the cooperation of APO with SPCSB (Moldovan FIU). Although this
body should be among the most requested by anti-corruption prosecutors in terms of cooperation.
As a result, in the period of 2019-2021, not a single crime of the category of high-level corruption
or laundering proceeds from such corruption was actually detected by APO with the help of FIU.
There are also no convictions in cases of the mandate of APO on the laundering of proceeds from
high-level corruption. In the context of FIU, even simple forms of cooperation do not particularly
work, let alone innovative ones. There were actually no interagency agreements, special task
forces, or contact points for more effective cooperation until now. Some respondents say that the
FIU is understaffed, it works with a 2/3 of their staff and there are constant formal requests from
APO sent to FIU to investigate something, including fishing expedition requests, which is
overburdening FIU. APO is complaining that in practice SPCSB provides fairly limited information
that cannot be used as a basis for charges and that the way this information is formulated mostly
creates a general impression about the legality of relevant transactions. In general, one might get
the impression that SPCSB prefer working with PCCOCS rather than with APO. For instance, in
2021 it directed most of the information gathered by FIU in the Bank Fraud case to PCCOCS,
although the joint investigative group headed by APO was in charge of this investigation.
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Cooperation with National Integrity Authority (ANI) also does not seem to be a strong point. Among
other things, the ANI is responsible for maintaining the system of asset and interest declarations
of public officials, verification of declarations and initiating proceedings on administrative
confiscation of unjustified property of public officials in cases the threshold in MDL 200,000
(about EUR 10,000) of discrepancy between value of assets and lawful incomes of public official
and his/her entourage is overcome. ANI in its current form was created in 2016 and became
operational only in 2018 when 25 positions of inspectors out of 44 were staffed. Since 2018 till
now 16 cases on confiscation were sent to administrative courts, none of them was closed yet and
in 76% of cases the confiscation was applied according to ANI. The problem was raised that in
article 330-2 of CC no actual threshold for illicit enrichment is stipulated (it just says about
significant discrepancy). Everyone uses the ANI law to establish the threshold for the criminal
cases as well. However, according to ANI, it immediately creates a confusion regarding which
institution is doing what (meaning NAC, APO and ANI). There should not be no contest between
the institutions - ANI has administrative actions, NAC and APO - criminal cases. However, the lack
of clear limits when the administrative confiscation should come to action and when criminal
remedies of illicit enrichments are to be used causes legal uncertainty and does not contribute to
clearness of appropriate mandates of ANI and APO/NAC. In this respect the general
recommendation was already provided in the section on the APO mandate above.
Another problem of interaction between APO/NAC and ANI is limited access of APO/NAC to the
full data of asset and interest declarations of public officials in the database maintained by ANI.
There is no solution up to now. ANI admits that it did not provide NAC with this access as in ANI`s
opinion the non-public part of declarations contains sensitive information (such as cash savings,
collection objects, jewellery and objects made of precious metals pertaining to declarant) and
access to this information should be authorised by investigative judge or judge. After that NAC
officers can make a seizure protocol to gain this information from ANI. At the same time ANI states
that it may give this information only to CARA or only to field officers of NAC (not clear whether
only with the court warrant or not necessarily), but not to prosecutors which is strange by itself.
It is also explained by the fact that the ANI inspector should always have reasons to enter the
database as every entry is registered. However, according to ANI, if a prosecutor gives an
assignment to a field officer to gain access to this database, the latter can get this access and
transfer it to the assigning prosecutor. All these details and conditions seem superfluous. It is
obvious that such a system of APO/NAC`s access to the basic data in the declarations of public
officials looks complicated, outdated and unjustified. Due to its mandate to fight high-level
corruption, the direct access of the APO prosecutor to the full data of all declarations should be
ensured in practice without court decisions and other obstacles. ANI needs to find a quick solution
to ensure this. Before implementing the system of actual direct access for APO authorised
employees (prosecutors, financial analysts, etc.) to the entire database, the temporary solution
could be secondment of an authorised ANI inspector to APO or vice versa to ensure ad-hoc access
to these data every time when the need arises.
As for the other forms of communication and cooperation of APO and ANI, it should be mentioned
that there are no memorandums of cooperation between the agencies, no common working
groups and so on. According to recent TI Moldova Survey, already cited above, ANI`s integrity
inspectors do not have sufficient capacity as well as sources of information to thoroughly verify
the income and assets of public officials, including prosecutors, in the country and abroad. SIA eIntegritate does not provide practical support to inspectors in the process of analysis and
verification of income and assets. ANI's communication and cooperation with public authorities, in
particular GPO and FSS, leaves much to be desired. As a result, it was recommended to strengthen
cooperation between ANI, GPO and FSS, including through joint meetings and exchange of
information and experience, in the verification and proof of cases related to false statements of
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assets and interests and unjustified enrichment40. This recommendation is still valid, especially in
part of ensuring efficient cooperation between ANI and APO.
There are not too many points of contact between APO and the Ministry of Justice. Although it
might be worth considering expanding cooperation, for example, in terms of enforcement of court
decisions on confiscation abroad in corruption cases, discussions on improving legislation in the
field of combating high-level corruption, access of APO to databases in hands of MoJ, etc.
According to APO, it often encounters serious difficulties in cooperation with the National Bank of
Moldova. The latter takes an essentially passive role in providing the information necessary for the
criminal investigations. This is especially true when it comes to criminal cases of resonance or
cases related to high-level corruption. A Bank Fraud case is often cited as an example.

It follows from all APO reports for the years of 2019-2021 that the APO had constant difficulties
with National Bank (NB) in their investigations. For instance, in the Bank Fraud case, APO
requested the NB: 1) to check the information provided in the KROLL 2 report, and the NB
formally refused to do so; 2) to carry out an internal audit of the activity of NB employees, in
particular those responsible for banking supervision related to the correctness of the
performance of their duties in relation to the activity of the 3 banks during the bank fraud. The
NB officially refused to conduct the audit; 3) to carry out a complete control of the activity of
several banks during the period of bank fraud - the NB officially refused to carry it out; 4) to
provide specialists to assist the criminal investigation team in the investigation - the NB refused
several times, offering three specialists only in February 2020, but their assistance with
procedural actions required the prior permission of the NB management. The examination and
execution of prosecutors' requests by the NB, the transmission of fragmented information or
information that did not correspond to the requests (and there were indications of its
concealment), led to searches at the NB headquarters in May 2020. In fact, only after searches
there the missing information was finally detected and seized.
In terms of cooperation, it is also worth noting, that there is a Chamber of Accounts with whom
APO should collaborate on paper, but there were no attempts to establish cooperation on the part
of APO yet. Establishment of cooperation with it in the detection of high-profile corruption, as well
as systematic steps to enhance cooperation with the National bank, are among the urgent tasks
for APO for the near future.
A general remark about APO work in terms of proper cooperation and coordination with other state
authorities is rather passive (not a proactive) approach, reluctance to learn lessons and to use
modern cooperation tools, and excessive formalism and bureaucracy, which, however, is typical
for many LEAs in Moldova. In practice, the cooperation is carried out through written procedures
(on paper), physically signed and sometimes stamped, through which it is requested to perform
some actions or to provide some information. This is true not only for collection of evidence, but
also for requesting ordinary data or technical procedures. Written requests are the most typical
tool for cooperation which is not always followed up. E-mails, electronic signatures, electronic
platforms for exchange of information are either the exception or are not available (e.g., electronic
platforms). There are no special operating procedures providing clear and simple algorithms of
actions in cases when it is needed to obtain specific information from the other agency. No
interagency agreement (like MOUs or similar) was concluded by APO with any other national state
authority (this is all still in hands of GPO up to now). No specific rules are elaborated and adopted
for sharing of information (regular, ad hoc, and obligation to share it on their own initiative). APO
does not have access to all relevant state-owned databases (as it was already stated in other
section above). APO does not often initiate joint bilateral or multilateral meetings with other
agencies, does not use in practice such modern cooperation and coordination tools as contact
points (there are no contact points of APO specifically designated for cooperation with other
40 The Executive Summary of the report on the declaration of incomes and properties by the prosecutors of the Republic
of Moldova, 2022 ( http://surl.li/crllj )
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agencies, e.g., with FSS or ANI); secondment (except for statutory secondment of criminal
investigative officers, field officers and specialist in APO staff on a temporary basis); coordinated
parallel investigations; interagency working groups or task forces; interagency exchange data
platforms; exchange of intelligence and investigative information in real time; sharing of experience
and joint training events; exchange of information about possible disciplinary or administrative
violations committed by officials serving in another agency etc. After all, one needs to admit that
APO does not actually have enough staff and material resources for effective cooperation and
coordination. In the sections above, the issue of resources has already been analysed and
following the recommendations above will allow to fix it.
Recommendations:

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Ensure the possibility to include the criminal investigative officers and field officers from
both APO staff and other LEAs into investigative groups within APO mandate in law and in
practice. Consider the revision of legislation in a way to allow financial analysts and other
staffed APO specialists to be the members of the investigative groups as well. Consider
revision of legislation in a way to combine investigative and field (operative) functions in
hands of one procedural figure in the future.
Overcome the excessive formalism and bureaucracy in the APO work. Simplify to maximum
extent possible the existing operating procedures of cooperation and coordination with
other national state agencies. Make e-mails, on-line communications, electronic signatures,
e-platforms and face-to-face communication the ordinary every day means of effective
cooperation and coordination.
Develop in the work of APO the culture of cooperation and trust to other respective
colleagues both in APO and in the other national state authorities.
Establish the efficient system of information sharing with other relevant national state
authorities (regular, ad hoc, as well as fixing the obligation to share it on their own initiative).
Establish special operating procedures with clear and simple algorithms of cooperation and
coordination with other national state authorities.
Ensure both in law (if needed to revise the laws and/or internal regulations of GPO) and in
practice the possibility for APO to conclude interagency agreements (memorandum of
understanding, of cooperation, etc.) with relevant national state authorities and ensure
elaboration and conclusion of these agreement on an as-needed basis.
Enhance the efficiency of cooperation within the updated mandate of APO with NAC, FIU,
ANI, FSS, CS, National Bank, Chamber of Accounts and other relevant national state
authorities with focus on detection, investigation and prosecution of high-level corruption
and laundering of proceeds from high-level corruption.
Ensure proactive and effective application by APO in practice the following forms of
cooperation and coordination with other national state authorities: joint bilateral and
multilateral meetings; contact points; secondment (in addition to the statutory secondment
to APO staff); interagency intelligence and investigative teams (regular and ad hoc);
coordinated parallel investigations; interagency exchange data platforms; interagency
working groups and task forces; exchange of intelligence and investigative information in
the real time; sharing of experience and joint training events; exchange of information on
disciplinary or administrative violations committed by official from another agency,
whenever expedient and applicable.
Make a live joint discussion at a round table of APO prosecutors, criminal investigative
officers, field officers and specialists (financial analysts and others) of the planning,
directions and difficulties in the investigation as a normal form of coordination within the
investigation of specific cases by APO (instead of reporting, formal operational meetings
and records as a result of these meetings).

7. Recovery of assets from corruption and money laundering by APO prosecutors
As it was already mentioned, confiscation and asset recovery are the two final stages of the
process of restitution of property obtained through criminal means (article 2291 CPC). CPC
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provides for such options as special confiscation (that is confiscation of instrumentalities,
proceeds of crime as well as profits thereof), extended confiscation (in respect of unjustified
property of criminal origin) and confiscation with the aim of compensation of damages caused by
the crime(s) committed (article 2294 of CPC). All these types of confiscation can be applied only
on the basis of a court verdict in the criminal proceedings. The CPC also provides for a separate
possibility of confiscation of physical evidence (article 162 CPC).
Potential problems in the context of seizure of property in criminal proceedings, including property
of beneficial owners and so called knowing third parties, have already been analysed in the
sections above and relevant recommendations have been provided. Since it equally applies to
confiscation, it is not duplicated in this section.
Unfortunately, the statistics on asset recovery for 2019-2021 in APO cases regarding corruption
and corruption-related crimes (including ML from corruption) (separately – investigation /
supervision; in Moldova and from abroad) was not provided upon requests. APO prosecutors
present their cases only in courts of first instance and often do not follow how the case ended in
appeal, let alone in cassation. Comprehensive statistics by types of confiscations and objects of
confiscation measures are not kept in practice.
However, the analysis of APO reports for 2019-2021, reports of international organisations and
data obtained during interviews allows to conclude that the situation with enforcement of
confiscations in cases of APO mandate is far from optimistic. Despite the rather significant volumes
and value of property seized in the cases of NAC and APO during the pre-trial investigation, few
of these cases end up in court for consideration on the merits, and when they do, confiscation is
not always ordered by the courts, and when it is ordered, it rarely ends in actual confiscation
(actual recovery of assets to the state budget).

According to reports of APO, the value of the seized property in cases brought to trial in 20192021 where APO exercised investigation was extremely low - MDL 1,618,258 (EUR 82,143). The
situation was a little better in cases investigated by NAC under supervision of APO and brought
to trial in 2019-2021 (EUR 936,532 in 2019 + EUR 166,768 in 2021, totally – over EUR 1,1 mln).
One may find also specific statistics on “asset recovery” in the APO reports. It follows from its
data that in 2019 APO achieved the recovery of assets (confiscation) in the amount of MDL
220,900 (EUR 11,200) and the whole amount was recovered voluntarily during the pre-trial
investigation in cases of APO mandate. NAC recovered assets with a total value in MDL
2,898,103 (about EUR 147,100) as damages in cases supervised by APO in 2019 (MDL 2,615,504
(about EUR 132,800) – in cases sent to court, out of which MDL 1,279,803 (about EUR 65,000)
were recovered voluntarily by defendants before the verdicts). In 2020 APO achieved the
recovery of assets (confiscation) in the amount of MDL 26,366 (EUR 1,350) (the whole amount
was recovered in cases terminated on rehabilitating ground) in cases of APO mandate. NAC
recovered assets with a total value in MDL 21,194,072 (EUR 1,075,800) as damages in cases
supervised by APO (all amount – in pending cases). And finally, in 2021 APO did not recover any
assets at all in cases under its mandate. NAC recovered assets with a total value in MDL 5,982
(EUR 300), recovered voluntarily at the pre-trial stage.
In terms of verdicts on confiscation delivered by the courts of first instance in cases presented
by APO prosecutors the statistics in APO reports is the following. In 2019 the courts of first
instance ordered in 82 sentences the application of the special confiscation of instrumentalities
or proceeds of crimes, in a total amount of MDL 5,034,002 (about EUR 255,500). In 2020 the
courts ordered in 72 sentences the application of the special confiscation of instrumentalities or
proceeds of crimes, in a total amount of MDL 2,157,720 (about EUR 109,500) (of 2 vehicles and
1 mobile phone). In 2021 the courts of first instance ordered in 80 sentences the application of
the special confiscation in a total amount of MDL 2,376,916 (about EUR 120,700) and application
of the extended confiscation of assets in 1 criminal case in the amount of MDL 1,246,143 (about
EUR 63,300). It is worth dwelling on the last example as a positive one in more detail, as this
was the only identified case of the use of extended confiscation in APO cases by the courts for
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the years 2019-2021. It was the conviction of a judge of Chisinau Court, O.M., for the crime of
illicit enrichment to a real term of imprisonment (7 years), with deprivation of the right to hold
public office in the field of jurisprudence for 15 years, with the extended confiscation applied to
the equivalent of MDL 640,143 (which was the substantial amount of discrepancy between the
acquired wealth and the income legally obtained by the subject of his declaration / wife), as well
as the amount of MDL 606,000 (the amount of donations found suspicious) (totally - MDL
1,246,143 (about EUR 63,300)). At the time of reporting by APO in early 2022 the case was still
in appeal stage, there is no data whether the verdict is final up to now).
According to data, found as a result of monitoring for the year 2020 in the OECD Report (2022), in
2020, from 127 [verdicts] of conviction [in APO and NAC cases], 77 decisions on confiscation (in
60,6 % of cases) have been issued by courts with the approximate value of 5,367,00 MDL
(approximately 264,000 EUR) in regards to 74 orders, and 3 cars, 8 land plots and a mobile phone
in regards to 3 orders. Of them 17 confiscation orders, amounting to 1,060,800 MDL (approximately
52,200 EUR), were related to instrumentalities; 20 confiscation orders, amounting to 1,804,500
MDL (approximately 88,800 EUR), were related to proceeds of corruption offences; 7 confiscation
orders were adopted on the equivalent value of assets that could not be found or recovered. For
30 confiscation orders amounting to 2,007,500 MDL (approximately 98,800 EUR) - there is no
record attributing them to either instrumentalities or proceeds of crime. In 2020, 71 confiscation
verdicts have been executed by the FSS in corruption cases with the value of 1,294,490.50 MDL
(approximately 63,700 EUR). Although, the authorities report that this represents an increase of
57.7% compared to the executed number in 2019, this is still approximately half of the value of the
applied confiscation orders in 2019. According to the statistical data provided by national
authorities, in 2019, a total number of 41 confiscation orders [in APO and NAC cases] was issued
by courts with the amount of 2,307,249.15 MDL (approximately 113,211 EUR). In the opinion of the
monitoring team, these figures do not represent usual practice, where failure to apply or use [the
confiscation] is an exception while the application is a norm41. It should be borne in mind that these
statistics refer to corruption crimes in general, both in APO and NAC mandate. Obviously, if highlevel corruption cases are singled out, these numbers will be even lower, if there were any actual
confiscations in such cases in 2019-2021. The lack of confiscations in cases of laundering the
proceeds from corruption is also noticeable.
As for the actual asset recovery from abroad in the cases of high-level corruption or laundering of
proceeds from high-level corruption, no such cases within mandate of APO/NAC were detected
in 2019-2021. The same applies to cases of ordinary corruption crimes. It was mentioned during
one of the interviews that there was one case of asset recovery from Kazakhstan within APO
mandate a couple of years ago involving properties and a frozen account, but no further details
were given.
The reasons for this situation seem complex. First, one gets the impression that the asset recovery
is not a priority for APO prosecutors. Prosecutors are more persistent at the stage of seizure of
assets, but when it comes to the court on the merits, not all sentences at the first instance include
confiscations, and then the APO simply does not follow them. There are no effective statistics that
would allow pinpointing the stages when the problems arise and finding quick solutions for fixing
them. Secondly, the system of parallel financial investigations, which forces APO to rely
exclusively on the resources of other bodies in its cases, appears to be imperfect, and the
recommendations for changing approaches in this part have already been provided in the section
above. In addition, there is no system of post-conviction investigations in Moldova aimed at
identifying assets subject to confiscation following the court verdict of confiscation. And finally, it
appears that the system of enforcement of confiscation orders, even when they are issued, is
extremely inefficient. In practice, the execution of decisions falls first to the Ministry of Finance,
but it then transfers their execution to private bailiffs. Moreover, the system allows the third parties

41 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 136.
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who are owners of property at issue (in most cases – relatives, close or related persons, nominees
etc.) to initiate civil proceeding in courts for damages which is delaying the process of confiscation
for years. As a result, the actual enforcement of confiscation sentences in corruption cases
remains scarce.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

Elaborate and adopt Policy for Asset Recovery in cases under the mandate of APO, as well
as ensure its implementation in practice. Build the capacities of APO prosecutors and judges
in the efficient application of confiscation tools and asset recovery.
Ensure in practice the prioritisation, efficient confiscation and actual recovery of assets
subject to special, extended or other types of confiscation in criminal cases under APO
mandate with a special focus on high-level corruption and ML from this type of corruption.
Align KPIs for APO prosecutors accordingly. Elaborate comprehensive statistics (by types
of crimes; mandate; types of confiscation; types of owners; in final court verdicts and
actually confiscated; internal or from abroad etc.).
Reform the existing system of enforcement of confiscation orders in a way to ensure prompt
and efficient actual enforcement of verdicts on confiscation, in particular in criminal cases
of corruption and laundering of proceeds from corruption. Revise the laws and/or case-law
in a way to eliminate the practice when the judicial civil remedies are abused for obstruction
of enforcement in criminal confiscation proceedings.
Consider introduction of post-conviction investigations in Moldova for purposes of tracing,
seizing and further confiscation of criminal assets.

8. International Cooperation (police-to-police, MLA, extradition, modern tools in MLA)

8.1. Informal (interagency, police-to-police) international cooperation
The analysis of the specialised law No 159 shows that it provides APO with all the opportunities to
carry out informal international cooperation directly, without any intermediaries. Thus, according
to the Law, APO can cooperate and establish partnership relations with foreign and international
public organisations and institutions in carrying out its activities and within the scope of its
powers. APO has the right to directly cooperate with similar foreign public organisations and
institutions for the purpose of conducting mutual consultations on crimes that fall within its
competence, as well as for purpose of exchanging data and information (article 9 of Law No 159).
Despite the fact that legislative regulation sounds encouraging, as it turns out, the practice of its
implementation is far from the Law itself. In other words, the Law is not implemented in this part
as well, and the reasons lie, in particular, in the position of GPO, which in practice tries to keep full
control over the international relations of the prosecutor's office. According to APO, all its
cooperation at international and inter-institutional level takes place only with intermediary and
upon coordination of the profile section within the GPO - Legal Assistance and International
Cooperation Section. APO does not have any of its own interagency agreements with the foreign
counterparts, not even with DNA. Every trip of APO prosecutors abroad for networking or in
criminal cases of their competence should be formally agreed by GPO and come through a
complicated bureaucratic circle there. There is evidence that at different times in the GPO, official
trips abroad were rather incentive for loyalty of prosecutors, than being seen as a necessity to
establish effective international cooperation with colleagues abroad. For example, under the
former PG, prosecutors of the APO were almost never sent on foreign missions because APO was
in disgrace with him. The statistics on international interagency (police-to-police) cooperation by
APO prosecutors in 2019-2021 was not provided upon a request with reference to not keeping it.
APO prosecutors do not know how often police-to-police cooperation (including through FIU
channels) is used before sending MLA requests in criminal cases.
This state of affairs negatively affects the effectiveness of investigations in criminal cases of APO/
NAC mandate with international dimension as well as the quality of relevant MLA tools, as it seems
that requests for mutual legal assistance are mainly prepared without prior use of international
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informal (interagency, police-to-police) cooperation and, accordingly, without obtaining enough
information for the preparation of a high-quality MLA request. As a result, prosecutors complain
that the MLA takes a long time or sometimes MLA requests go unfulfilled in their cases. In addition,
there is still no representative of Moldova in Eurojust despite the fact that cooperation agreement
with Eurojust was signed back in 2014. All these omissions must be addressed, and APO's
approach to informal international cooperation must radically change. APO should have its own
capabilities to carry out such cooperation and proactively apply it in practice.

8.2. Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) and Extradition
As central authorities of Moldova in matters of international legal assistance (MLA) and extradition
CPC defines the GPO (at the stage of criminal prosecution) and the Ministry of Justice (requests
of courts and in case of conviction) (article 536(3), article 541(3) of CPC). Moreover, in the context
of MLA, the provision is more personalised and states that an MLA request is submitted by the
criminal investigative authority to the Prosecutor General, and by the court - to the Minister of
Justice to transfer it for execution to the relevant state. While in practice the PG normally assigns
one of the deputies to sign such requests for legal assistance and extradition, GPO has never
started such a practice with the Chief Prosecutor of APO (in cases of APO mandate), which is equal
to the status of the deputy PG according to Moldovan legislation.
APO is an organisational part of GPO (although with signs of independence), therefore its complete
elimination from the issues of international legal assistance and extradition in practice looks
absolutely unjustified neither from the point of view of its status, nor from the point of view of the
effectiveness of such a decision for purposes of combating high-level corruption. At the same
time, it appears that such removal took place mostly thanks to internal regulations of GPO, and not
on the basis of any restrictions in the law. Such an approach does not contribute either to effective
implementation of the principle of specialisation of prosecutors in combating corruption, or to the
observance of an appropriate level of confidentiality in cases of high-Level corruption. It seems
that now there is a proper time to demonstrate a good will and change this practice and give the
Chief Prosecutor of APO and interim Chief Prosecutor of APO the right to sign requests for legal
assistance, extradition or transfer of criminal proceedings abroad in cases of the mandate of APO.
If there is no way to do it without making changes to the laws, then it should be done either.
According to APO at the moment, its role in terms of international legal assistance in criminal
matters is limited to the drafting of MLA and extradition requests and execution of MLA requests
from abroad assigned to it by GPO. They repeatedly stress that the international legal assistance
in criminal matters is the exclusive prerogative of the Legal Assistance and International
Cooperation Section (LAICS) of GPO.
If requests for legal assistance or extradition in cases of APO or NAC are not executed abroad for
a long time, then APO reminds the GPO`s LAICS of the need to send a reminder abroad. There is
no system in this, everything happens ad hoc, when a prosecutor responsible for the case recalls
the problem. Instead, the GPO says that it automatically sends a reminder abroad if the request is
not fulfilled there within six months (it is responsibility of each prosecutor). This is the main way of
following-up. APO does not have a practice of directly contacting requested party abroad or
consulting on the order or scope of requests execution. This is also not the usual practice for GPO
as well. It is highly recommended to change the existing practice. Formalistic written reminders
are to be replaced by informal communications and consultations with the requested competent
authorities.
Comprehensive statistics for MLA and extradition requests in APO/NAC cases for 2019-2021 was
not provided. According to data from GPO, the number of MLA requests submitted for this period
by APO prosecutors in all criminal matters was 63 MLA requests. APO did not provide any data. It
was not found in the APO reports for its activity in 2019-2021 either. It looks that APO just does
not keep it. The only information about international aspects of APO work relates to the efforts in
the sphere of international legal assistance in the Bank Fraud case.
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According to APO reports, in 2019 the MLA requests were sent to 11 countries (Latvia, Austria,
Israel, Russia, Cyprus, Estonia, Germany, Switzerland, France, United Arab Emirates,
Liechtenstein) within the framework of Bank Fraud case only. As of 2020, a total of 76 letters
rogatory were formulated in this case, of which in 2020 - 45 letters rogatory, to several states
(Latvia, USA, Russia, Switzerland, Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Lichtenstein,
Monaco, France, UAE, Netherlands, Germany, Israel, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Hong Kong,
China, Greece, United Kingdom, Turkey) and, where appropriate, information was requested
through the international police-to-police cooperation. The aim of MLA was to obtain
information on the route of money stolen from the banking system of RM, on the use of money
stolen from the banking system of RM in foreign jurisdictions, to identify the ultimate (effective)
beneficiaries of the legal entities involved in the scheme of stealing money, to identify the assets
held by defendants in order to apply the seizure. According to the 2021 report, so far, the
criminal investigation group has made 85 MLA requests [meaning – 9 in 2021] to Latvia, Russia,
Ukraine, Romania, Germany, Switzerland, Cyprus, Singapore, Luxembourg, Greece, Qatar, UK,
Turkey and other countries.
If to compare these data of APO reports with the data from GPO, it turns out that the vast majority
of MLA requests in 2019-2021 were sent by APO in one case - Bank Fraud case. Thus, the activity
of APO`s international cooperation in all other cases, which were supposed to concern high-profile
corruption, seems too scarce in the analysed period. Under the data from the OECD Report (2022),
in 2020-2021, APO sent MLA requests to various countries in 7 criminal cases. In the case of Bank
Fraud (theft of the billion), they have sent 40 MLA requests to 18 countries. Of them, only 10 have
been executed. Moldovan authorities report close cooperation with several jurisdictions [in terms
of tracing and arrest of assets]], such as Romania, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Ireland, Belgium, France, etc.
They further stated that thanks to this cooperation, Moldova managed to identify and seize assets
in Romania, Bulgaria, France, Switzerland, etc. Some of these jurisdictions have already confirmed
at the national level the seizure warrants issued by the Moldovan authorities42. Nevertheless, given
the fact that during 2019-2021 there was not a single successful case of asset recovery in APO
cases from abroad, these activities should be significantly strengthened.
As for extradition requests, according to GPO, there were around 10-20 requests in APO cases
within a year throughout 2019-2021 and 6-7 requests for first half of the year 2022. In most cases
there were no formal denials in extradition although some extradition requests have been pending
for a long time already without the final decision taken.

8.3. Application of modern tools in MLA by APO
Modern tools of international cooperation include, but are not limited to, the following: direct
channels of communications; JITSs (international joint investigative teams); interviews via video
and telephone conference; spontaneous information; use of modern technical tools for sending
MLA requests; cross-border observations, controlled delivery, covert investigations; repatriation
of assets, etc. Statistics of their applications for 2019-2021 was not provided upon request.
Of the named tools, APO in the analysed period (2019-2022) actually used only one, but extremely
important and effective tool – international JITs. This instrument is called “joint operative groups”
and is regulated in article 5402 of CPC. It looks that there are no restrictions for the types of its
members and it can potentially include prosecutors, criminal investigative officers, field officers,
financial and other types of analysts or specialists etc.
It was not possible to identify the exact number of JITs that are functioning with the participation
of APO now. GPO refers to 3-4 such JITs in APO. The OECD Report (2022) mentions 2 such groups
(one with Latvia in the case of Bank Fraud, and one with Romania on the initiative of DNA)43. APO
42 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 135, 147.
43 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, page 147.
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reports for 2019-2021 contain references to only one - in the Bank Fraud case with the
Prosecutor's Office of Latvia. Nevertheless, the very fact of the creation and functioning of such
international investigative groups (JITs) with the participation of APO is extremely welcome.

According to APO reports for 2020 and 2021, on June 17, 2020, the Prosecutor's Office of
Moldova signed an Agreement with the Prosecutor's Office of Latvia on the creation of a Joint
Investigation Team in the criminal case called “Bank Fraud case”. Members of the team have
exchanged requests as well as information relevant to criminal investigations. JIT is largely made
up of prosecutors and criminal investigative officers. In addition, representatives of CARA, SIS
and SPCSB were included in the JIT from Moldova. Unfortunately, no active action has been
taken by JIT members at this time, and no further evidence has been obtained, which would
speed up the prosecution to end it. This is largely due to restrictions imposed in Member States
during the COVID-19 pandemic situation. However, in 2021 the criminal investigative groups
exchange information and evidence intensively in a real time regime. To date, the parties have
provided each other with an impressive amount of information that has identified the
beneficiaries of the Bank Fraud, the persons involved, as well as allowed application of the
seizures. According to the Agreement, the Parties shall communicate frequently (at least twice
a week) regarding the necessary exchange of information, including by telephone or e-mail. If
necessary, large meetings are held with the participation of several members of JIT. The Latvian
prosecution group made a trip to Moldova on November 22-26, 2021. The local criminal
investigation team travelled to Latvia on December 26-30, 2021.
As for the remaining tools, there is still a great room for development. As it was already mentioned
above, interrogations by means of video conference are not normally used in criminal proceedings
within the country and have never been used in the framework of international legal assistance.
The respondents explain that the interviews at issue will not have evidentiary value in courts, since
such a procedure is not provided for by the legislation. This should be changed, and the FA
sections above have already provided recommendations on this matter. Interrogations by video
conference significantly simplify the life of prosecutors and judges, save resources and can be an
effective tool for the protection of witnesses or collaborating defendants.
It was also found out that APO prosecutors have never provided their foreign colleagues with socalled spontaneous information, that is information about specific links of criminal acts
investigated in Moldova with the informed state which allows the latter to use its jurisdiction to
launch its own criminal investigation into the facts of corruption or money laundering from
corruption. The most common example can be dissemination of information to other jurisdictions
so they can open their own ML investigations to recover proceeds from corruption when predicate
offence was committed in Moldova. Although it was mentioned during the interviews that there
was a case once when such information was sent to Moldova by the other country. APO should
take this example in its practice.
Other modern means were also not used and APO continues to give preference to sending written
requests (with signatures and seals) instead of using modern electronic means of communication
to send cooperation and MLA requests where it is allowed. Such practices should also be changed,
APO prosecutors should be trained to use the most advanced tools of international cooperation
and efficiently apply them in practice.
Recommendations:

•

Take immediate measures to fully implement in practice the provisions of Law No 159 in
terms of ensuring the capacities of APO prosecutors to cooperate with foreign counterparts
directly, without intermediaries. Revise internal regulations of GPO to that end. Revise the
legal framework in a way to provide the Chief Prosecutor of APO and interim Chief
Prosecutor of APO with a formal right to sign any requests on MLA, extradition and transfer
of criminal proceedings in criminal cases of APO mandate as well as assign the requests on
MLA from abroad within the APO mandate for execution. Ensure that all correspondence
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

related to international cooperation of APO comes directly to APO (not through GPO).
Minimise bureaucracy in the APO operating procedures in terms of international
cooperation.
Build own capacities of APO and its prosecutors to carry out international cooperation with
foreign counterparts directly, including but not limited to human resources (a staffed
prosecutor assigned to deal with international cooperation [as a temporary solution a
prosecutor from the international department of GPO might be seconded to APO to assist in
capacity building], staffed specialists and translators), financial resources (budget for
foreign missions, hospitality expenses and networking, expenses for international mail, highquality and confidential communication equipment), technical resources (modern IT tools for
online video conferences) etc. Organise English learning courses for APO prosecutors and
define fluency in foreign language(s) as advantage in selection procedures for APO
prosecutors. Organise training activities for APO prosecutors on international cooperation
(including best practices of using the modern tools and asset recovery). Elaborate and adopt
the Guidelines on international cooperation for APO prosecutors. Elaborate and adopt the
templates of interagency (police-to-police) requests for cooperation as well as of MLA
requests fitted for the mandate of APO in high-level corruption cases. Elaborate and post at
the internal e-platform for APO prosecutors the Memos or Check-lists on the peculiarities of
international cooperation and MLA with the foreign jurisdictions most relevant for the
mandate of APO.
Analyse the most relevant jurisdictions for cases within mandate of APO and initiate
concluding interagency cooperation agreements with the foreign authorities on exchange
of data, information and other types of non-MLA cooperation. Ensure in practice their
implementations, consultations with foreign counterparts, visits, networking with foreign
liaison officers and contact points, etc.
Ensure the implementation in APO practice of a general rule to apply informal (interagency,
police-to-police) cooperation (including through FIU where appropriate) prior to
approaching the foreign jurisdiction with the MLA requests, as well as to avoid fishing
expedition requests.
Introduce the regular practice of consultations with foreign counterparts regarding the
preparation and execution of APO requests in the most complex cases of high-profile
corruption, as well as an automatic system for monitoring the deadlines for the execution of
requests and follow-up.
Ensure the implementation in APO practice of relevant modern MLA instruments, including
but not limited to direct channels of communications; JITSs; interviews via video and
telephone conference; spontaneous information; use of modern technical tools for sending
cooperation or MLA requests; cross-border observations, controlled delivery, covert
investigations; repatriation of assets, where appropriate. Intensify informal international
cooperation and MLA tools to enforce assets tracing, seizure, confiscation and recovery of
assets with focus on high-level corruption crimes and crimes of laundering the proceeds
from high-level corruption.
Revise the GPO regulations stating that all orders on translation go through the department
of GPO in a way to provide APO with a right to hire translation services.
Consider appointment of an APO representative of Moldova in Eurojust taking in mind the
need to enhance cooperation with focus on transnational crimes, including corruption and
money laundering.

9. Performance indicators and Statistics

According to APO, the performance indicators for APO prosecutors are not well identified. No such
specific PIs were provided and mentioned that in real life the activity of individual APO prosecutors
is assessed quantitatively – through “the number of finished criminal cases”.
This approach (also known as the “ticks’ approach”) can hardly be called either fair or innovative.
It sends the wrong messages and creates incentives for prosecutors to take more petty criminal
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cases and send them to trial quickly, rather than getting involved in a complex high-level corruption
case with numerous episodes, serious resistance of PEPs - defendants and their lawyers,
troublesome MLA requests and no quick wins (with no prospect of quick trial, not to mention the
conviction). In other words, this approach in principle does not encourage APO prosecutors to deal
with cases of high-level corruption. Therefore, it should be fundamentally changed, especially in
view of the updated mandate of APO. New key performance indicators (KPIs) for every APO
prosecutor should be clear, efficiency-oriented and transparent (both in terms of investigation and
supervision), there should be links between KPIs and Priorities of APO`s work, links between
execution of KPIs and promotion of prosecutors as well as links between KPIs and tackling highlevel corruption.
APO also states that the activity of the entire APO is permanently evaluated statistically on the
basis of the orders of the PG on approval of the Strategic Development Plans of the Prosecutor's
Office, annual Activity Plans, quarterly/6 month/annual and permanent evaluations, monthly
completion of statistical data from the Info-PGO system and preparation of the APO annual Activity
report, which includes all statistical data with reference to the activity of APO. Annual activity
reports of APO with information on its activities and statistical data for the relevant year are
submitted by APO to the PG. The GPO then includes a summary of this report in its own annual
activity report and publishes it on the GPO website. In the sections of FA above, a recommendation
has already been provided that the evaluation of the work of APO should not be carried out by
GPO within its hierarchical control (which should apparently be abolished), but should be carried
out in the form of an independent external audit. In this respect, it is also recommended to cancel
the obligation of Chief Prosecutor of APO to annually submit a report on the activities of APO in
article 5(4) of Law No 159 and to leave only the provision on public posting of this report on the
APO's own website.
As for the system of statistics, it was one of the biggest challenges during this Functional Analysis
to try to identify the gaps, omissions and limitations for the functioning of APO without essentially
having access to adequate statistics in most of areas to be analysed, at a level of depth that would
allow conclusions and recommendations to be made a bit more focused. Regarding many
important issues, statistics of appropriate depth and categories are not kept or are absent. The
APO does not have any statistics regarding their cases and the cases of NAC after trials in the
court of first instance. Many statistical indicators in different reports do not match. There are cases
when the initial data of statistical indicators for the years 2019-2021 change every subsequent
year, so these indicators just cannot be adequately compared with the previous ones. However,
the biggest problem is that even the meager existing statistics are not adequately analysed by
APO and are not used by it in order to change its priorities, policies or practices.
According to the findings in the recent OECD Report (2022) in terms of statistics, it is also not clear
if information on the number of officials of different types (level of seniority, category, etc.)
sanctioned under each corruption offence is being collected [in Moldova]. At the same time, the
exchange of information between various authorities (investigative, criminal justice, judicial) as well
as the monitoring of the status of cases sent to the court by law enforcement agencies, does not
appear to be carried out on an ongoing basis. The national authorities [should] conduct regular
analysis of such enforcement statistics. Moldova did not provide examples of such an analysis to
the monitoring team. … The competence of the [APO] is broader than high-level corruption and they
do not analyse convictions in high-level corruption cases. In fact, APO does not collect statistics
on conviction cases in the cases they are investigating and prosecuting, as their competence is
limited to prosecuting the cases in first instance courts. APO does not follow the case in appeal
and other ways of judicial remedies. … [In terms of confiscation] the monitoring team assumes that
the [comprehensive] statistics is either not collected on a central level or is not collected at all. It
also presumes that this information is not available to the public in a centralised manner and neither
is it analysed by the national authorities44.
44 44 OECD (2022), Anti-Corruption Reforms in Moldova: Pilot 5th Round of Monitoring Under the OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Action Plan, pages 120, 141, 143.
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The existing system of statistics should be fundamentally revised, at a minimum, to cover the cases
of corruption from its detection (with distribution by sources of detection), initiation of the case,
closure, referral to court, final verdict, applied sanctions, actual confiscations (all with distribution
by relevant corruption crimes, the amount of corrupt benefit or damage or the discrepancy in
cases of illicit enrichment, the level of officials - the subjects of the crime etc.). In terms of
confiscations, it is worth to provide a breakdown by types of confiscations, types of confiscated
assets and types of owners (including beneficial owners, knowing third parties, individuals or legal
entities), etc. The list could be continued, but it is recommended to use the list of statistical data
requested from APO as part of this FA to improve the existing system, of course, taking into
account APO's own needs and visions of its usefulness in the first place.
Separately, it should be noted that a full-time specialist or specialists should be allocated who will
keep and analyse these statistics, it is desirable to integrate the statistics system with the future
e-case management system as much as possible, and also to ensure its compatibility with the
other existing statistics systems in the country, including the judicial statistics system. APO
statistics shall be publicly available on its website.
Recommendations:

•

•
•

Put an end to the existing quantitative assessment of the work of APO prosecutors.
Introduce new clear, efficiency-oriented and transparent key performance indicators (KPIs)
for APO prosecutors (in terms of both investigation and supervision function within the
updated mandate). Provide for the clear links between KPIs and Priorities of APO`s work,
between execution of KPIs and promotion of APO prosecutors as well as between KPIs and
tackling high-level corruption. Address all relevant aspects of the cases investigated or
supervised by APO prosecutors (types of crimes, complexity of cases, number and level of
defendants and witnesses, international dimension, cooperation with the investigative team,
innovative investigative tools used etc.) with the focus on dissuasiveness of sanctions (real
imprisonment in all serious corruption cases and dismissal from office following the
conviction) and actual confiscation in the final court verdicts.
Revise the Law No 159 in a way to cancel the obligation of Chief APO Prosecutor to annually
submit a report on the activities of the APO to the Prosecutor General (article 5(4) of Law).
Introduce electronic system of keeping statistics and put the statistics in line with updated
mandate of APO to investigate high-level corruption and supervise investigation of
corruption cases by NAC. Align statistics with the priorities and cover all relevant information
on the detection, investigation, prosecution and adjudication of cases within APO mandate
needed to analyse the trends, practices, gaps, omissions, limitations for the efficient
functioning of APO. Conduct regular profound analysis of enforcement statistics and change
priorities, policies or practices on its basis. Make all statistics of APO publicly available
through publishing it on APO website. Build own capacity for keeping and analysing
statistics through staffed and trained in-house specialist(s).

10. Public Relations / Communication (public and internal)

Transitional and Final provisions of the Law No 159, article 11(1), obliged the General Prosecutor`s
Office to ensure creation of the official website page of APO till 31 December 2016. Like many
other provisions of the Law No 159, this obligation has not yet been fulfilled.
According to APO, it has a profile page on social networks (Facebook) where it makes some
updates related to the current activity of APO. In practice, almost all communication of APO with
the public is carried out exclusively through the Press Service of GPO. The latter places news about
activities of APO on the GPO`s official page. APO states that usually GPO shares the information
about the progress of APO investigations, namely announces on finalisation of criminal
investigations and the dispatch of the criminal case to the court, and, as the case may be, on the
termination of criminal investigations for some reasons. A review of the GPO website revealed that
it does not even have a separate section devoted to the work of APO. Only on the main news feed,
if one reads carefully, it is possible to guess that some news cover APO cases as well. From APO
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replies, it can be concluded that the main way of communication with the press is the answers to
their written requests. At the same time, the press service of GPO and APO have trained employees
who are able to provide information in view of the limitations of the secrecy of the investigation.
APO also refers to its bi-annual and annual reports on the activities as another means of
communicating the work of APO to the general public. However, as it was already found out and
mentioned in the section above, these reports are not published separately, but are included in
the general annual activity reports of GPO as its integral part.
Moreover, the Law No 159 clearly stipulates that APO staff should have an information and media
relations division to ensure both internal and external communication of APO, as well as relations
with media and the public (article 4(7) of the Law). Since 2016, this provision of the Law has also
not been implemented in practice. According to APO, as of today it does not have just a unit, but
even a single designated person it its staff responsible for communication with the media.
The situation, when the law may not be implemented, and may remain unimplemented for years,
is saddening. It should be addressed immediately, a separate APO website should be created with
sufficient funding for its further management, and a separate communication division shall emerge
in APO, provided with trained staff and sufficient financial and technical resources.
It should be separately noted that APO does not have an adopted strategy of public relations and
internal communications as well as a PR policy. Most of respondents during the interviews
admitted that APO is extremely weak in communication, “it is almost never heard of”. If it is still
possible to find information about the beginning of criminal prosecution and the detention of
suspects in high-profile cases, it is difficult to find something about how this case ended. It is
rarely reported whether the case is sent to court or closed, and there is almost no information
about the final verdicts. No information could be found in public domain about press-conferences
of APO in 2019-2021. It looks also that APO has never made attempts to monitor the level of public
trust to it (through opinion polls or other means) in order to draw conclusions and react
appropriately. There is no coordination of PR strategy(ies) between APO and NAC in practice. No
public awareness raising campaigns within the mandate of APO were conducted. Not to mention
internal communications, especially in the absence of the Chief Prosecutor of APO for several
years. All these shortcomings must be eliminated systemically, step by step. APO has to conduct
proactive external communication, but it should be based on concrete results and achievements.
In the absence of quick wins and tangible results in the fight against high-level corruption, PR
strategy alone will never save the situation. Separately, it is worth advising that APO be frank with
the general public and have the courage to admit its own mistakes and failures, which should also
be communicated sincerely where necessary.
Moreover, during the interviews, there was an impression that APO prosecutors follow extremely
restrictive PR practices. To justify it they refer to a principle that the information about the criminal
case cannot be given to the press before the final judgment of the court in this case is passed.
They say that it is directly prohibited by law, but they could not provide a clear reference to what
specific provisions of the law prohibit it. Analysis of the CPC of Moldova proved that the only
relevant norm in this context is Article 212 (confidentiality of criminal prosecution). According to
this provision, the materials of the criminal proceedings may be disclosed only with the permission
of the person conducting the criminal prosecution, and only to the extent that he/she considers it
possible, taking into account the presumption of innocence and ensuring that the interests of
other persons and the further course of the criminal prosecution are not affected, in accordance
with provisions of the Law on the Protection of Personal Data No 133 of July 8, 2011. Thus, the law
does not prohibit APO from expressing its position in a criminal case during the course of the
investigation, but provides for certain rules for doing it. First, it must be the prosecutor in the case
or the Chief Prosecutor of APO or his/her deputy with permission of the prosecutor in the case
(preferably, such permission in practice should be in writing). In addition, such communication must
take place in compliance with the presumption of innocence, taking into account the tactics of the
investigation, the interests of third parties and compliance with the legislation on the protection
of personal data. If there is something wrong with the practice of its application, this practice must
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be changed as soon as possible. After all, the current approaches of APO prosecutors to informing
the public abouts their activities do not allow to defend their stances in criminal cases on highlevel corruption, while lawyers widely cover theirs in the media. Moreover, such an approach is
contrary to international standards, e.g., the Recommendation Rec(2003)13 of the Committee of
Ministers [of the Council of Europe] to member states on the provision of information through the
media in relation to criminal proceedings (10 July 2003). According to Principles adopted by this
Recommendation, the public must be able to receive information about the activities of judicial
authorities and police services through the media. When judicial authorities and police services
themselves have decided to provide information to the media in the context of on-going criminal
proceedings, such information should be provided on a non-discriminatory basis and, wherever
possible, through press releases, press conferences by authorised officers or similar authorised
means. In the context of criminal proceedings of public interest or other criminal proceedings

which have gained the particular attention of the public, judicial authorities and police services
should inform the media about their essential acts, so long as this does not prejudice the secrecy
of investigations and police inquiries or delay or impede the outcome of the proceedings. In cases
of criminal proceedings which continue for a long period, this information should be provided
regularly (Principles 1,5,6).

In addition, a comparison of the provisions of CPC and CC of Moldova aimed at ensuring the
secrecy of criminal prosecution revealed certain contradictions between them. For example, under
article 212(3) of CPC the disclosure of information about criminal proceedings by the person
conducting it, or by the person authorised to exercise control over the activities of the criminal
prosecution body, if this action caused moral or material damage to a witness, victim and their
representatives, or caused damage to the criminal prosecution process, entails criminal liability
under article 315 of the CC. At the same time, in accordance with article 315 (2) of CC, criminal
liability is entailed by the deliberate disclosure of the data of the criminal prosecution by the person
conducting the criminal prosecution, or by the person authorised to exercise control over the
criminal prosecution, if this action caused moral or material damage to the suspect, accused,
witness, victim or their representatives, or contributed to the evasion of the perpetrator from
responsibility. As one might see, the suspect and the accused appear in the CC as possible victims
of the crime, about which the CPC does not say anything. Although the goal of this FA is not to
improve the legislative technique, nevertheless, such wordings in combination with other features
of the composition of this crime can cause a chilling effect on the prosecutors of APO in their
determination to fairly present and defend their position in the media. In this regard, it is
recommended to review these legal norms in order to eliminate such a deterrent/chilling effect for
prosecutors.
In the sections above, it was already mentioned that APO should react in a prompt and adequate
manner to all the media coverage on high-level corruption by launching the criminal proceedings,
maintain feedback with these journalists and publicly report on the progress and outcomes of such
investigations (with due account of the interest of criminal investigations at the pre-trial stage and
of presumption of innocence). Journalists should feel that their work does not pass by the APO's
attention, there is an immediate and proper reaction, and the APO considers journalists its allies in
the fight against high-level corruption, not opponents.
Recommendations:

•

•

Take immediate measures to fully implement in practice the provisions of Law No 159 in
terms of ensuring the creation of separate official APO web-site and of PR (information and
media relations) division. Ensure sufficient human, financial, technical and other resources
for their due functioning.
Elaborate and adopt PR (communication) strategy and PR policy in APO. Increase the
openness of APO to the media and strengthen the media's trust in APO. Respond to media
reports on high-level corruption immediately and provide regular feedback in these criminal
cases. Ensure that the public communication of APO is both proactive and results-based in
practice.
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•

•

•

Regularly inform the general public of all essential acts carried out in all high-level corruption
cases of public interest (e.g., suspicions/charges, detentions/arrests, arrests of essential
assets, bringing defendants to court for trial, termination of criminal cases, results of plea
bargaining, convictions, sanctions, dismissal of officials from public office and prohibition to
hold public positions following conviction, amounts of confiscated assets etc.) with due
account of the interests of investigation and of presumption of innocence, based on
the Rec(2003)13 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. Clearly
communicate to the public its decisions to terminate or not to open or pursue criminal
investigations in high-profile corruption cases with justified reasons behind it, as well as
mistakes and failures to provide results where appropriate.
Revise article 212 of CPC and article 315 of CC in a way to eliminate the chilling effect of
these norms for APO prosecutors while informing the general public about the progress in
criminal proceedings under their mandate.
Monitor regularly the level of public trust to APO, draw conclusions and react appropriately.

11. Capacity building

There are no specific regulations in the APO devoted to its capacity building, strategic planning
and coordination of capacity building activities, focused needs assessment for APO prosecutors
in this field, statistics of these activities as well as measuring of impact thereof. The work in this
area does not look systemic. All APO`s training activities lie in hands of GPO and National Institute
of Justice.
According to APO, its prosecutors participate in continuous training courses, according to the
plans approved by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ). Each prosecutor, including APO staff, is
responsible for requesting the participation in trainings, depending on the annual number of hours
- 40 hours. Such an approach seems quite formal, especially given the lack of a clear link between
the needs of APO prosecutors in specific knowledge and trainings and the planning of capacity
building activities by the training in the NIJ. Among other training events APO mentions seminars
for exchange of experience, trainings in similar institutions abroad as well as internships and
summer schools. APO also admits that there was a serious gap in the capacity building segment in
2020-2022 explained by the pandemic situation in the country. However, there were online
trainings instead. Prosecutors of APO are reasonably referring to their heavy workload and the
lack of staff as an excuse for giving much less attention to training activities in the recent years of
what should have been. The statistics of training events for APO employees for the period of 20192021 (number, types, topics of events, under whose auspices and at whose expense, number of
prosecutors covered, impact etc.) was not provided upon a request.
The new mandate of APO with a focus on high-level corruption and increasing the staff and
funding of APO will also require new approaches to capacity building. APO should start by
identifying the real training needs of its prosecutors, identifying areas that require special
attention. The internal regulation of APO on this matter should be approved. There should be a
well-founded planning of training events, as well as their coordination both with the NIJ and with
other state authorities and donors. It is worth introducing efficient training methods, including
simulated investigations, joint trainings for prosecutors, investigators, field officers (where
appropriate - judges and lawyers), etc. After training events it is necessary to measure their
effectiveness, analyse and take into account when planning the next ones. In other words, this
work must be done at the systemic level and not for the tick, but for the result. It should be borne
in mind that the updated APO will include other in-built specialists, in addition to prosecutors, such
as field officers, financial analysts, PR, HR, IT and others who must also undergo regular specialised
trainings.
Among the areas of training that may be the most relevant for APO prosecutors in the near future
(based on the feedback from interviews conducted), the following can be mentioned: on financial
investigations and financial analysis; methodology of investigation/prosecution of bribery, foreign
bribery, corruption in public procurement, laundering of proceeds from corruption (including with
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the use of professional money laundering schemes and/ or cryptocurrencies), illicit enrichment (all
– with focus on high-level corruption); proving in high-level corruption crimes (including indirect
methods of proving); OSINT, asset tracing, seizure of assets belonging to knowing third parties,
beneficial ownership, confiscation and asset recovery; liability of legal entities for corruption
crimes and plea bargaining; international cooperation, drafting MLA requests, use of modern MLA
tools; planning and tactics of criminal investigation and prosecution; legal writing skills and art of
judicial pleadings (persuasion in courts); leadership skills; cooperation and coordination skills;
speaking to the press and communication skills; criminal investigation and human rights, etc. It is
also recommended to looks through this list and make a parallel needs assessment to define the
most vital topics.
Recommendations:

•

•

•

•

Elaborate and adopt the APO regulation on capacity building activities. Identify the genuine
training needs for APO prosecutors and other APO staff. Ensure the proper strategy,
planning, coordination with NIJ and other counterparts, measuring and analysing the impact
of capacity building activities and use the results of analysis for further development.
Introduce the most efficient training forms, means and methodology (e.g., simulated
investigations, joint or mixed groups training activities, e-learning platforms, sharing best
practices, etc).
Ensure regular capacity building activities for the APO prosecutors and criminal investigative
officers on the most pressing topics, including but not limited to: financial investigations and
financial analysis; methodology of investigation/prosecution of bribery, foreign bribery,
corruption in public procurement, laundering of proceeds from corruption (including with the
use of professional money laundering schemes and/or cryptocurrencies), illicit enrichment
(all – with focus on high-level corruption); proving in high-level corruption crimes (including
indirect methods of proving); OSINT, asset tracing, seizure of assets belonging to knowing
third parties, beneficial ownership, confiscation and asset recovery; liability of legal entities
for corruption crimes and plea bargaining; international cooperation, drafting of MLA
requests, use of modern MLA tools; planning and tactics of criminal investigation and
prosecution; legal writing skills and art of judicial pleadings (persuasion in courts); leadership
skills; cooperation and coordination skills; speaking to the press and communication skills;
criminal investigation and human rights, etc. Ensure regular capacity building activities for
managerial staff of APO on leadership and effective management.
Ensure regular capacity building activities for other staffed (in-built) APO employees (such
as field officers, financial analysts, PR, HR, IT and others) in the fields of their competence.
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SECTION III. THE ROADMAP TO ENHANCE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE ANTICORRUPTION
PROSECUTOR’S OFFICE - KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Nr.

Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

I. Jurisdiction, powers and limitations of APO
1.1.

1.2.

1.3

Short-Term
(up to 6 M)

Limit the mandate of APO to conduct criminal
investigations (article 2701 CPC) to most
relevant corruption and corruption-related
crimes only. For this purpose, exclude from the
APO mandate such crimes as: excess of official
duties (article 328 CC), negligence (article 329
CC), official forgery (article 332 CC), fraud or
misappropriation of external funds (articles
3321 and 3322 CC), manipulation of sports
competitions (articles 2421, 2422 CC),
corruption crimes in private sector (articles
333-335 CC) and fraud committed with the
abuse of official duties (article 190 CC), as well
as amend the mandate of APO with following
crimes: money laundering (article 243 CC – in
part of proceeds from corruption), illicit
enrichment (article 3302 CC) and false
statements
in
[assets
and
interests]
declarations (article 3521(2) СС) (the latter two
- in case of reaching a well-justified material
threshold or if committed by high-level public
officials).

1. Jurisdiction of APO re
corruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Delineate clearly the competence of APO
(and/or NAC) on the one hand and ANI on the
other hand in terms of identification and
addressing cases of illicit enrichment and false
statements in asset and interest declarations of
public officials in a way that APO (and/or NAC)
should have primary jurisdiction to investigate
such cases reaching a well-justified material
threshold or if committed by high-level public
officials and without any preliminary conditions
for conducting such investigation (e.g. in the
form of preceding verifications or conclusions
on the part of ANI).

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Limit the mandate of NAC to conduct criminal
investigations (article 269 CPC) to corruption
and corruption-related crimes only. For this
purpose, exclude from the NAC mandate such
crimes as: crimes related to banking,
investment, insurance, hampering of banking
supervision, misuse of funds from internal or
external loans (articles 239-240 CC), terrorism
financing (article 279), excess of official duties
(article 328 CC), negligence (article 329 CC),
breach of confidentiality regime in respect of

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.
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Timeline

Up to 6
months

1.1. Criminal offences
covered by jurisdiction of
APO through investigation

Up to 6
months

1.1. Criminal offences
covered by jurisdiction of
APO through investigation

Up to 6
months

1.3. Criminal offences
covered by jurisdiction of
APO through supervision
of NAC investigations
(among them: corruption
crimes, corruption related
crimes, ML from
corruption, other crimes)
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Nr.

Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

Shorten drastically the list of persons subject
to the mandate of APO prosecutors by raising
the level of such public officials to the following
top officials only: President, MPs, members of
Government and their deputies, Heads
of central executive bodies and other central
public authorities and their deputies, members
of collegial central public authorities, Head and
members of board of National bank and of
Supreme
audit
institution,
judges,
prosecutors, members of highest governance
bodies of judges or prosecutors (SCP, SCM),
mayor of Chisinau, mayors of Tiraspol, Bălţi,
Bender, Governor (Başkan) of Gagauzia, other
equivalent
regional
public
officials,
Ambassadors and heads of diplomatic
missions, any other public officials explicitly
designated as politically exposed persons
under anti-money laundering legislation. Such
current categories as criminal investigative
officers, field officers, lawyers, bailiffs,
authorised
administrators,
persons
in
management of commercial banks etc. should
be excluded from APO mandate.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Up to 6
months

Significantly raise the material (pecuniary)
threshold upon reaching which the case will be
referred to the investigative mandate of APO
(equivalent to no less than EUR 50,000 in terms
of unlawful benefit and to no less than EUR
250,000 in terms of damages) and leave this
criterion as alternative to the criterion of level
of public official.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

information in the declarations of assets and
interests (article 3301 CC), official forgery
(article 332 CC), fraud or misappropriation of
external funds (articles 3321 and 3322 CC).
Narrow the mandate of NAC in the context of
money
laundering
exclusively
to
the
investigation of laundering of proceeds from
corruption. Amend the mandate of NAC with
investigation of false statements in [assets and
interests] declarations (article 3521(2) СС) (if
needed - upon reaching certain material
threshold). Consider the exclusion of
corruption crimes in private sector (articles
333-335 CC) from the investigative mandate of
NAC.
1.4.

1.5.
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1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in
tackling high-level
corruption. Criteria for
including into the
category of “high-level”
corruption case

Up to 6
months

1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in
tackling high-level
corruption. Criteria for
including into the
category of “high-level”
corruption case
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Nr.

Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

1.6.

Focus further activity of APO on high-profile
public officials including PEPs - current MPs,
Ministers, Deputy Ministers, high-level judges,
prosecutors and similar top public officials.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Up to 6
months

Conduct an immediate audit of criminal cases
on corruption launched in the past in order to
assess their relevance to high-level corruption
and perspective. In cases where there is still a
prospect to bring high-level officials to justice
for serious acts of corruption - to update the
investigative groups with the involvement of
experienced prosecutors, criminal investigative
officers and field officers and to finalise these
cases as quickly as possible in respect of highlevel public officials. If necessary - to create a
separate task force to coordinate the
expedient investigation and trial in these cases.
In cases where there are no prospects of
quickly bringing top officials to justice - to make
relevant reasoned decisions and communicate
this to the society in a timely and proper
manner. In case of detection of criminal cases
at the stage of pre-trial investigation that are
not related to corruption or to the mandate of
APO and have no real public importance,
immediately transfer them to the competent
authorities to whose mandate they belong.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Equate the Chief prosecutor of APO to the
deputy Prosecutor General in a procedural
sense (in the CPC) or create a separate
procedural figure in the CPC for the Chief
Prosecutor of APO with a mix of powers of the
Prosecutor General and deputy Prosecutor
General in cases of APO mandate.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

As a temporary measure, prior to amendments
to the primary laws (including CPC), fix in the
GPO internal regulations the rules prescribing
that the transfer of a criminal case to or from
the mandate of APO should be carried out
exclusively by the Prosecutor General, and not
by his/her deputy, and only on the initiative or
consent of the Chief Prosecutor of APO or
interim Chief Prosecutor of APO.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

1.7.

1.8.

1.9.
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1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in
tackling high-level
corruption. Criteria for
including into the
category of “high-level”
corruption case
Up to 6
months

1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in
tackling high-level
corruption. Criteria for
including into the
category of “high-level”
corruption case

Up to 6
months

1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
Up to 6
months
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Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
1.10.

1.11.

1.12.

1.13.

Ensure strict compliance with the requirements
of CPC regarding the jurisdiction (mandate) of
APO and NAC (in cases related to high-level
corruption and other corruption respectively) in
practice.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Provide in law (if it is still needed) and in
practice the possibility of APO to conclude
interagency cooperation agreements directly
with other national state bodies and
institutions. If necessary, fix the powers of
Chief Prosecutor of APO to conclude such
agreements without any permissions or
approvals from the PG in the internal
regulations of GPO. Ensure the conclusion of
such interagency agreements of APO with
other national state bodies and institutions to
enhance interagency cooperation.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Ensure in practice the full, direct and free
access of APO to all state-owned databases
(including the unified register of bank accounts)
relevant for the effective investigation of highlevel corruption, as well as organisational,
human, IT, expert and financial capacity of APO
to use them effectively. Ensure in practice that
the mentioned databases contain full and upto-date information fit for e-search and
analysis.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Ensure in practice capacities of APO to
conduct analytical work for effective detection,
investigation and prosecution of high-level
corruption crimes, in particular, by providing
APO prosecutors and other relevant employees
with specially equipped workplaces with upto-date computer hardware and software
protected from the cybersecurity point of view
to conduct OSINT securely, providing access to
modern analytical IT tools (e.g., IBM i2
Intelligence Analysis or analogues, AI systems

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption
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Up to 6
months

1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
Up to 6
months

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work

Up to 6
months

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work

Up to 6
months

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work
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Nr.

Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

Ensure in practice the prioritisation and
efficient identification, tracing and seizure of
assets subject to special, extended or other
types of confiscation in criminal cases within
the mandate of APO with special focus on
instrumentalities, proceeds from high-level
corruption as well as profits thereof.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Up to 6
months

Resolve the issue of financing the APO for
carrying out forensic expert examinations in
cases within their mandate (high-level
corruption), so that the assignment of the
necessary complex economic and other
forensic expert examinations (including, if
necessary, abroad) does not pose a problem.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Ensure that all forensic expert examinations in
APO criminal cases of high-level corruption
assigned to public forensic expert institutions
were conducted both out of sequence and as
soon as possible.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

etc.), staffing well-qualified IT specialist(s) as
well as in-house non-legal experts in economic
and financial investigations (e.g., auditors,
financial analysts, forensic accounting, IT /
technical specialists etc.). Ensure that APO can
independently select and appoint such
specialists and that their salary in APO is
competitive with similar salaries in the private
sector. During selection priority should be
given to the candidates included in the State
Register of Forensic Experts. Ensure the
effective mechanism of ad-hoc engagement, in
case of need, of external analytical specialists
of other profiles.
1.14.

1.15.

1.16.

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
Up to 6
months

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
Up to 6
months

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
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Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

1.17.

Ensure both in law and in practice the fullfledged capacities of APO to conduct its own
intelligence gathering activities (in particular,
through its staffed employees, with its own
technical assistance unit, technical equipment
etc.). Before making changes to the legislation,
try to direct the national case-law in a way that
results of intelligence gathering activities
carried out by field officers seconded to APO
are treated as admissible evidence in courts.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Up to 6
months

Reform the legislation on plea bargaining in
such a way that this instrument is successfully
used to expose and prosecute cases of highlevel corruption, speed up special and
extended confiscation in these cases as well as
save procedural resources. Train and direct the
prosecutors of APO to use this tool effectively
in order to achieve the specified goals. Abolish
the tool in article 3641 of CPC or modify it
significantly, so that it does not hinder the
application of the plea-bargaining tools.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Revise the system of immunities and
procedural guarantees for public officials and
lawyers to make it fit for the efficient
investigation, prosecution and adjudication of
high-level corruption cases (e.g., by limiting the
cases of immunities to functional only; limiting
the categories of people enjoying the
immunities; transferring the right to launch
criminal cases against MPs to the Chief
Prosecutor of APO or interim Chief Prosecutor
of APO in matters related to the APO mandate;
excluding any investigative actions aimed at
gathering evidence (for example, search,
intelligence gathering tools, etc.) from the
scope of immunities [in cases of APO mandate
– it can be replaced by approval or drawing up
of relevant motions by Chief Prosecutor of APO
and his/her deputy; in other cases – by the
high-level prosecutors in GPO], etc.).

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Revise the criminal legislation and provide for
the suspension of the statute of limitations in
cases when the prosecution of the defendant
was stalled due to his/her immunity and for the
period this barrier was actually in effect.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

1.18.

1.19.

1.20.

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
Up to 6
months

2.3. Capacity to apply
plea bargaining
instruments

Up to 6
months

2.6. Immunities and
statute of limitations

Up to 6
months

2.6. Immunities and
statute of limitations
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Nr.

Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Timeline

1.21.

Change approaches to the representation of
APO cases in courts in practice so that the
same APO prosecutor (alone or as part of a
group) is responsible for it both at the pre-trial
investigation stage (in terms of exercising
investigations within APO mandate or of
leading/supervising investigations conducted
by NAC) and at the trial stage. Disband
specialised “judicial” division in APO and
transfer prosecutors from this division to the
other functional divisions within APO.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Up to 6
months

Ensure in practice the capacity of APO
prosecutors to present criminal cases within
their updated mandate throughout the judicial
proceedings - in courts of first, appeal and
cassation instances without exceptions.
Provide APO with sufficient human, technical
and other necessary resources to achieve this
goal. Take into account the future jurisdiction
of trial courts when determining the
prosecutor(s) responsible for the criminal case,
engage prosecutors from the territorial
divisions of APO accordingly.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Conduct an audit of criminal cases in which
APO prosecutors still represent accusation in
courts. Upon detection of cases that are not
related to corruption or high-level corruption
and do not have a public resonance - to initiate
entrusting non-specialised prosecutors to
represent the accusation in these cases in
order to free up the resources of APO.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Take all reasonable efforts within the powers of
APO prosecutors to ensure that court
proceedings in APO cases take place without
undue delays, within a reasonable time, and
also to promote that the courts are following
the principle of continuity of the judicial
proceedings in these cases. Focus the efforts
of APO prosecutors on the speedy finalisation
of court proceedings in cases of high-level
corruption.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Guide APO prosecutors when participating in
courts to seek in all cases of conviction for
corruption crimes: dissuasiveness of sanctions,
dismissal from public office of convicted
officials, application of special and/or extended
confiscation, aligning these priorities with the
KPIs for APO prosecutors.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

1.22.

1.23.

1.24.

1.25.
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2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings

Up to 6
months

2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings

Up to 6
months

2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings
Up to 6
months

2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings

Up to 6
months

2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings
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Key Recommendation

Ref. section/sub-section

Middle-term
(6 M – 24 M)

I. Jurisdiction, powers and limitations of APO
1.26.

1.27.

1.28.

1.29.

Focus further investigative activities of APO
(and NAC – in terms of supervision function of
APO) on cases of active and passive bribery,
offering or promising of a bribe, bribe
solicitation or acceptance of offer or promise,
foreign bribery, abuse of office, corruption in
public procurement (all - in public sector),
laundering of proceeds from corruption, illicit
enrichment and false statements in assets and
interests declarations , in case of APO corresponding to the category of high-level
corruption (in terms of amount of unlawful
benefit/damage or position of public official
involved).

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Improve the existing legal framework in such a
way as to make it impossible to abuse the
transfer of criminal cases from jurisdiction of
APO (and NAС, if appropriate) to other
prosecutor's offices (investigative bodies) and
to give the Chief Prosecutor of APO enough
legal leverage to influence the transferring of
cases to and from the APO (and NAC, if
appropriate). Any newly initiated criminal case
that falls under the APO mandate must be
brought to APO by default. The grounds for
further transferring should be exceptional,
clear, objective and exhaustive in addition to
the requirement of written reasoned decision,
which is taken, initiated or agreed by APO.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Revise internal regulations (if necessary) and
ensure in practice such a system of records for
criminal proceedings and verification that
would make it impossible to launch and carry
out parallel criminal investigations by different
investigative agencies in respect of the same
defendants and/or facts, in particular in cases
related to high-level corruption ensuring the
exclusiveness of the investigative mandate of
APO.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

Consider introducing a block on the eassignment of cases in the future e-case
management system in APO ensuring that the
assignments take place automatically based on
predetermined
objective
criteria
(specialisation, complexity, workload etc.)
instead of manual assignment by the superiors.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.
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Timeline

6 M – 24 M

1.2. Types of criminal
offences requiring more
focused efforts of APO
through investigation

6 M – 24 M

1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.

6 M – 24 M

1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
6 M – 24 M
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1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
1.30.

1.31.

1.32.

Extend the scope of application of article 1342
of CPC to crimes of illicit enrichment (article
3302 CC) and abuse of office in the private
sector (article 335 CC) through amendments to
CPC as well as clarify the mechanism of its
application in the legislative framework (e.g., in
sub-laws – guidelines or other internal
regulations mandatory for relevant LEAs,
banks, other financial institutions etc.). Ensure
the regular and efficient use of monitoring tools
stipulated in 1342 of CPC in investigation of
high-level corruption.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Revise the list of crimes giving rise to the legal
grounds to conduct financial investigations and
limit it in CPC to serious proceeds generating
crimes only (all proceeds generating corruption
crimes and crimes related to corruption within
the above recommended APO mandate should
be included in the list). Revise the concept of
financial investigations in a way to allow
financial investigations in cases where there
are no suspects or accused yet. Ensure that inhouse financial analysts of criminal anticorruption investigative authorities (including
APO) are duly authorised and fully resourced to
conduct financial analysis even before the
launching of criminal cases, in particular, for
purposes of detection of high-level corruption.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Consider the building of the APO's own
capacity to conduct financial investigations in
cases under its jurisdiction (a special financial
investigation division within APO), or, at a
minimum, allocate a specialised unit within
CARA for carrying out financial investigations
and asset recovery exclusively in the APO
cases of high-level corruption and ensure truly
effective cooperation between them.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption
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6 M – 24 M

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work

6 M – 24 M

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work

6 M – 24 M

2.1. Capacity to conduct
analytical work
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1.33.

Revise the concept of arrest and confiscation
of assets belonging to knowing third parties (in
terms of both special and extended
confiscation) in order to bring it in line with the
existing best practices. Consider the issue of
changing court jurisdiction (from civil to
criminal) for examining third-party complaints
against seizure of their property in criminal
cases.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

6 M – 24 M

Revise current legislation and by-laws in order
to
maximally
eliminate
unnecessary
bureaucracy and duplication in criminal
procedure and in the interagency cooperation
within criminal proceedings as well as to
digitalise the proceedings.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Expand the scope of application for remote
proceedings in the CPC to cover interrogations
by video conference both within the country
(with broader grounds and simpler procedures)
and of persons who are abroad. Provide APO
with sufficient technical capabilities to conduct
remote proceedings in practice. Ensure that the
results of remote interrogations have evidential
value in the criminal proceedings. Simplify the
procedures for conducting face-to-face
interrogations by giving right to assistant
prosecutors / criminal investigative officers to
draw up written protocols and cancelling the
need to draw them up in the event of a full video
recording of the interrogation.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Ensure effective enforcement of liability of
legal entities for corruption crimes by APO
prosecutors with focus on high-level
corruption cases (by means of training, putting
this category of cases both in priorities and
KPIs for APO prosecutors etc.). Consider
including legal entities as potential parties to
the new plea-bargaining mechanism. Update
Guidelines for investigation of crimes
committed by legal entities to cover the issues
of liability of legal entities for corruption crimes
committed by lower-level employees, agents,
third parties and beneficial owners of such
entities.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

1.34.

1.35.

1.36.
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2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
6 M – 24 M

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
6 M – 24 M

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)

6 M – 24 M

2.4. Capacity to bring
legal entities to criminal
liability for corruption
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1.37.

Ensure that the witness protection system is
fully funded so that no barriers occur in
application of relevant security measures,
including Witness Protection Programs, in
high-level corruption cases. Ensure effective
cooperation of APO with the body
implementing protection measures so that APO
has sufficient leverage to influence the choice
of protective measures and their modification.
Consider establishing a separate, independent
and fully resourced witness protection body, or
at least removing such a body from the
jurisdiction of MoI (as an option, to the judicial
branch) and providing it with all the necessary
resources. Direct the work of APO prosecutors
to strengthen the trust of witnesses in this
institution, to take effective protection
measures for witnesses in every case when
they may be threatened with illegal influence or
revenge on the part of high-ranking
defendants or their entourage. Potential risks
to witnesses must be weighed and the
question of the application of protection
measures discussed by APO in each case of
high-level corruption.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

6 M – 24 M

Raise awareness of APO prosecutors about
whistle-blowers, their role in detection of
corruption and the need and legal tools for
effective protection of whistle-blowers as well
as role of prosecutors in it. Consider the issue
of authorising APO (along with NAC) to deal
with reports from whistle-blowers in matters of
their mandate, providing whistle-blowers with
a specific status in criminal proceedings, and
empowering APO prosecutors to protect their
rights in criminal proceedings. Ensure in
practice the close and efficient cooperation of
APO prosecutors with whistle-blowers in both
detection and criminal prosecution of highlevel corruption.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

1.38.

2.5. Capacity in witness
protection and in whistleblower protection

2.5. Capacity in witness
protection and in whistleblower protection

Long-term
(3y +)

I. Jurisdiction, powers and limitations of APO
1.39.

In the short-term prospect, crimes that fall out
of the mandate of APO (following the above
short-term
recommendations)
may
be
transferred to the mandate of police, territorial
non-specialised prosecutor's offices and/or
NAC. However, in the end, further global
discussion is needed regarding the future
model of anti-corruption institutions and
combination of their powers in the field of
investigation and criminal prosecution of both
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6 M – 24 M

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

3y +

1.4. Jurisdiction of APO in
tackling high-level
corruption. Criteria for
including into the
category of “high-level”
corruption case
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Revise the rationale behind the existence of
another specialised prosecutor`s office
(PCCOCS) at least in its current concept and
decide on its further status.

1. Jurisdiction of APO recorruption and high-level
corruption cases.

3y +

Develop the system of forensic expertise in the
country in a way to ensure a sufficient number
of licensed experts of various specialties who
have a right to draw up expert opinions in
criminal cases, primarily at the expense of the
private sector, create an appropriate
competitive environment and eliminate queues
for forensic expert examinations in criminal
cases.

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

Revise the role and powers of the appeals and
cassation courts in the criminal proceedings in
order to significantly reduce the possibility of
sending cases to lower courts for retrials, as
well as narrow substantially the legal grounds
for cassation review, turning the Court of
Cassation into an instance that should focus
exclusively on resolving the complex issues of
law (not of facts).

2. APO powers /
limitations in conducting
investigation and
prosecution of high-level
corruption

corruption and high-level corruption. It seems
that short-term “cosmetic” measures alone
would not be enough to solve the more global
problems enshrined deeply inside the existing
model of corruption enforcement in the
Republic of Moldova.
1.40.

1.41.

1.42.
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1.5. Clearness of
legislation delineating the
jurisdiction of criminal
cases on corruption
among law-enforcement
bodies including lack of
overlapping in practice.
3y +

2.2. Capacity to apply
seizure (freezing, arrest)
of assets, capacity to
conduct investigative
actions (ordinary and
covert)
3y+

2.7. Presenting corruption
cases in court
proceedings
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II. Functioning of APO and cooperation with other actors

Timeline
Short-Term (up
to 6 M)

2.1.

Optimise the organisational structure and staff
of APO based on its mandate and workload of
APO prosecutors (taking in mind the
recommended mandate of APO and NAC).
Consider establishing a division (or unit) with
prosecutors dealing with analytical and
supporting functions (e.g., priorities, KPIs,
international cooperation etc.). Consider
increasing the number of APO prosecutors by
30% (up to 65 prosecutors [possible option of
distribution of prosecutors by functions:
leading of investigations by NAC – up to 20;
exercising own investigations – up to 40;
analytics and support functions – up to 5]). Fill
all the positions of prosecutors in APO as soon
as possible. Organise the work of SCP in such
a way that in the event of vacancies for
positions of prosecutors in APO, the
competitions for such positions shall be
announced by SCP immediately after they
arise and carried out without any delay.
Exclude in practice the engagement of APO
prosecutors
responsible
for
exercising
investigations of APO mandate in cases not
related to their updated mandate on high-level
corruption. Specialise prosecutors within APO
(e.g., by types of crimes, subjects, sectors of
economy, etc.). Reduce the number of
deputies of Chief APO Prosecutor, at least up
to 3 positions.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.2.

Staff APO with a sufficient number of criminal
investigative officers, field officers and
specialists in relevant areas of expertise (first
– through secondment and later [after revising
the Law No 159] – through selection and
appointment at the permanent in-house
positions) taking in mind a need to ensure its
own capacities in intelligence gathering
activities, non-legal expertise in economic and
financial
investigations
(e.g.,
in-house
auditors,
financial
analysts,
forensic
accounting, IT / technical specialists etc.), and
if so decided – capacities to conduct its own
financial investigations. Staff APO with a
sufficient number of in-house translators and
supporting case-management personnel.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months
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2.3.

Take immediate measures to fully implement in
practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring the proper organisation of the
work of APO (including but not limited to
sufficient in-house staff (in accounting,
logistics, HR, PR, IT, etc.), separate treasury
account, logo, web-site etc.). It is
recommended to establish accordingly
Accounting, Finance and Logistics Unit, HR
unit, PR unit, IT unit, Chancellery and CaseManagement Support unit.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.4.

Ensure that non-prosecutorial employees are
selected and hired by APO through a
transparent, competitive and merit-based
procedure, and their wages are competitive on
the market.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.5.

Revise the Law No 159 and the Law No 3 in a
way to entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO to
decide on the organisational structure,
staffing table, number of prosecutors, criminal
investigative officers and field officers in APO,
transfer of APO prosecutors within its
divisions (including from and to territorial
divisions) upon consent of the prosecutor,
establishment and liquidation of territorial
divisions of APO within its budget, without
involvement of GPO. Transfer to the Chief
Prosecutor of APO and the SCP a key role in
delegating
prosecutors
of
APO
and
suspending them from office. Provide the
Chief Prosecutor of APO with enough leverage
to take part and influence the selection and
promotion of APO prosecutors (that is for both
ordinary and managerial positions) by SCP.
Entitle the Chief Prosecutor of APO or interim
Chief Prosecutor of APO with the powers to
submit the nominations of prosecutors for the
positions of his/her deputies for the approval
of SCP. Provide a legal opportunity for
representatives of other legal professions (in
addition to prosecutors) to take part in the
competition for positions of APO prosecutors.
Give preference to those candidates who have
anti-corruption expertise. Entitle the Chief
Prosecutor of APO to approve Regulation on
Activities of APO with the consent of SCP.
Establish that the positions of criminal
investigative officers, field officers and
specialists in APO are permanent, and the
appointment to them is carried out by APO
through the open competition based on merit

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months
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and by the order of Chief Prosecutor of APO.
Retain secondment (from and to APO) for adhoc cases without limiting the types of
positions of seconded persons.
2.6.

Prior to the revision of the laws, provide for
changes to the internal acts of SCP opening
the way for effective participation of the Chief
Prosecutor of APO in the selection, promotion
and other relevant procedures for APO
staffing.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.7.

Take measures to find and provide APO with a
separate detached building with state police
security fully suitable for its proper
functioning. Ensure favourable working
conditions for APO prosecutors, including but
not limited to offices with enough working
space, modern hardware and software,
necessary office equipment, communication
means (including for video conference), IT
security, a separate protected computer
network for APO (with access levels and
access controls), ensuring the IT security at all
times through a full-time staff IT specialist(s),
e-case-management
system
preferably
synchronised with the criminal investigations
and system of court case management (with
appropriate access levels and access
controls). Provide APO personnel with
sufficient number of vehicles for performance
of their duties, including operative vehicles for
undercover operations.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.8.

Take immediate measures to fully implement in
practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring a separate budget line for APO
annual budget, drafting the annual APO
budget by Chief Prosecutor of APO, free
administering the APO budget by APO itself
through its own staffed in-house accounting
and logistics employees. Provide APO with
adequate financial resources to carry out its
tasks
effectively
(in
light
of
all
recommendations provided in this Functional
Analysis).

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months

2.9.

Amend the GPO regulations providing that all
the orders on translation within prosecution
system shall go through the relevant
department of GPO by making APO
translations an exception.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

Up to 6 months
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2.10.

Enshrine a legislative ban on the GPO to
conduct hierarchical internal checks, controls,
audits and similar measures, in particular, of
APO`s criminal procedural activities, as well as
reporting of APO before the GPO, and initiate
disciplinary proceedings against prosecutors
of APO on this basis. Prior to making changes
to the legislation, fix this principle in the
internal regulations of GPO. Cancel the
practice of designating a deputy PG as
“responsible for the work of APO” by order of
the Prosecutor General and make changes to
the relevant internal regulations to this end.
Exclude in practice any forms of coordination
of the work of APO by any deputies
Prosecutor General other than the Chief
Prosecutor of APO.

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decision of inferiors

Up to 6 months

2.11.

Revise the laws in a way to cancel the rights
of the GPO (including PG) to request for
hierarchical control any criminal cases from
APO and NAC (leaded/supervised by APO) and
to provide any kinds of instructions in criminal
cases within APO mandate. Authorise the
Chief Prosecutor of APO and his/her deputies
to give written instructions in criminal cases to
APO prosecutors on the grounds and under
conditions clearly provided by the law. Provide
the possibility for APO prosecutors to
challenge written instructions of APO
management to the SCP in case of
disagreement. Entitle SCP with the real powers
to address the challenges to independence of
prosecutors in practice and to deliver
meaningful decisions capable of remedying
the facts of relevant violations of
independence. Enhance the capacity of SCP
members in protection of independence of
prosecutors in practice. Fix these principles in
the internal regulations of GPO/SCP/APO.

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decision of inferiors

Up to 6 months

2.12.

Stop the informal practice of “coordination” by
the PG, deputies PG, the Chief Prosecutor of
APO and his/her deputies of procedural
decisions to be adopted by prosecutors of
APO in criminal cases that they investigate,
lead/control or prosecute in courts.

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decision of inferiors

Up to 6 months
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2.13.

Revise the laws in a way to get rid of the rights
of the GPO (including PG) to revise
(annul/nullify) in whole or in part, to change or
supplement the acts of inferior prosecutors
and criminal investigative officers in APO
cases and NAC cases leaded/supervised by
APO. Fix these principles in the internal
regulations of GPO/APO.

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decision of inferiors

Up to 6 months

2.14.

Overcome the excessive formalism and
bureaucracy in the APO work. Simplify to
maximum extent possible the existing
operating procedures of cooperation and
coordination with other national state
agencies.
Make
e-mails,
on-line
communications, electronic signatures, eplatforms and face-to-face communication the
ordinary every day means of effective
cooperation and coordination.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

Up to 6 months

2.15.

Ensure both in law (if needed to revise the laws
and/or internal regulations of GPO) and in
practice the possibility for APO to conclude
interagency agreements (memorandum of
understanding, of cooperation, etc.) with
relevant national state authorities and ensure
elaboration
and
conclusion
of
these
agreement on an as-needed basis.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

Up to 6 months

2.16.

Establish the efficient system of information
sharing with other relevant national state
authorities (regular, ad hoc, as well as fixing
the obligation to share it on their own
initiative).
Establish
special
operating
procedures with clear and simple algorithms of
cooperation and coordination with other
national state authorities.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

Up to 6 months

2.17.

Enhance the efficiency of cooperation within
the updated mandate of APO with NAC, FIU,
ANI, FSS, CS, National Bank, Chamber of
Accounts and other relevant national state
authorities
with
focus
on
detection,
investigation and prosecution of high-level
corruption and laundering of proceeds from
high-level corruption.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

Up to 6 months
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2.18.

Ensure proactive and effective application by
APO in practice the following forms of
cooperation and coordination with other
national state authorities: joint bilateral and
multilateral
meetings;
contact
points;
secondment (in addition to the statutory
secondment to APO staff); interagency
intelligence and investigative teams (regular
and
ad
hoc);
coordinated
parallel
investigations; interagency exchange data
platforms; interagency working groups and
task forces; exchange of intelligence and
investigative information in the real time;
sharing of experience and joint training events;
exchange of information on disciplinary or
administrative violations committed by official
from another agency, whenever expedient and
applicable.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

Up to 6 months

2.19.

Elaborate and adopt Policy for Asset Recovery
in cases under the mandate of APO, as well as
ensure its implementation in practice. Build the
capacities of APO prosecutors and judges in
the efficient application of confiscation tools
and asset recovery.

7. Recovery of assets from
corruption and money
laundering by APO
prosecutors

Up to 6 months

2.20.

Ensure in practice the prioritisation, efficient
confiscation and actual recovery of assets
subject to special, extended or other types of
confiscation in criminal cases under APO
mandate with a special focus on high-level
corruption and ML from this type of corruption.
Align KPIs for APO prosecutors accordingly.
Elaborate comprehensive statistics (by types
of crimes; mandate; types of confiscation;
types of owners; in final court verdicts and
actually confiscated; internal or from abroad
etc.).

7. Recovery of assets from
corruption and money
laundering by APO
prosecutors

Up to 6 months

2.21.

Take immediate measures to fully implement in
practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring the capacities of APO prosecutors
to cooperate with foreign counterparts
directly, without intermediaries. Revise
internal regulations of GPO to that end. Revise
the legal framework in a way to provide the
Chief Prosecutor of APO and interim Chief
Prosecutor of APO with a formal right to sign
any requests on MLA, extradition and transfer
of criminal proceedings in criminal cases of
APO mandate as well as assign the requests on
MLA from abroad within the APO mandate for
execution. Ensure that all correspondence

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

Up to 6 months
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related to international cooperation of APO
comes directly to APO (not through GPO).
Minimise bureaucracy in the APO operating
procedures in terms of international
cooperation.
2.22.

Build own capacities of APO and its
prosecutors to carry out international
cooperation
with
foreign
counterparts
directly, including but not limited to human
resources (a staffed prosecutor assigned to
deal with international cooperation [as a
temporary solution a prosecutor from the
international department of GPO might be
seconded to APO to assist in capacity
building], staffed specialists and translators),
financial resources (budget for foreign
missions,
hospitality
expenses
and
networking, expenses for international mail,
high-quality and confidential communication
equipment), technical resources (modern IT
tools for online video conferences) etc.
Organise English learning courses for APO
prosecutors and define fluency in foreign
language(s) as advantage in selection
procedures for APO prosecutors. Organise
training activities for APO prosecutors on
international cooperation (including best
practices of using the modern tools and asset
recovery). Elaborate and adopt the Guidelines
on international cooperation for APO
prosecutors. Elaborate and adopt the
templates of interagency (police-to-police)
requests for cooperation as well as of MLA
requests fitted for the mandate of APO in highlevel corruption cases. Elaborate and post at
the internal e-platform for APO prosecutors
the Memos or Check-lists on the peculiarities
of international cooperation and MLA with the
foreign jurisdictions most relevant for the
mandate of APO.

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

Up to 6 months

2.23.

Take immediate measures to fully implement in
practice the provisions of Law No 159 in terms
of ensuring the creation of separate official
APO web-site and of PR (information and
media relations) division. Ensure sufficient
human, financial, technical and other
resources for their due functioning.

10. Public Relations /
Communication (public and
internal)

Up to 6 months

2.24.

Elaborate and adopt PR (communication)
strategy and PR policy in APO. Increase the
openness of APO to the media and strengthen
the media's trust in APO. Respond to media

10. Public Relations /
Communication (public and
internal)

Up to 6 months
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reports on high-level corruption immediately
and provide regular feedback in these criminal
cases. Ensure that the public communication
of APO is both proactive and results-based in
practice.
2.25.

Regularly inform the general public of all
essential acts carried out in all high-level
corruption cases of public interest (e.g.,
suspicions/charges,
detentions/arrests,
arrests
of
essential
assets,
bringing
defendants to court for trial, termination of
criminal cases, results of plea bargaining,
convictions, sanctions, dismissal of officials
from public office and prohibition to hold public
positions following conviction, amounts of
confiscated assets etc.) with due account of
the interests of investigation and of
presumption of innocence, based on
the Rec(2003)13 of the Committee of Ministers
of the Council of Europe. Clearly communicate
to the public its decisions to terminate or not
to open or pursue criminal investigations in
high-profile corruption cases with justified
reasons behind it, as well as mistakes and
failures to provide results where appropriate.

10. Public Relations /
Communication (public and
internal)

Up to 6 months

2.26.

Revise article 212 of CPC and article 315 of CC
in a way to eliminate the chilling effect of these
norms for APO prosecutors while informing the
general public about the progress in criminal
proceedings under their mandate.

10. Public Relations /
Communication (public and
internal)

Up to 6 months

II. Functioning of APO and cooperation with other actors

Middle-term (6
M – 24 M):

2.27.

Consider and resort to the most relevant
options with the aim to address the problem of
corruption in APO (disciplinary and ethical
proceedings, in-depth integrity checks by ANI,
criminal remedies etc.), if necessary –
introduce through legislative changes and
conduct a separate vetting procedure for
prosecutors of APO to clean up the system.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

6 M – 24 M

2.28.

Revise primary legislation and provide for a
regular (once every two years) independent
external performance evaluation/audit of APO
by experienced and well respected national
and international evaluators/auditors and a
public oversight mechanism over APO
activities formed through fair and transparent
procedures.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

6 M – 24 M
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2.29.

Revise the legislation in a way to entitle APO
negotiate its annual budget directly with the
decision-making bodies without intermediary
of GPO and obligation of those bodies to
inform both APO and general public about the
reasons in case of a significant discrepancy
between the proposed budget and that which
is finally approved or allocated.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

6 M – 24 M

2.30.

Raise the renumeration of APO prosecutors to
a level fully corresponding to its updated
mandate to deal exclusively with high-level
corruption crimes in terms of exercising
investigations and with corruption crimes in
terms of leading/supervising investigations
conducted by NAC.

1. Organisational structure,
human, financial and
technical resources

6 M – 24 M

2.31.

Revise the Law No 159 and the Law No 3 in a
way to ensure sufficient safeguards for
independence of APO prosecutors in terms of
disciplinary
proceedings.
Ensure
independence of PI from the PG in law and in
practice (e.g., by handing over it from the GPO
mandate to the aegis of SCP; by enhancing
requirements to the positions of PI inspectors,
providing status of prosecutors to them and
stronger guarantees of independence). Ensure
independence of BDE from the PG (e.g., by
giving APO more powers to participate in
forming its composition and establishing
voting rules which would afford members from
CSOs to have more significant role in the
BDE`s decision-making). Ensure genuine
independence of SCP by implementing the key
recommendations that have been repeatedly
given recently by international organisations
and experts (see the reference in the text of
FA). Consider the introduction of specific
guarantees for the Chief Prosecutor of APO
and APO prosecutors in the disciplinary
proceedings (e.g., by raising the instance of
decision-making and/or raising the decisionmaking bar to a qualified majority of votes (e.g.,
2/3 for prosecutors, ¾ for Chief Prosecutor)
etc.).

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decisions of inferiors

6 M – 24 M
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2.32.

Revise the Law No 3 (article 38) in a way to
make the grounds for disciplinary liability of
prosecutors narrow, clear and unambiguous.
Provide reasonable filters that prevent
opening
the
disciplinary
proceedings
regarding prosecutors in cases of different
interpretation of CC and CPC provisions to be
decided by investigating judges or judges.

2. Disciplinary liability, right
to challenge the
instructions from superiors,
powers of superiors to
revise the procedural
decisions of inferiors

6 M – 24 M

2.33.

Identify the most vital topics for activities of
APO within its [updated] mandate, elaborate
and adopt Guidelines, SOPs and other relevant
regulations (e.g., guidelines on parallel financial
investigations; on detection of high-level
corruption; on prosecution of laundering of
proceeds from corruption; on prosecution of
illicit enrichment, on asset recovery, etc.).

3. Guidelines and SOPs for
functioning of APO

6 M – 24 M

2.34.

Revise the Law No 159 and entitle the Chief
Prosecutor of APO to adopt the Regulation on
the activities of APO (if needed – by
agreement or after consultations with SCP).
Draft and adopt the full-fledged Regulation on
the activities of APO based on the
recommendations of this FA.

3. Guidelines and SOPs for
functioning of APO

6 M – 24 M

2.35.

Ensure in practice the capacities of APO to
elaborate and adopt own internal regulations
(including
Guidelines,
SOPs,
MOUs,
methodologies, job-descriptions etc.) in line
with updated mandate (with focus on highlevel corruption) and relations with other
bodies and institutions (GPO, SCP, etc.).

3. Guidelines and SOPs for
functioning of APO

6 M – 24 M

2.36.

Introduce the practice of planning in each case
investigated
or
leaded/supervised
by
prosecutors of APO, team work of
investigative groups in the planning of complex
high-profile corruption cases, control over
implementation of plans and timely update
based on interim results of investigation,
elaborate and adopt the samples of
investigation and prosecution plans based on
best
practices
and
modern
IT
technologies/tools in planning.

4. Planning, defining
priorities and ensuring
resources in criminal
investigation and
prosecution of corruption.
Dealing with different
typologies of cases

6 M – 24 M
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2.37.

Elaborate and adopt the Crime Policy of the
state based on thorough analysis of crime
trends with a separate section on combating
corruption (including of high-level). Elaborate
and adopt the Policy on asset recovery or
make it a part of the Crime Policy.

4. Planning, defining
priorities and ensuring
resources in criminal
investigation and
prosecution of corruption.
Dealing with different
typologies of cases

6 M – 24 M

2.38.

Elaborate and adopt by the order of the Chief
Prosecutor of APO the Priorities for the APO
activities following the pre-determined criteria
(e.g., by types of crimes, procedural tools,
economic spheres, etc.) for certain timeframe,
on a regular basis. Ensure following the
Priorities in practice and follow-up of
implementation of the Priorities. Focus on
cases of high-level corruption, laundering
proceeds from high-level corruption and asset
recovery.

4. Planning, defining
priorities and ensuring
resources in criminal
investigation and
prosecution of corruption.
Dealing with different
typologies of cases

6 M – 24 M

2.39.

Allocate APO resources in view of the updated
mandate of APO and a significant increase in
staff in favor of shifting them towards the
investigation and prosecution of high-level
corruption cases and of laundering of
proceeds from high-level corruption. Apply the
case-specific approach to allocation of APO
resources. Shift priorities from noisy dawn
raids and intrusive investigative instruments to
more efficient analytical work and parallel
financial investigations.

4. Planning, defining
priorities and ensuring
resources in criminal
investigation and
prosecution of corruption.
Dealing with different
typologies of cases

6 M – 24 M

2.40.

Ensure efficient cross-cutting and proactive
system of detection of high-level corruption in
practice (e.g., through embedded analytical
capacities, effective cooperation with other
state agencies (FIU (SPCSB), ANI, FSS, CS etc.)
and CSOs, media, investigative journalists,
whistle-blowers etc.). Ensure prompt and
effective response to all public allegations on
high-level corruption in the media, ensure
communication of such response and of
outcomes of investigations to the general
public. Introduce statistics for detection of
corruption (including high-level corruption)
based on sources of detection.

5. Detection of corruption
by APO prosecutors

6 M – 24 M
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2.41.

Ensure the possibility to include the criminal
investigative officers and field officers from
both APO staff and other LEAs into
investigative groups within APO mandate in
law and in practice. Consider the revision of
legislation in a way to allow financial analysts
and other staffed APO specialists to be the
members of the investigative groups as well.
Consider revision of legislation in a way to
combine investigative and field (operative)
functions in hands of one procedural figure in
the future.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

6 M – 24 M

2.42.

Develop in the work of APO the culture of
cooperation and trust to other respective
colleagues both in APO and in the other
national state authorities.

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

6 M – 24 M

2.43.

Make a live joint discussion at a round table of
APO prosecutors, criminal investigative
officers, field officers and specialists (financial
analysts and others) of the planning,
directions and difficulties in the investigation
as a normal form of coordination within the
investigation of specific cases by APO (instead
of reporting, formal operational meetings and
records as a result of these meetings).

6. Cooperation and
coordination with other
national authorities (NAC,
CARA, GPO, FIU (SPCSB),
FSS, CS, MoI, ANI, MoJ,
National Bank, etc.)

6 M – 24 M

2.44.

Reform the existing system of enforcement of
confiscation orders in a way to ensure prompt
and efficient actual enforcement of verdicts on
confiscation, in particular in criminal cases of
corruption and laundering of proceeds from
corruption. Revise the laws and/or case-law in
a way to eliminate the practice when the
judicial civil remedies are abused for
obstruction of enforcement in criminal
confiscation proceedings.

7. Recovery of assets from
corruption and money
laundering by APO
prosecutors

6 M – 24 M

2.45.

Consider introduction of post-conviction
investigations in Moldova for purposes of
tracing, seizing and further confiscation of
criminal assets.

7. Recovery of assets from
corruption and money
laundering by APO
prosecutors

6 M – 24 M

2.46.

Analyse the most relevant jurisdictions for
cases within mandate of APO and initiate
concluding
interagency
cooperation
agreements with the foreign authorities on
exchange of data, information and other types
of non-MLA cooperation. Ensure in practice

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

6 M – 24 M
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their implementations, consultations with
foreign counterparts, visits, networking with
foreign liaison officers and contact points, etc.
2.47.

Ensure the implementation in APO practice of
a general rule to apply informal (interagency,
police-to-police)
cooperation
(including
through FIU where appropriate) prior to
approaching the foreign jurisdiction with the
MLA requests, as well as to avoid fishing
expedition requests.

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

6 M – 24 M

2.48.

Introduce the regular practice of consultations
with foreign counterparts regarding the
preparation and execution of APO requests in
the most complex cases of high-profile
corruption, as well as an automatic system for
monitoring the deadlines for the execution of
requests and follow-up.

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

6 M – 24 M

2.49.

Ensure the implementation in APO practice of
relevant modern MLA instruments, including
but not limited to: direct channels of
communications; JITSs; interviews via video
and telephone conference; spontaneous
information; use of modern technical tools for
sending cooperation or MLA requests; crossborder observations, controlled delivery,
covert investigations; repatriation of assets,
where
appropriate.
Intensify
informal
international cooperation and MLA tools to
enforce assets tracing, seizure, confiscation
and recovery of assets with focus on highlevel corruption crimes and crimes of
laundering the proceeds from high-level
corruption.

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

6 M – 24 M

2.50.

Consider
appointment
of
an
APO
representative of Moldova in Eurojust taking in
mind the need to enhance cooperation with
focus on transnational crimes, including
corruption and money laundering.

8. International Cooperation
(police-to-police, MLA,
extradition, modern tools in
MLA)

6 M – 24 M

2.51.

Put an end to the existing quantitative
assessment of the work of APO prosecutors.
Introduce new clear, efficiency-oriented and
transparent key performance indicators (KPIs)
for APO prosecutors (in terms of both
investigation and supervision function within
the updated mandate). Provide for the clear
links between KPIs and Priorities of APO`s
work, between execution of KPIs and
promotion of APO prosecutors as well as

9. Performance indicators
and Statistics

6 M – 24 M
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between KPIs and tackling high-level
corruption. Address all relevant aspects of the
cases investigated or supervised by APO
prosecutors (types of crimes, complexity of
cases, number and level of defendants and
witnesses,
international
dimension,
cooperation with the investigative team,
innovative investigative tools used etc.) with
the focus on dissuasiveness of sanctions (real
imprisonment in all serious corruption cases
and dismissal from office following the
conviction) and actual confiscation in the final
court verdicts.
2.52

Revise the Law No 159 in a way to cancel the
obligation of Chief APO Prosecutor to annually
submit a report on the activities of the APO to
the Prosecutor General (article 5(4) of Law).

9. Performance indicators
and Statistics

6 M – 24 M

2.53.

Introduce electronic system of keeping
statistics and put the statistics in line with
updated mandate of APO to investigate highlevel corruption and supervise investigation of
corruption cases by NAC. Align statistics with
the priorities and cover all relevant information
on the detection, investigation, prosecution
and adjudication of cases within APO mandate
needed to analyse the trends, practices, gaps,
omissions, limitations for the efficient
functioning of APO. Conduct regular profound
analysis of enforcement statistics and change
priorities, policies or practices on its basis.
Make all statistics of APO publicly available
through publishing it on APO website. Build
own capacity for keeping and analysing
statistics through staffed and trained in-house
specialist(s).

9. Performance indicators
and Statistics

6 M – 24 M

2.54.

Monitor regularly the level of public trust to
APO,
draw
conclusions
and
react
appropriately.

10. Public Relations /
Communication (public and
internal)

6 M – 24 M

2.55.

Elaborate and adopt the APO regulation on
capacity building activities. Identify the
genuine training needs for APO prosecutors
and other APO staff. Ensure the proper
strategy, planning, coordination with NIJ and
other counterparts, measuring and analysing
the impact of capacity building activities and
use the results of analysis for further
development.

11. Capacity building

6 M – 24 M

2.56.

Introduce the most efficient training forms,
means and methodology (e.g., simulated

11. Capacity building

6 M – 24 M
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investigations, joint or mixed groups training
activities, e-learning platforms, sharing best
practices, etc).
2.57.

Ensure regular capacity building activities for
the APO prosecutors and criminal investigative
officers on the most pressing topics, including
but not limited to: financial investigations and
financial
analysis;
methodology
of
investigation/prosecution of bribery, foreign
bribery, corruption in public procurement,
laundering of proceeds from corruption
(including with the use of professional money
laundering schemes and/or cryptocurrencies),
illicit enrichment (all – with focus on high-level
corruption); proving in high-level corruption
crimes (including indirect methods of proving);
OSINT, asset tracing, seizure of assets
belonging to knowing third parties, beneficial
ownership, confiscation and asset recovery;
liability of legal entities for corruption crimes
and plea bargaining; international cooperation,
drafting of MLA requests, use of modern MLA
tools; planning and tactics of criminal
investigation and prosecution; legal writing
skills and art of judicial pleadings (persuasion
in courts); leadership skills; cooperation and
coordination skills; speaking to the press and
communication skills; criminal investigation
and human rights, etc. Ensure regular capacity
building activities for managerial staff of APO
on leadership and effective management.

11. Capacity building

6 M – 24 M

2.58.

Ensure regular capacity building activities for
other staffed (in-built) APO employees (such
as field officers, financial analysts, PR, HR, IT
and others) in the fields of their competence.

11. Capacity building

6 M – 24 M
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